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Preface. 

This investigation is in a way an answer to Prof. A. D. Nock 
who a propos my monograph on The Great Vohu JJfanah asked 
me about my opinion as to the Mesopotamian elements in Mani
chaeism, a problem which, of course, had for some time been 
present in my mind. 

In the texts and translations given in this work insignificant 
variants and deviations from standard translations have not been 
specifically pointed out. Owing to the lack of Syriac types it has 
been necessary to print part of the book before the proofreading 
of the whole book was finished. For eventual inconsistencies and 
slips the reader's indulgence is therefore kindly asked for. It 
was further inevitable, because of financial reasons, to print this 
investigation before the real King and Saviour series could be 
completed. The first of these works, treating of the Israelite
Jewish conceptions, will however follow so soon that it is hoped 
that no serious inconvenience will be felt. 

I am much obliged to my friend Dr T. Save-Soderbergh, Lecturer 
of Egyptology at the University of Uppsala

1 
who was so kind 

as to read some of the Coptic Manichaean texts with me and 
showed a great interest in this subject. I further beg to tender 
my thanks to my friends Dr A. Haldar, Mr H. Ringgren, T. L. 
F. K., and Mr H. Tegnaeus, F. L. for much help with proof
reading and compiling the bibliography and indexes. Finally
my thanks are due to my indefatigable collaborator Rev. G. E.

Bjork, B. D., who has as usual corrected my English.
This book is dedicated to Prof. J ohs. Pedersen as a token of 

admiration and friendship. 

Uppsala, September 1946. 
Geo lVidengre11. 





Introduction. The State of the Problems. 

The problem of the real character of Manichaeism has for 
many years been one of the most vexing questions in the history 

of the religions of the Ancient Near East. As to the historical 
connexions between the religion founded by Mani and the reli
gions then existing, three main solutions have offered themselves.1

Three, because Mesopotamia, the country where Mani was brought 

up, at his time had to count chiefly with three religions as rival 

factors. First, the old Mesopotamian religion with its inheritance 
from Sumero-Accadian times and cults. Of course this indigenous 

religion had, since many centuries, lost its vital force, but in 

spite of its lack of real vigour it was still there, and refused to 
die. Many people clinged to their inherited local cults, and for 
sheer conservatism did not want to see that its days were past 

and gone. The attacks of the fathers of the Syrian church of 

times even later than those of Mani show that the old fwnp fi[a, 

"heathenism", was still playing a role in the religious life of 

Mesopotamia, not least in offering mythic and ritual material to 
the innumerable sects who in all historical periods seem to have 

been special and ample sources of supply for the country between 
the two rivers.2 The first scholar to take the very natural course 

1 The opinion expressed by Baur that Manicbaean religion is essentially 
an Indian-Buddbistic system may here be left aside, becam'!e it is altogether 
discarded by modern research; for Baur's views see Das manic}1iiische Religions-

1Jystem pp. 4�3 ff. 
2 Sttch attacks are still found in no insignificant measure in the writings 

of Isaac of Niniveh (d. about 460) who in this way offers us some valuable 
items concerning old Mesopotamian cttlts in bis time; see Bickell, S. Isanci 

opem omnia e. ,q. I pp. 209 ff., II pp. 211 ff. From about the same time (see 

Baumstark, Geschidde der syr. Lit. p. 28) is the Doctrine of Addai where we 
also get some particulars as to the indigenous Mesopotamian religion, see 
Phillips, The Docfrine of Ad<lai, the Aposlle transl. p. 23 f., text p. �- Well 
known is the discourse of Jacob of Serug (d. 621) on the Fall of the idols, !lee 
Martin, DiscourB de Jaques de Saroug sur la clmte des idoles ZDMG XXIX 
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to argue that Mani owed his deepest impressions to the native 
religious ideas of Mesopotamia was Kessler, whose demonstration, 
however, in the long run must be said to have completely failed 
in convincing investigators of the problem belonging to later 
generations, and this on account of its lacking really decisive 
proofs. The few valuable arguments set forth by Kessler will 
be discussed later in connexion with the topics treated in the 
following investigation of the Mesopotamian components in the 
religion of the Manichees. Indeed, after having held the field 
for some years Kessler's views were soon relegated to the depart
ment of the history of erudition, and Gillis Wetter actually seems 
to have been one of the few to revive this opinion concerning 
the orjgin and structure of Mani's religion. 1 Nyberg in his 
survey of recent investigations into this department is therefore 
quite correct in stating that this explanation has been left out 
of account in recent discussion.2

When the explication of the foundations of Manichaeism 
offered by Kessler was so definitely put aside, this was - at 
least partly - due to the fact that the discoveries in Central 
Asia appeared to bring the Iranian factor to the fore. All the 
Manichaean authentic documents in various dialects of the Middle 
Iranian language {Pahlavik, Parsik, and Sogdian) were interpreted 

(1875) pp. 107 ff. esp. pp. 131-33; further Ausgewiihlte Sclwiffen der syriscl,rn 

Dichfer, iihers. Landesdorfor BKt,
2

, pp. 158 ff. with some good notes; in full 
detail i<l. Die Giitfcrliste des Mar Jacob von Sarug; additions and corrections 
are given by Vandenhoff OC (1915) pp. 235 ff. Die Giittc,-[iste des Mar Jakob 
von Sant_q in seine,· Ho111ilie etc. We need not dwell here on the oft adduced 
fact that the pagan Gnostics of Kharran embraced the old Chaldaean astral 
religion, see the tt>xts given by Chwolsobn, Die s.�abier I pp. 1 ff. and De 
Gocje in Actes dn r1e congri:s des orfr11tafo.tes II ))p. 285 ff. where the text nnd 
translation of several prayers to the planet gods are to he found. We may add 
that during the great perserntion under Sapur JI there was a mart.Yr caJled 
Aitilaha who had been a priest to ��;..a., i.e. sarm bclu, see Be<ljan AMS

IV p. 1:33. 
1 Sec Kessler ,llani I esp. pp. 250 ff. and P

l

l E 12 the essay "Man£, 
1lfaniclufr1·", esp. p. 266; Wetter, PROS pp. 106 ff. In what is by far the be!!t 
survey of the different stages in researches on 1\Janichacism Nyberg points ont 
that also Harnack and Wesendonck follow much the same line of exposition, 
see /1'or.'lclwugcn fiber den 1lfa11ichiii,qmus, ZXIV XXXIV (Hl35) p. 76 . 

2 .Xyherg op. rit. p. 81: "Der alte Panl.,abylonismus wurdc von eincm Panira
nismus abgelost." 
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as g1vmg evidence of the basis of Manichaeism being substanti

ally Iranian. Richard Reitzenstein who, following the general 

trend in the pioneer researches of Bousset, was the protagonist 

of the "Iranian" faction of interpreters through his analysis of 

the central dogma of the Manicbaean religion, that of "the saved 

Saviour", was eventualJy led to the conclusion that Mani based 

his doctrines on old Iranian "popular religion" as contrasted 

with Zoroastrianism as the religion of the Sassanian rulers, in 

other words as the Sassanian religion officially establisbed.1 This 

view was in ma.ny ways supported by the researches carried out 

by Benveniste and Nyberg, who demonstrated what an important 

role Zervanism played as an outstanding theological tendency, 

and probably also as a living religion, in the West of the Iranian 

empire, supported because the connexions between Zervanite spe

culation and Mani were apparently incontestable.2 The whole 

complex of conflicting religions in ancient Iran was moreover 

1 The chief work of Bonsset is his Hauptprobleme de,· Gnosis, now a classic,
where the Iranian element in Gnostic religion is emphasized, esp. pp. 116 ff. 
Reitzenstein has set forth his opinions in a great many separate books and 
papers, the most sensational of which surely was and - we may add - still 
is Das iranische Erloswngsmystet·ium. In this work, to quote the words of 
Nyberg which are much to the point, be "bat ... ein Werk von gewaltiger 

Tragweite znstandegebracht", op. cit. p. 83. And this probably in a. still higher 
degree than Nyberg wonld have been willing to admit in 1936. Many of the 
definite statements made by Reitzenstein were included in the last edition of 
his Die hellenistischen Mystet·ienreligionen which appeared in 1927. As to the 
question of Iranian popular religion, Nyberg, op. cit. p. 81, was rather sceptical, 
but his own investigations have been of great use in proving the existence of 
different Iranian religions as offshoots of the ancient Iranian popular religion. 

On this problem there now exists the very decisive result achieved by Dr 
Wikander in his recent Fei,.erpriester in Kleinasien und fran, where we observe 
esp. p. 141 with the following statement: "Tatsachlicb ist natiirlich der or
thodoxe Zoroastrismus die ji.ingste dieser Meinungen und die 'A bweicbtt0gcn' 
sind eben die noch nicbt gleichgescbalteten Ansserungen der altiranischen Volks

religion." 
1 The book by Benveniste The Persian Religion, and bis paper Le temoignage 

de Theodore bar Konay sur le zoroaslrisrne in MO 26-27 (1932-33) must be 
mentioned here together with Nyberg·s Questions de cosmogonie et de cosmo
logie mazdeennes. We need only point out here the notion of the High God in 
Zervanism as compared with the role played in Manicbaean religion by "t.11e 
Father of Greatness", who actually bears the very name of Zervan in the 
:Manichaean texts in Middle Iranian language. 
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subjected to a. thorough analytical treatn:ient by Nyberg, followed 
by Wikander and the present writer. Nyberg was able to show 
that from times immemorial Iran seems to have been the battle 
ground of rival religious systems and cults.1 Carrying on these 
researches further ,Vikander ie now in a. position to prove that 
the early Sassania.n government, far from being a "Zoroastrian" 
kingdom, on the contrary invited to an exasperated competition 
between various religions.2 This being the case, there is no 
wonder that Wikander has also been interested in throwing light 
upon the Iranian element in some Manichaean conceptions and 
rites.3 Again, the present writer tried in an earlier work to show 
that Reitzenstein was perfectly right in assigning the theologou

menon of the saved Saviour to early Iranian mythical ideas, and 
traced this essential Gnostic doctrine back to common Indo
Iranian religious speculation.' 

But we must arrest our steps here, for advancing so far, we 
have anticipated the development of the actual discussion on the 
historical and structural position of the religion of the Manichees. 
We must now turn to the third religion in Mesopotamia at the 
time of Mani's coming forth as the preacher of a new religion, 
viz. Christianity. It was Burkitt who in 1925 put forward the 

1 Nyberg, Die Reli,qionen deR alten Iran, p. 62, treats the Mithra-religion, 

pp. 86 ff. the religion of the Gathas, pp. 233 ff. the Zoroastrian religion, and 
pp. 328 ff. the Zervanite religion and the other religions in the West. In his 

works Der arisr.he Miinnerbund and Vayu I Wikander was able to show the im
portance of especially the Vayu and Mithra cults, and in his Feuerpriester the 
role played in the West by .Anii.hitii.. Already Heitzenstein bad emphasized the 

significance of the cult of this goddess, see Die Vorgescliichte der chri1,tlichen 
Taufe pp. 36 ff., 217 ff. The writer has given some complementary views on 
the idea of the Highgod in these different religions of Iran in his Hochgoft

glaube im alten Iran. 
2 Wikaoder, Feiterpriester, esp. pp. 66 ff. 
3 See Wikander, l"ayit I, pp. 42 ff., concerning the conception of the ascen

sion of the soul to heaven and 1:d. La confession des peches dans le manicMisme 

for the terminology and practice of confession in Manicbaean religion. In this 
last-mentioned work Dr Wikander demonstrates that the Manichaean words for 

confession and penance are of Partbian origin and thus quite independent of 
the Zoroastrianism of the province of Fars. 

' See Widengren, The Great Volm Manalt, and for the Indo-Iranian origin 

of the chief Gnostic doctrines, id. Reli_qionens riirld, pp. 358-389, esp. pp. 
358-367.
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thesis that Manichaeism in the main was to be understood as a 
Christian Gnostic sect1, and this opinion was later taken up and 
further worked out by Schaeder. This scholar had from the 
outset �een a most enthusiastic partisan of Reitzenstein, describing 
himself in humble phrases as the mere disciple of the master 
Reitzenstein, only to turn round all of a sudden and enter upon 
a sharp controversy against his former "master" .2 Schaeder's 
views of Manichaean religion were largely dominated by his way 
of looking at Gnosis, which he held to be mainly based on 
Hellenistic speculation and practically not at all connected with 
Indo-Iranian religious ideas as far as its real essence was con
cerned.3 Since similar statements bad been made earlier in Ger
many by Harnack, Schaeder was very appropriately styled a 
Harnack redivivus by Jonas whom we have to thank for some 
trenchant and wholly convincing criticisms of Schaeder's general 
treatment of the problem.' But Schaeder had made a discovery 
of a more solid nature. He declared that the undeniable differ
ences between the Eastern and Western literary Manicbaean 
tradition was due to Mani's having "translated" his religious 
system into both Iranian and Christian categories. Originally con
ceived as a Hellenistic philosophical-religious speculative system 
jt was in this way given a double face, an Iranian in the East 
and a Christian in the West. When propagating his ideas, Mani 
found it necessary to translate them not only into the languages 
of Iran and the West, but also to "co-translate" the religious 
terms and conceptions into their corresponding indigenous terms 
and notions. In this manner we have to understand the Iranian 

1 Burkitt, The Religion of the Manichees, p. V, says that bis main object 
has been "to suggest that the Christian element in the Religion of the Mani
cbees is larger and more fundamental than the scholars of the last generntion 
were inclined to allow". He further contends "that though single details in 
Manicbaeism can be illustrated or explained from Zoroastrian sources the funda
mental construction of Mani's religion remains (heretical) Christian", ib. p. VIII. 

1 Compare the different attitude shown by Schaeder in the preface, p. 203,
of bis Imnische Lehren constituting Part II of Reitzenstein-Scbaeder, SAS, 

and e.g. OLZ 1_928 col. 163 ff. as against bis subsequent writings, G-nomon 5 
(1929) p. 368 f.; Gnomon 9 (1933) p. 359 f. 

8 This attitude is conspicuous everywhere in bis paper De,· Orient und das 

griechisclie Erbe in Die Antike 4 (1928), pp. 226 ff., esp. p. 24 7 f. 
' See Jonas, Gnosis und spiifantiker GeiBt pp. 51-58. 
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clements in Manichaeism as being only "elements of stylc''.1 

Against this very attractive solution, which for some time appeared 

to have won general approval among scholars, Nyberg made a 
cautious reservation without denying its special merits. 2 That 

Schaeder's proposal was actually quite wrong in the exaggerated 

form it was given by its originator is a fact that the present 

writer hopes is demonstrated by his and Dr Wikander's recent 

researches. But Scbaeder did not make a halt at this position, but 

in fact advanced further and took up his stand close to that 

occupied by Burkitt, who - we incidentally remark - held much 

the same opinion of Gnosis as Schaeder.3 For in his Olaus Petri 

lectures in 1938 Schaeder seemed to be inclined to reduce the 
role of Mani to only that of a summer up of the doctrines ad

vanced by such Gnostics as Marcion, Bardaisan, and Valentin� 

1 Schaeder in his work Urfonn ttnd Fo-ribildun_qen des manichiiisclten 

Systems, p. 146, says: "Vor alleru aber ist jetzt klar, dass die zurvanistiscben 

und ti berbaupt die iranischen Elemente in den manicbaischen Sch rift en, wie 

sie besonders in den Tnrfanfragmenten hervortreten, n i c b t - wie man bisber 

annabm - auf 'Entlebnung' beruhen, also aucb n i c ht s  fur die Frage ber

geben, wie weit Maui von der lilteren iranischen Religion 'beeintlusst' war. 

Dies alles berubt vielmehr auf bewusster und planmassiger Um s t  i Ii s i e r  u n g 

des in seinem Lebrgebalt feststebenden und durcb diese Umformung nicht 

angetasteten manicbiiscben Systems, in Anpassung an iranische Tbeologie." 
1 See ZNW XXXIV (1935) p. 86. 
1 See Burkitt, Church and Gnosis, where he writes as if the whole modern 

research into Gnostic religion bad never been done, cf. the criticisms by Bauer 
ThLZ 1933, p. 343. Burkitt considers Gnosis cbietly as an internal Christian 

heretical movement, and does not enter into a discussion on the results obtained 

1,y the methods of the history of religion. The endeaYour of Percy, Unfer
sudmngen 1·iber cfrn U1·sprm1_q dcr Johanncisclicn. Thcologic, to follow the same 

line, and e . . fJ· to derive the Mandaean Gnosis from the J ohannine writings is 

of course completely abortive; see the decisive paper by Bultmann OLZ 1940, 
col. 150 fl. Johannl'is,·lte Schnjten und li·nmiis. Prof. Bultmann shows that 

l'ercy bas understood practically nil of what Gnosis means, owing to his 

erroneous method. I have nothing to add to the trenC'hant criticisms of Bult

mann, except that Perl'y obviously has only a microscopical knowledge of 

Iranian matters, a measure of knowled�e which is certainly not surlicient for 

trying to treat. Gnostic conceptions. When J. Jeremias snrprisingly enongh seems 

to accept t.he thesis of Percy tb:it the conception of "the saved saviour" is due 

to a Gnostic interpretation of the Christian dodrine of salvation, see SEA IV 
1_1030), p. 145 f., lie exposes himself to the same censure as l'ercy. This con• 

tention of theirs - highly improbable from the outset - is thoroughly refuted 

by implication in my work 1'he Great Volm ,lfanah. 
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who were of course all (of them) interpreted in the "Hellenistic" 
way a la Harnack.1 

The situation thus being that recent research tends to stress 

the importance of Iranian popular religion as forming the basis of 

the Manichaean religion and to look upon Mani as principally the 

founder of a reformed Iranian religion 2
, then it will, in the nature 

1 According to the abstract of one of these lectures given in Upps(l,la Nya 

1'idning, March 22nd, 1938, Prof. 8chaeder contended that the two agents con· 

stituting the spiritual postulates of Mani were Hellenism and Christianity. 
Among bis immediate predecessors three are above all worth mentioning: 

Marcion, Valentin, and Bardesanes. We may add that, according to the report 

in the said journal, Prof. Schaeder stated that Marcion was characterized by 

the hypocTisy of his theological problems. A most remarkable statement! Both 

Burkitt and Scbaeder are in their views on this point probably dependent on 

the opinions expressed by Alfaric in bis standard work Les ecrifm·es mani

cheennes, esp. I p. 16, where after having reviewed the works, mainly of Va• 

lentin, :Ma.rcion, and Bardaisan, be concludes: "C'est dam; ce milieu tres com

posite que le Manicbeisme est ne. c·est de Jui qu·n procede." Here we have 

the thesis of Burkitt and Schaeder in a nutshell. For a characterization of 

Alfaric·s views on Manicbaeism, see tbe clear remarks by Nyberg in ZNll'

XXXIV (1936), p. 83. 
1 Because of bis views on Gnosticism and Irauian religion, the present 

writer regrets not being able to endorse the opinion expressed by Prof. Nyberg 

after his already mentionf'd l"ery prudent resenations as to the explanation 

of Manichaean religion offered by Schaeder: "Aber wichtig war es, dass Scbaeder, 

wie wir zu hoffen wagen, endgiiltig den hartniickig festgehaltenen Satz von 

Mani als rein franischen Religionsstirter oder Reformator dcr nationaliranischen 

Heligion erledigte .. , op. cit. p. 86. Firstly, nobody bas of course seen Mani as 

anything but a founder of a Gnostic religion on a substantially Iranian ground

work. Secondly, we cannot, as has already been stated, nowadays speak of the 

national Iranian religion. Thirdly, Mani wishing to present himself as the man 

who was destined to give the Iranian empire its official religion will be clear 

both from the analysis of bis religious system and from an insight into the 

religious and political situation in the Snssuninn kingdom of his time. Note 

tl1at mnch the same attempt was made by .Ma.zdak much later when the political 

and religions conditions were less fa\•ourable. In addition, we may observe that 

the state of Iranian culture in the Sassanian period makes it rather impossible 

to speak of a pu1·ely Iranian religious reformer, and surely Bousset and Reitzen

stein never understood Mani but as a Gnostic of bis tiwe, i.e. of the Hellenistic 

epoch. But the Hellenism of Mani is - and that goes without saying - an 

Iranian-Mesopotamian Hellenism; he is an exponent of Iran-ism. With these 

modifications we may completely agree with Prof. Nyberg in bis conclusion 

that Mani is to be interpreted iu the light of Asiatic Hellenism, op. cit. p. 80. 

And it is only fair to add that Prof. Nyberg would to-day be conceivably much 

more on the Iranian side of the exegetes of Manicbaeism, as is apparent even 
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of things, be of great interest to answer this question: Are there 

then any Mesopotamian and Christian elements in the primitive 

form of Mani's religious system? And if there are, of what kind 

do they appear to be? 

from his remarks on p. 82 as to tbe solution proposed by Bousset: "Das 

Problem der Bedeutung Irans fi'lr den Gnostizismus ist sicherlich bedeutend 

komplizierter, als er nnnabm, aber seine Haupttbese scheint mir Momente zu 

entbalten, an denen man scbwerlich vorbeikomm,n kann." 



CHAPTER I. 

The Two Hostile Powers. The Idea of Life. 

The Manichaean myth, like all Gnostic religions, includes a 
drama which like the Hegelian scheme is enacted in three sub

sequent acts as the counterparts of the Hegelian thesis, antithesis, 

and synthesis, t:iz. firstly the state before the fall, secondly the 

fall, and thirdly the return to the original state. In our in

vestigation it would seem to be the best method to analyze the 
Manichaean mythical material in connexion with these three acts 

of the drama of salvation. 

We thus begin with a treatment of the state in the heavenly 

kingdom, in the origins of the universal history, according to 

the views of Mani. As is well known, he spoke of two realms: 
that of Light, and that of Darkness. We may appropria.tely con

centrate ourselves at first on the synonymous word for Light, 

i.e. Life. For as a designation of the two opposite powers Mani

would also use the appellation The Two Roots or Principles, the
Tree of Life, and the Tree of Death.1 The word Life altogether

plays an important role in Mani's writings. The highest principle
of good evokes the Mother of Life, J.;..,..,? .l»l 2, and after the defeat

of the Primal Man a second creation is evoked, the third one of
1 See Cumont, Recherchc8 II p. 96, 100 f. The Syriac term is�? 4�-l. 

.-\s to the Mesopotamian background of the expression "Tree of Life" we refer to 
the discussion below, 146 ff., 156 ff. The phrase "the Two Roots" in Pahlavi is 
<lo bun as already Burkitt, Religion of the Manichees, p. 17 n. 2, hn-s observed. 
In Mani's own words, T JI D 126 I V 10 ff., the advantages of his religion are 
enumerated. He speaks there of his revelation of the Two Roots, 'bll,u·mysn

'yg dw btan, see MirM II p. f> (296). Note, however, that the Root of Life is 
found also in Mnndaean literature as _ac•·:, :., ac-v.,·-::, Lidzbarski, Mandiiische 

Lifurgien p. 130: 11-12. In the plural it appears in Lidzbarski, Ginzc7, p. 
117: 13; 134: 11. The roots of Darkness, on the other band, appear ib. 313: 26; 
319: 22. We cannot here take up a general discussion of the Iranian elements 
in Manicbaeism, but refer to the remarks in the introduction. A follower of 
Bardaisan also speaks of these Two Roots, see Hilgenfeld, Barde8anes p. 33. 

1 See Cumont, Rechercl1e8 I p. 14. 
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which was the Living Spirit who fills the function of a Demiurge.1 

In the Manichaean Coptic psalms we find the expression "treasure 
of Life" (Psalm-Book II p. 2: 26) as well as "the law of Life" 
(ib. p. 16: 3). The Primal Man in these psalms is called "the 
treasure of the Great ones of Life" (ib. p. 210: 18). 

That the notion of Life has a still more important place in 
Mandaean literature is a well-known fact. Thus, in Mandaean 
writings there is to be found the idea of an original di vine 
power from whom everything has emanated.2 From this Life, or 
the First Life, as it is also called, proceed the Second Life and 
the Third Life. These divilie Potencies seem to belong to the 
oldest stratum in Mandaean religion, which is otherwise cbarac• 
terized by its various theogonies.3 A definite mythical concep
tion seems to be introduced into this complex of emanation ideas 
by the appellation "Son of Life", �.,.,;,,�, which is met with in 
Mandaean literature.' That this name is a designation for the 
Mandaean Saviour (or one of the Saviours) is evident. from such 
passages as llfa11diiische Li'.furgien, p. 147 f. LXXX: 5; LXXXI: 8; 
£b. Ll V p. 221: 9, and above all ·ib. p. 185: 4.5 But the Son of 
Life ought to have not only a father, but also a mother, and 
actually we meet in the cosmogony given by Mani also the fignre 
of the Mother of Life, as was just stated. This term, however, 
is met with in other Gnostic surroundings. In the little•known 
sect of the Quqites we find a goddess who is properly the image 
of God, and with whom he brings forth a series of gods and 
goddesses, a series of emanations, as we see the process of crea
tion in Mandaean literature (Pognon, Inscriptions ..ftfandai'tes, text 
p. 14-l, transl. p. 209 f.). The Quqites call this female principle
Mother of Life, J:.:-? .l»l, thus exactly the same expression as
m the s_ystem of Mani.

1 See Cumont, Rcdll'rehes I p. 20 f. 

2 See Brandt, Die Mandiiischc Religion pp. 24 ff. 
3 

er. Rrandt-, Die Afoncliiischc Reli,qion p. 33. 
4 See Lidzbarski, Das Johannesiuch p. 96 n. 2. 
• For the last pas::-age, see below, p. 90. Luise Troje has further seen that

in the description of tbe ship of salvation given by Lidzbarski, Das Joltanne.<i

buch p. 155 f. (cf. below p. 98), tbe three names "Son of Life", "the Fisherman" 
anrl "Sunday" are all of them but various aspe<"ts of the same figure, the 
Saviour, see Sanbat, Bcigabc lII in Reitzenstein, Die Yor_q1·scl1iclde de,· dwisf. 

Ziehm Ta11fe p. 359. Barclaisan also used this term as well as "the }�ather of 
Life', see 1,'pltr. Syr. op. ornn. sy1·. II 557 B f.
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Now it is an interesting fact, which seems to have been over
looked in this connexion, that the term in question appears also 
in Ethiopic literature, for we have there the weU-known concep
tion of the Son of Man expressed in a. very curious way, i.e. by 
the Ethiopic Wl,\J!: A=¼(\ : >'-ai>fb£a>-: properly filius prolis matris 

viventium. This appellation is met with in the Ethiopic Book of 
Enoch (62: 7, 9, 14; 63: 11; 69: 26, 27; 70: 1; 71: 17), and further 
in the Ethiopic Old Test. in Ps. 80: 17; throughout Ezekiel; in 
Dan 7: 13, and universally in the New Test.1 There is another 
very similar term, 1:iz. >'-:.J(\: }i,ai>fb.fa>-, properly proles matris i·i
ventimn, found in Num. 23: 19; Ps. 8: 4; 144: 3; 146: 3.2 The 
question now arises: how are we to explain these odd expres
sions? In answering this question we must of course refer to 
Gen. 3: 20 in the LXX: xa.t btcD.aosv 'Ao&µ. to ovoµ.ct 'tiji; yuva:t-xoi; 
au-coo ;w1j, 5tt p.Yjt"ljp 1tavtwv tGw �wnwv. And Melito of Sardes 
says: Eva, vita, sive calamitas, Ecclesiam significans, quae mater

·viventium. 3 There are however also Gnostic texts providing us
with this same term and thus speaking of the Mother of all
living.4 But this expression, i·iz. µ'Y)'t"lj() 1tav1:wv twv �wvtwv, does
not coincide with an assumed Greek pattern of the Ethiopic
phrase, because the Etbiopic expression lacks the word "all", and
would consequently refer to a Greek µ.fitYJ() -cwv �wv-cwy {even as
the text in Melito of Sardes). And this appellation is in reality
at hand, just in a, Greek text filled with Gnostic doctrines, the
so called Naassene Homily, where in ch. 7: 39 we find µ'Y)t'J)p
�WYtwv used about Jerusalem above.

Now this term is presumably a mistranslation, for in other 
passages we find this figure, the Mother, called µ.�t"ljp ti'ji; �wi'j;, 
e.g. Acta .Archelai ch. 7 (ed. Beeson p. 10: 5), which is the correct
translation of the Syriac�? J»l, the Manichaean Mother of Life.6

1 I owe these statistics to Charles, The Book of Enoch, p. 86. 
2 I am still obliged to Charles ib.
3 See Troje, AL1.41U wnd Z.QH p. 72. 
• See Troje op. cit. ib.

' Other such mistranslations are recorded by Henning MirM II, p. 6
(296) n. 4. He might have pointed out another in one of his own texts, M 36 V 11
for there there is of course expressed the wish that "the sisters" migbt come to
the Land of Life, shr. 'y zynd_q'n, being an obvious mistranslation of the Syriac
�? ,b..;l, which is found a great many times in the Homi1ies of A.frahat,
as well as in the Cave. of Treasures, ed. Bezold p. 72, transl. Budge p. 96 f.

2-46524 Gw Widengren
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Now there bas conceivably Leen a widespread idea of the 
Mother who bore Life, and was therefore called the Mother of 
Life, for in some passages of Christian Jiterature we meet with 
the conception that the Virgin Mary is the Mother of Life and 
has borne Life. Thus she is called YJ YEQ: E1Q:, M-ip:r;p 't°1,I� �w11; 
(Ps. Athanasius PG XXVIII col. 937). And in a Coptic text it 
is said: "O God-bearing, thou art the true vine which hath born 
the grape of Life ·(mcM�f iin: nwii:-6).1 Perfectly explicit is in this
respect also an Ethiopic hymn to Mary where it is said: 

God gave the house of David a prophecy when he said 
that thou, 0 Virgin, wouldst conceive and bear Life ( m:,·mA�: ih,C.lD•)·: ). 

Grohmann, Athiop£sche JJJ arienhymnen p .. 77 XXII: 4. 

This identification of Mary with the Mother of Life is of 

course a merely poetical image in these texts, but presupposes a 
living religious conception of a goddess, the Mother. And the 
usage of the language in this case shows a most remarkable 
coincidence with other similar modes of, let us say, "archaic" 
expression.2 That such a figure as the Mother existed very early 
in Gnostic circles is in fact quite definite.8 To return to Syrian 
soil, we find in the polemics of Aphrem aga.inst Bardaisan a 
hint at this Mother-goddess when he says that Bar<laisan had 
taught about a paradise 

--ot� Q.u e » l�l?

J.»? .s,f p.� �l 

which gods measured out and founded, 
and Father together with Mother 

... ot�_j-l \.o�oJ.:) in their marriage planted 

• .._ota.�� '-°°'�,o� and layed out through their footsteps.

Ephraemi Syri opera omn,ia syriace II 658 C, 
transl. E,)Jhni°Jn der Syn•r BKt2 p. 187, 8. 

This paradise planted by Father and Mother is obviously the 
Garden of Life, a term met with on different occasions. In the 
:Mandaean writings, where the word Life is found on nearly 

1 See Mallon, Documents de s011rrc cnpfe sw· la sai11te l"ierge, RO(; X (100[>) 

p. 184, quoted from Grohmann, Atkfrpi�chr .1.llariwhymnm p. 24 7. Cf. also

L:un.v, Ephraimti Hymni et Senn<mes 1I col. 605: 1.

2 See Widengren, Rcligionms riirlcl 1>- 241 f.

• See Bousset, Haupfproblcme der Gnosis pp. 58-Sa.
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every page, it seems as if the very expression "Garden of Life" 
were missing, but there is in compensation an interesting pas
sage worth quoting. 

Ni.,T-i N.,,.,i,:2 ,.,:-,, On yonder side among the fruits of 
splendour, 

Nii:-,�-; N"'!N:liNl:"l:l in the Farmyards of Light, 
�.,,�,r:, l:"l"':l iu the House of Perfection, 

. .. ,N.,N nN�'l!I ,.,,N!l:l within thee, Garden of Ether, ... 
ON"1N n��"'!I ,.,,N!l:l within thee, Garden of Adam, 

�"'"':"'1'1 [ N"'i� J N.,.,?.,� NTi,tt� the voice of Life [is crying out] 
.N.,,�N N""::li, ONi�.,� what the Great is saying. 

Lidzbarski, Das Johauneslmch (text) p. 241: 13-242: 2, 
{transl.) p. 221 f.1

When Life is residing in this garden and lets its voic,e be 
heard there, the term "Garden of Life" would seem to be a 
suitable name. In fact we really find this expression in the 
Ethiopic Book of Enoch where it is spoken of 

Jt-iror>-: 1�£1: �t\: fth.e-�: a>-fl-t: 7f-t: m.e.m:i- all the elect who dwell 
in the Garden of Life. 

Charles, The Ethiopic Version of the Book of Enoch, p. 111, 
ch. LXI: 12, transl. id. The Book of Enoch p. 122.2

This Garden of Life is thus identified with the garden of 
Paradise where the elect will dwell after death. Aphrem speaks 
in one of his Madhrashe on Paradise of this garden when he 
says: 

�? l�, -� This Garden of Life, 
la.a.? � -ot�./, blessed be he who is worth 

ot>nm� �? to arrive at its delight! 
Overbeck, Ephraemi . . . opera p. 351: 17-18. 

The l\fandaean word tarbafe must be translated "farmyard"', "stable", 
hr.cause it is an old Mesopotamian term for the farmyard where Tammuz is 
the herdsman, the Sumerian word being titr, the Accadian farba�u. Tammuz 
is called Lord of the stable, wnun e-t1i1·-a, SBT No. 6: 12 ( 

= Accadian bcl tar

ba�i). The Accadian equivalent is found, e.g. Reisner SBH No. 7 Rev. 8/9. 
For the whole quest.ion see Tallquist, Akkadisclte Goftenpifhef<L p. 470. 

1 We may further note that the promise is made to the elect that they 

shall be given garments of glory which shall be the ga.rments of Life, Charles, 
Tlte Book of Enoch p. 125 ch. LXII: 16. 
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In one of his hymns A phrem says of the Saviour that the 
gates of Paradise were opened to him: 

.�,J. �� � ' The Garden of Life opened its gates. 
Lamy, Ephraemi Hynmi et Sermones IV, col. 747: 4. 

As we have already found in Mandaean writings that the 
Saviour is called Son of Life, we may in this connexion state that 
also this term is to be seen in the hymns of Aphrem, e.g. when 
he speaks of "the scourgings of the Son of Life", �? -ot0� 
� (Hymni et Sermones IV col. 693: 11 cf. 753: 13 (read ,L..IJ �!)). 

In using this term Aphrem only carries on a usage of 
language which is found in the Acts of Thomas. In his song 
of praise the apostle (who, by the way, himself is evidently called 
the Apostle of Life 1) uses the epithet Son of Life repeatedly. 

�? l;.J)� l� �ot.» To be praised art Thou, the Son, 
the Firstborn of Life, 

-�? l&.'»o J.»; �l �? who art from the exalted Father 
and the Word of Life. 

l
t*"'-11ii.

,,, l;J.9 l� �ot.» To be praised art Thou, the Son, 
the adored Fruit 

-�� � � ""'""-:t??
�? l� �ot.»

� ,la..� '",:, ffl)O �l?
-ot�otQ,)O 

�! l� �ot-»

who didst rise upon all in mercy. 
To be praised art Thou, the Son 

of Life, 
of whose gift the Father giveth in 

abundance to the holy. 
To be praised art Thou, the Son of 

Life, 
,.bl? � � accomplishing the will of Thy Father. 

Wright, Apocryphal Acts of the AJ)ostles I p. �; 1. 15 
-17; p . .-; 1. 16-17; p. ,L9; 1. 2-3; p. �; 1. 13-14;
transl. II p. 245 ff.; Bedjan AMS 3 p. 115 l. 14-15;
p. 116 1. 15-16; p. 117 1. 1-2; p. 118 1. 11-12.

1 The Greek text, ch. 118 ed. Bonnet p. 228: 22, has 'tov ci7t6<1"tOAov 1:ou1:ou
�wvto\; w bicb is presumably dependent on an original Syriac �? J ♦♦ • \. e 
understootl by the translator as .J,....,? ,I + + ·' e, the Apostle of the Living. Such

mistranslations are exceedingly common, cf. above p. 75, 106 and below p. 17 n. 6. 

'l'he Syriac versions now extant have between 'fl/ilia de and tiajie inserted the words 

di�o· 'alahii, and take }_lafae as ?wjjii. In this way they accordingly obtain the
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In these highly interesting invocations we note at once that 
there are two variations of the designation "Son of Life", for 
beside this expression we meet the more qualified appellation 
"Son, the Firstborn of Life". The last title, J,:.:.u? l�ca.:., looks 
like a Gnostic interpretation of the name of Christ found in the 
New Test. 1tpwt6to'>to;. But if we examine the context a little 
closer, we will soon discover that the Gnostic title "the Firstborn 
of Life" cannot be dependent on the old Christian 1tpwt6to'>to;.1 

For in the epithet "the Firstborn of Life" the word Life is a 
designation of the Highest God 2, and the Firstborn of Life is 
thus the same as the Firstborn of God (the Highest God). That 
much would conceivably be clear. But in the New Test. passages 
we do not find any text telling us that Christ is the Firstborn 
of God! Now the word Firstborn, when being an epithet of a 
divinity, has a long history behind it before it appears in the 
New Test. In Mesopotamia the young god is the Firstborn of 
the god, his father e.g. Marduk is bukur Ea, Ninurta is b-ukur 

Enlil.3 In the kingdoms of South Arabia the king could be styled 

text � l�l �CU..? J ♦♦ • \ e, ed. Wright p. �; 1. 4. This text has later 
been farther altered by the corruption of � into ll!"""', according to which 
we get the text as it is printed in Bedjan's edition p. 126: 11 �c.a...t J v \ e 
ll!"""' l�l. Thus the obviously too Gnostic expression "the Apostle of Life" 
has been completely purged out from the Syriac versions. The t.erm "the Apostle 
of Life" is common in Ginzi where, however, the index does not give any idea 
of the terminology used in several passages because the word Apostle is not 
indexed. From Ginza we may quote the following "self-predication": 

tc"�ni ac,tc tcn",:i I am the Apostle of Life, 
.n:11, .. , ac�.,tc�i tc)ac,;;-zi,p the true one, in whom there is no falsehood. 

Lidzbarski, Ginzii p. 69: 16-16 = Petermann, R. Ginza p. 66: 11. 

In Mandaean writings we find that the word Apostle is synonymous with the 
term Messenger as a designation of the heavenly Saviour sent down to save 
the souls. The Manichaean usage of language is completely the same, see 
Widengren, The Great Vohu Manah, Topical Index s. v. Apostle and fraesta.

1 See the passages in Bauer, Griechisch-Deutsches Worterlntclt z. d. Schriften 
d. Neuen Te8f. col. 1166.

1 Cf. above p. 16 concerning the terms Life (the First Life), the Second 
Life, the Third Life. Cf. farther Balai ed. Zettersteen p. 39 XIII: "the First
born of the Father, the Hidden One". 

• See e.g. Tallquist, Akkadische Giitttrepitlieta p. 66 f. s. v. bukru and Weir,
Ltxicon of Accadian Prayers s. v. b·ttkt-u.
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the Firstborn of the god, and in Israel the king is the Firstborn 
of Yahwe (Ps. 89: 28).1 The expression "the Firstborn of Life" 
can in this wa.y be shown to be a Mesopotamian divine and 
royal epithet designating the king as the representative of the 
firstborn among the sons of the High God. In the usual Gnostic 
manner the concrete name of the god-father has been changed 
into the more abstract term Life.2

This investigation into the title "the Firstborn of Life" has 
presented us with the correct interpretation of the shorter 
name "the Son of Life", which in the light of the evidence 
adduced is to be understood as the Son in a special meaning, 
the Son par excellence, the oldest son, the Firstborn of Life. May 
we add here that also the other epithet of Christ cited here from 
the Acts of Thomas gets its seemingly good explanation from 
old Mesopotamian religious literature.3

Against this background we may also assume that at least 
two passages in the Syriac New Test. (and at least one in the 
Greek text) are to be taken as possessing a "Gnostic" implication. 
The statement in Coloss. of Christ rnns in the Greek text as 
follows: 

1tpw't6-tn.o; mxa'Y)� 'X'ttcrcw�. 

O'tt ey O:Utl'f> e-x.t£cr&1J 't<X 'itCXY't-X 

Who is the image of the in
visible God, 

the Firstborn of all creation, 
for in him were all things 

created, 
in the heavens and upon the 

earth. 
Coloss. 1: 15-lG. 

1 For the whole question see Widengren, King an<l Saviour. 
2 As e.g. lsbtar has been replaced by 8opbia, see Bonsset, HauptprolJleme 

dcr Gnosis, pp. 68 ff., and Widengren, Rdi,qionens viirld, pp. 189 fl. 
3 The epithet Fruit in this case reminds us of the corresponding term 

Fruit used of the moon-god in Mesopotamia, of whom it is saicl that be is the 

Fruit wbicb is born by itself, en-bu s<t ina ra·ma-nH·1i, ib-ba-rm, see Tallquist, 

Akka<lische GottereJ_)ithef<L p. 24. It is the Syriac verb �?, rise, that shows 

the epithet Fruit to be understood as referring to an astral divinity. Other

wise the epithet could be taken in the sense indicated below, p. 125 II., in our 

treatment of the conception of the Tree of Life. 
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This hymn to the Saviour is rendered by the Peshitta in the 
following way: 

Ut l�h lla.»? a..ooit oot He who is the image of God who 
lJ.-b is not seen, 

lL� �ou.D? l;..:,a.::.o and the firstborn 'of all creatures, 
p� -�ll � and in him everything was created, 

.�;,l�o .I ,,a e:,.t in heaven and on earth. 

The New Testament in Syriac, Coloss. 1: 15-16.

That the change of npw'tchoxo; ncial); Y.'t{aew; into l;..:,a.:,.

lL� ��o..D? gives the phrase a more Gnostic colouring seems 
to be beyond discussion 1, for by this statement Christ is taken 
as the Firstborn of many creations emanating from the Father 
who has after him - according to the following verse "in him", 
or "through him" (the double sense is implied) - created 
everything else in the universe. The sequel as well as the hymn 
m its entirety is admittedly strongly Gnostic in character.2

The other passage of interest to us in this connexion is found 
in the Epistle to the Hebrews where the text says of God in 
his dealing with his Son: 

o�xy oe miALY etaayciy� 'tOY
1tpW't6'tO'X.OY 

e!; 't'YJY otxouµeYY)Y, Aeyet·
x�t 1tpOO'X.UYY)OCX'tWOaY

1tiY'tE� a.yycAot &eou. 

and further, when introducing the 
Firstborn 

into· the world, he says, 
"Let all God's angels worship 

him." 
Hehr. 1: 6. 

In this text it seems most probable that the single epithet 
ought to be understood as designating the Saviour in His char
acter of the Firstborn of God, and thus having the same import 
as that found in the Gnostic texts, this because we are here 

1 This also if due consideration is taken to the proposed translation of 

1tli<J')'J; X'tlaaw; as "every created thing··, for which see ICC 35 Abbott, Epistles 

to tlte Ephesians and to the ColossfonR p. 213. 
1 It may suffice to refer to Kiisemann, Leib mid Le.ib Christi, p. 149 f., 

who has clearly seen that Christ in this song is the "saved Saviour", and thus 

the Aion. On]y, he has not found out the exact origin of t.be term Firstborn, 

but very probably the meaning it bas acquired in Gnostic religion. 
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confronted with an act of the enthronization drama.1 We have 
already seen that the divine couple, Father and Mother, were 
celebrating their marriage in the Garden. Hence the garden is 
presumably to be understood as a bridal chamber. Paradise is 
styled by Aphre� as such a bride-chamber in one if his hymns 
when he says of God's gifts to Adam: 

l�♦1 .... e» l� 

ll.o.A.AJ! µ� 
� 0� � �Qt,. 

.l;.Jb.. �? �, 

The glorified garden, 

the bridal chamber of chastity, 

he gave unto that king, 

fashioned from the dust . 

. Overbeck, Ephraemi ... opera, p. 342: 21-23. 

The conception of the bride-chamber will occupy us later; 2

here we only wish to stress the fact that it seems to have been 
a common idea in Gnostic and S_vrian Christian circles that the 
Garden of Life was also the bride-chamber where the divine or 

1 As to the translation of this part of the text the 1tri1..tv has been a crux

interprefum. Moffat, JOG 39 Epistle to the Hebrews p. 11, takes it M is in
dicated by the translation above in the text, in support adducing some evidence 
from the corresponding language of Philo. He further says: "Ilpro'tO'tO)(.o, is 
Firstborn in the sense of superior. The suggestion of Christ being higher than 
angels is also present in the context of the term as used by Paul (Col 116• 11), 

but it is nowhere else used absolutely in the NT, and the writer here ignores 
any inference that might be drawn from it to an inferior sonship of angels. 
Its equivalent ... is applied by Philo to the Logos. Here it means that Christ 
was 8on in a pre-eminent sense; the idea of priority passes into that of 
superiority", Moffat ib. p. 11. I can echo this stRtement with some modifica
tions: firstly, the background in the royal ideology explains why this epithet 
is used in this scene when God is depicted as introducing his Son in the 
assembly of the angels, from the outset a part of the coronation drama when 
the king is worshipped by the assembly of gods, see Widengren, King and 
Saviour, and for the Egyptian conditions Norden, Die Geburt des KindeB 

p. 116 fl., secondly the sense of superiority is thus from the beginning con
nected with the term. Windisch, Der Hebraerbrief p. 13 fl., and above all
Kisemann, Da8 wandernde Gotterwolk, pp. 68 ff. have seen that the scene de
picted in the Epistle to the Hebrews is an act of enthronization, and the latter
has given many fine viewpoints on the elucidation of this text. Only, the text
is part of a long historical development of the royal ideology both in Israel
and the ancient Near East, and this also ought to be emphasized, see Widen
gren, King and Saviour where the scene in Hehr. ch. 1 has been treated
in its historical connexions with the Israelitic-Jewish ideas of kingship.

1 See below p. 109 ff. 
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royal nuptials were celebrated. When speaking of the Garden of 
Life we ought, of course, to refer to the Tree of Life planted in 
Paradise, and to the mythical conception of Primal Man as the 
watcher of the garden and, for this reason, conceived of as "the 
Gardener".1

Concluding these remarks on the appellation "The Firstborn 
of Life", we only wish to emphasize the conspicuous Mesopotamian 
colour of this expression. 

All the mythical ideas circling round the Garden of Life bring 
us back to the Dilmun Epic, the Sumerian Paradise myth, with 
its intimate relation between the god and the goddess, their 
hieros gamos, the Primal Man as the gardener, nu-Miri0•

2 The 
Gnostic conception of the various divine figures: Li£�, the Mother 
of Life, the Son of Life (who is the Second Life, and can be 
called the Firstborn of Life), and their habitation in the Garden 
of Life, all these notions remind us of very ancient Mesopotamian 
and - it would seem - specifica.Uy Sumerian myths which possess 
a definite ritual background,3 

In this section it remains to illustrate the Mesopotamian roots 
of some expressions used in Manichaean and Mandaean literature 
where the word Life plays a prominent role. We have incident
ally remarked that the idea, of the Tree of Life is intimately 
bonrn� np with the conception of the Garden of Life. This Tree 
of Life has an important function to fill also in Manichaean 
writings, but an investigation into the connexions between the 
Manichaean idea of the Tree of Life and its original Mesopo
tamian equivalent is more conveniently reserved for a treatment 

1 For these mythic-ritual conceptions see Widengren, Det sakrala kun,qa

clomet RoB II (1943) pp. 57 ff. 
1 The literature on this subject is rather extensive. I only quote here the 

chief treatments: Langdon, Le poeme. sumerien du paradis; Witzel, Texte zum 

Studium sumerischer Tempel und Kultzentren, pp, 5 ff.; Vriezen, Onderzoek naor 

de paradijsvoorstelling bij de oude semietiBche volken pp. 22 ff.; Kramer, Enki 

and Ninfjursag; Witzel, Or 15 (1946) pp. 239 ff., Ninchursa_q und Enki. 
1 For the ritual background of this Paradise myth see, ror the time being, 

Widengren RoB II (1943) pp. 57 ff., and add to the evidence adduced there 

the date formula given in King LTH III p. 214: J 2 mu kiri6 din,qir-ri-e- ne 

-ge mu-un-na-dim-ma, "the year in which the plantation of the gods was made";
further the notice in CT XXIV Pl. 3: 25 deserves consideration, for, according

to it, there was a divine functionary ni,-kiri6-gal an-na-ge, "the great gardener
of Anu".
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later on in this book.1 We will content ourselves in this place 
with a statement to the effect that this expression has a clear 
Mesopotamian origin, but that it may have made its way into 
the Manichaean writings most probably through the medium of 
Christian and Christian Gnostic teachings.2

As a name of the habitation of the Highest God, the Good 
Principle, in Mandaean writings we very frequently meet with 
the appellation "the House of Life", N.,.,M r,.,:i..3 Now in Mesopo
tamian writings there are to be found several analogies to this 
expression. Thus Babylon itself is the "habitation of Life", !mbat 
balli.fi (Shamashshumukin departs from .Assur to the �ubat bala(u, 
KB III: 1 p. 200: 14). The chief temple of the town, Esa.gila, 
is called bit bala[-i, the House of Life, in a context which de
serves quoting verbally. It is the righteous sufferer, properly the 
king, who prays: 

�11-ri-ba-an-ni-ma a-na E-sag-ila 
ckal t'.llini bit balct[i. 

Cause me to enter into EsagiJa, 
the palace of the gods, the House 

of Life. 
Langdon, Babylonian Wisdom p. 143: 25. 

The wish to be taken into the House of Life could as well 
have been uttered in a Mandaean or Manichaean psalm.' 

1 See below p. 146 ff. 
z See below p. 125 ff., 157. 
1 See the indexes in Lidzbarski's publications s. v. Haus des Lebeos. This 

expression is synonymous with the Gnrden of Life, see t:-. g. Lidzbnrski, Man

diiisclte Liturgien p. 9 VJ, where the Gnrlnnd of Life is brought from the 
House of Life, as compared with ib. p. 146 LXXIX, where the myrtle growing 
in the gardens of Bibil is made a wreath �or the baptism of Jordan. 

• Cf. in l\landaean literature Mandiiische Litur,qien p. 35: 6 ff. where it is
said t!bat the righteous and helieving men are from the House of Life; ib.

p. 38: 4 ff. (cf. p. 132 f.) it is stated that the Saviour bas come from the House
of Life, and that he shows them his way from there on w bich he has come.
Concer.ning t.be motif of the "way" see Kiisemann, Das wandernde Gottes,:olk

p. 55, and cf. Widengren, The Great Volm .Mariah p. 66 f., for the "guide".
In the Mandaean texts the believers wish to go the snme way as the Saviour
in order that their spirits and souls might dwell in the Skioa. of Life (cf.
p. 196 XXVI); ib. p. 47: 4 (162: ll) the soul soys: "I lifted my eyes to the
height and with my soul I hoped for the House of Life"': ib. p. 54: 6 the choir
oi the brlievcrs say that they will ascencl to the House of Life; ib. p. 103: l
(113: 9) the soul flies to the House of Life; ib. p. 104: 10: an imperishable
huildiug is erected for the pious in the House of Life (cf. Pnul, II Cor. 5: 1,
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The king, the righteous sufferer in the famous poem Ludlul

bel nime�i which we just quoted in the part of the psalm of 
thanksgiving when he relates his passage through the twelve 
gates 1 says in his enumeration of these gates: 

i11a bab balafi ba-la-tu am-rna-!J.i-ir. In the Gate of Life, life 
was I given. 

Langdon, Babylonian TVisdom p. 192: 7.2 

We are surely not astonished when finding the idea of the 
Gate of Life used also in Mandaean literature in the phrase "the 
Great Gate of the House of Life, �.,.,:, ri.,::i, �::i, �:ll!C:l (1lf andiiische 

Liturgien p. 229: 9). 

The very expression Gate of Life is met with in the Ps. Cle
mentine writings, whose intimate connexion with Mesopotamian
Syrian-Palestinian Gnostic baptismal sects has been demonstrated.3 

In his disputation with Simon Magus Peter says that the true 
Christians are able to know also hidden things without any 
exertion thanks to their possession of the Holy Ghost, but that 
other people, even if they try to obtain this in the Unlimited 

and see Reitzenstein, Die lielleniRtischen Mysterierweli,qionen, p. 355, who has 
pointed out the Gnostic background which can now be understood as possessing 
ancient Mesopotamian traditions); ib p. 168: 10: the rnul is exl1orted to ascend 
to the House of Life. These passages are collected only from the Liturgies. 
The Ginzi has, of course, still more material to provide. 

1 The best commentary is still to be found in Reitzenstein, Das iranische 

Erlosun_qsmysferium, pp. 162 ff., even if Reitzenstein did not see, or was not 
interested in the psalm's setting in life as a royal psalm of thankFgiving, and 
perhaps underrated the indigenous Mesopotamian ideas in the ritual scheme 
expressed in the psalm. We may add here that the royal ideology in many 
cases gives us the clue to the correct interpretation of several conceptions and 
rites in later Hellenistic mystery religions. 

1 The opposition against Babylonian religion, on the other band, seems to 
have led to a vigorous denunciation of the Mystery of the Twelve Gates. 
There are many warnings against eating and drinking from the Twelve Gates, 
obviously a sign of an ancient Mesopotamian mystery practice, a kind of com
munion, carried out during the passage through the twelve gates. In Mandaenn 
religion, however, the Twelve Gates have been adopted as a symbol of the false 
religions. For instances, see Lidzbarski, Ginza p. 298: 33, where a custom is 
hinted at of giving one's daughter away to the Twelve Gates (originally for 
being used in the hieros gariw11 ceremonies['?), if we assume some concrete back
ground of the language used here["?]). 

• See Cullmann, Le probleme littfraire et historiq1te. du roman Pseudo·Clementin
pp. 170-220. 
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Time (4,m JJ? ��=the Iranian zaman i akanlirak in Pahlavi� 
zrwn akarana in .Avestic 1), would not only be unsuccessful in 
acquiring this Gnosis, but would even lead their own souls to 
perdition "because he would not try by means of the Gate of 
Life to enter on the way of righteousness", J..,,;o,b loot JJ? �
..bJ "-cu.J? �? b,_;l. � ll.a..s.u? (Frankenberg, Die Syrischen Cle-

mentinen p. 102: 22-23 = Recogn. II 21: 7). The Gate of Life 
is here obviously thought of as giving entrance to the way of 
righteousness which leads to eternal life. It is impossible not. 
to see in this passage an adaptation to the language of the New 

Test. But the expression per se nevertheless remains an interesting· 
fact especially because it turns up in so outspoken a. Gnostic· 
surrounding. .Anyhow it is more interesting to note that in the 
same literature we find the Saviour, the True Prophet declare: 
"I am the Gate of Life", lyw dµt � 1tuA1J 'ti)� �wi'J�, Ps. Clement.
Hom. III 52 (cf. III 18). This passage is of course a Gnostic 
parallel to John 10: 9, but, as Bauer contends, it cannot be said. 
that we find the metaphor of the gate, or door, connected with 
the Saviour only in John, and that extra-biblical passages are
influenced by Johannine fanguage.2 Moreover, in the Homilies. 
of .Afrahat we meet the same saying attributed to Christ: "I am 
the Gate of Life", ,l;.:NJ b,.;1. JJl JJl (Aphraatis . . . demonstra
tiones ed. Parisot PS I col. 145: 4). 

The name of "House of Life" is also met with in Mesopo
tamian texts of a special kind that will occupy us many times. 
in the sequel, viz. the Tammuz liturgies. The goddess here cries. 
out in lamentation over her devastated cult-places: 

1 See Nyberg, Hilfsbuch des Pehlevi II s. v. akanarak. 
1 On the other band there remains the question in what degree Mattb. 7: 13-

with parallels is influenced by the Gnostic conception of the Gate of Lire_ 
The coincidence will appear more clear if the Syriar. New Test. is compared 
where it is spoken of the �;J. into which one has to enter, �. and which 

leads to Life, �- Cf. the underlined Syriac words with those stressed above

in the text! That the process is not to be understood in the opposite direc
tion can presumably be taken for granted because the expression "the Gate of 
Life" is now shown to have a Mesopotamian mythic-ritual background. Note· 
that the contemporary Jewish material adduced both by Strack-Billerbeck,. 
Kommentar zum Neuen Testament I pp. 460 ff. (where the similitude of the 
gate meets only in two instances) and Schlatter, Der Evangelist Matthiiu8 PP-
248 ff., cannot provide the exact counterpart to the expression "the Gate of Life". 
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ki-ur e-nam-ti(l)-la mu-un-lJul-a it. In Kinur behold the House of 
Life, the annihilated! 

Witzel. Tammuz-Liturgien p. 172 Rev. 2. 

And in the same liturgy, the series am-e Mr-na ra, Ishtar 
declares that she herself will reveal to her consort Tammuz bow 
the temple in the holy cities have been destroyed. 

Lki}-dagal e-nmn-til-la al. "The wide place, the House of Life, is 
destroyed" (I will tell him)! 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 180: 18. 

From the passages adduced here we may conclude that the 
chief temple in the old Mesopotamian cult-places could be called 
the House of Life. We also know that such a temple contained 
a sacred grove where the tree of life, the Plant of Life, was 
growing, supervised and tended by the king as gardener acting 
in his capacity of the representative of the mythical Gardener 
in Paradise, the Garden of Life.2

In this manner we gain the picture of a. coherent totality of 
mythical ideas and ritual customs having their fixed centre in 
ancient Mesopotamian religion and completely dominated by the 
idea of Life.3 That, on the whole, this special conception of 
Life held a. very important pface in the religious beliefs of the 
old country between the two rivers, cannot be doubted in view 
of the fact that e.g. the Epic of Gilgamesh is entirely built up 
on the account of the endeavour to gain Life, localized just to 
the Plant of Life. And we surely have to attach importance to 
the fact that the word balii(u, life, is one of the most common 
vocables in Accadian language, especially in religious literature, 
e.g. in the psalms. We shall, moreover, later treat the term

1 See Widengren RoB II (1943) p. 59 f. 
1 Se� Widengren ib. p. 58. 
1 Some supplementary details might have been added here, e.g. the role 

played by "the Water of Life" and the expression "the Quay of Life", but I 

content myself with a reference to RoB II (1943) p. 54, as to the first concep

tion, and !or the second to below p. 102. That e.g. the Book of Life bas a 

Mesopotamian origin is a well-known fact, see Pedersen, De,· Islam V (1914) 

pp. 110-115. The decisive passage is found in ABL 545: 8 ff.: Nab1i ... ina 
;!le'isu �a balafi nikkasu sa sarri belii_a u sa miire belii..a [a]na fime §ali [lipu$\ 
"on his tablet of life may Nabu make the reckoning of the king my lord and 

of the sons of my lord forever", RCA I p. 386. 
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Lifegiver as an epithet of the Saviour, and trace its Mesopo
tamian origin.1 Without wanting in the slightest degree to deny 
the obvious fact that the conception of Life plays a considerable 
role in the ludo-Iranian religious founda.tions of Gnostic specula
tion and religion, a fact which has besides been emphasized by 
the writer in an earlier work 2

, we conclude in this connexion 
that it is only in Mesopotamian religion (with its offshoots in 
Canaanite and Israelitic mythical ideas8) that we find the religious 
ideas of Life developed into a coherent complex of mythical 
images expressed in concrete symbols from everyday life, such 
as garden, tree, water, house, gate etc. 

1 See below ch. X. 
2 See Widengren, Religionens viirld p. 360, 365. 
a That the term and idea of Life are very impressive religious symbols in 

tbe ancient Near East, bas been emphasized by S. A. Cook in his Notes to the 
third edition of Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites, pp. 655 ff. 

As an additional remark we may add two references. So e.g. it is said: 
"Adam was set at the gate of Life", James, The Apocryphal New Testament

p. 184 (Book of the Resurrection of Christ); and further "the gate of Life" is
mentioned in Phillips, 1'he Doctrine of Addai p. 10 (trn.nsl.), p. -./, (text).



CHAPTER II. 

The Evil Power. 

The description of the Evil Power, the Prince of Darkness, 
as given in Fihrist had attracted the attention of Kessler, and 
had already by him been compared with the appearance of 
Ti'am.at and other chaos-powers in Mesopotamian mythology .1 

The relevant passage in the picturesque description of al-Nadim 
runs as follows. 

.:>15 �1;.11 �)\JI clG o-c, 
J;. J;. 

->-i\ ✓'.I 6-.w\J .... o\�\

.u..�, � ..:.)� ��., 

..___; J..s A..J > .. l.1 �u . ' r' C: • 

�) LS' ��) \ cU-=:,-) ,., 0.,..::... 

-�1 • ..0\
• J 

And from this dark earth Saitan 
came into existence . . . his head 
like the head of a lion, and his 
body like the body of a dragon, 
and his wings like the wings of a 
bird, and his tail like the tail of a 
great fish, and his four feet like 
the feet of reptiles.2 

Flligel, JJlani text p. 53, transl. p. 8G =
al-N adim, al-JJ'£hrist p. 329. 

The very composite appearance of the Dark Power recurs in 
the Coptic texts now available. There are in the Kephalaia 
two passages confirming the impressive picture of Fihrist, viz.

p. 30: 34-31: 2 and p. 77:_26-78: 3. Their mutual relations
have been analyzed by Bohlig, to whose investigation we may
refer.3 We may add that there is also in the Coptic psalms an

1 See Kessler, PRE 12 (1908) p. 227. 
2 According to Polotsky, Ma11itl1iii.�mus, Panly-Wissowa, Realrnrykl. Suppl. 

Bd. VI col. 250 th•e word da,p7bb ought to be understood Mi a mistranslation 
of an original Iranian di:v, demon, taken as dfrak, worm. 'l'hat this cannot he 
t"orrect has heen shown by Wikander, Vayu I p. 202, who, however, would 
also seem to assume nn Iranian background for the description of the Evil 
Power. In view of the evidence adduced here, this is completely improbable,. 

• See Bohlig, Eiw: B<'111erk1111y z. Beurfeilllng drr Kephal11ia, Z.
Y

lr 3i 
)038) p. 15. 
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occasional reference to "this lion-faced dragon", 1nxp�Kt• n iif�MMo-s-i 

{Psalm-Book II p. 57: 18). 
Brandt has pointed out the close resemblance between this 

eonception of the Evil Principle and the corresponding account 
of the Ruler of the Dark given by the Mandaean Ginza.1

N�.,��n, R�im.,l N.,.,N, :,i:zr,-, His head that of a lion, his body 
N?.,.,, ii::��l llt,m.,�, ME)�Nl that of a dragon, his wings those 

.N::�N,, rt"il.,,i fti:, of an eagle, his flanks those of a 
tortoise, his hands and feet those 
of a beast. 

Lidzbarski, Ginza p. 278: 19-21 =
Petermann, R. Ginza p. 280: 2-3. 

It is not difficult to trace this symbol of a composite monster 
back to ancient Mesopotamian times. The latest researches in 
the different types of the dragon in Mesopotamian art affords 
us various illustrations of an iconographic pattern very closely 
approaching the account given in Manichaean and Mandaean 
literature. For the most part, this monster has the head or the 
mouth of a lion, it has wings like a bird, its body is that of a 
dragon, and its conventional name in scientific literature is for 
that reason the "winged dragon" .2 In return we have to note a. 
slight deviation in so far that its feet seem to be not those of 
reptiles, but those of a bird of prey. More rarely to be met with 
is the idea that the dragon has a lion's paws.8 Of course there 
are dragons in the glyptic art of Mesopotamia showing the feet 
of reptilia, but the winged dragon does not seem to be provided 
with them. This insignificant difference may, however, be disposed 
-0f in view of the value of the pattern exhibited in the art of 
Mesopotamia. And we may add that already Ti'amat in the Epic 
-0f Creation is clearly distinguished by the characteristics of a. 
dragon, even if not especially a winged one, a fact coinciding 
with the relevant data of art.4

1 See Brandt, Mandiiische ScJ1riften, p. 226. 
1 As such it is listed by Frankfort, Cylinder Seals, General Index. 
1 The text BE XXIX 1 No. 4: 3 ha.s: "the usumgal with lion's paws, a 

_giant cricket with wings outspread", quoted by van Buren, Dragon in Ancient 

Mesopotamia, Or 16 (1946) p. 17. 
' For the data belonging to the history of Mesopotamian art, see van 

.Buren, Or 15 (1946) pp. 4, 9 f., 17, 34 ff. 
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According to Mani, the Principle of the Dark, before trying 
to invade the realm of Light, perceived from a distance that 
there was "something pleasant".1 The Dark was thus possessed 
by a longing for Light, which eventually resulted in an attempt 
a.t securing the dominion over the kingdom of Light. 

With this motif we may compare a passage from an old 
Mesopotamian myth where the evil principle, the Storm God Zu, 
feels a desire for the highest power when seeing the emblems of 
the sovereignty. 

ip-sitD En-lil-it-tu i-na-at-ta-la 

i-na-.�u

a-gi-e be-lu-ti-sfr na-al-ba-as

ilu-ti-su
dup simati [ilu-t1J-!;(c DZit 

it-ta na-fal-ma 

it-ta-na-tal-ma a-bi ili £lu 

D1!,.1:, 

u�-su D En-lil-1't-ti i,�-�a-bat 

i-na lib-bi-sit

His eyes behold the exercise of Enlil
ship, 

the crown of his sovereignty, the 
robe of his divinity. 

The tablets of destinies of his divinity 
Zu beholds again and again. 

And as he beholds again and again 
the father of the gods, the 
god of Der, 

he conceives in his heart a desire 
for Enlilship. 

CT XV Pl. 39: 5-11, transl. Heidel, Babylon£an Genesi.� 

p. 122, KB VI: 1 p. 46.2

The essential point in this comparison is the desire for power 
over the heavenly world felt by the evil principle, and his sub
sequent attempt at securing for himself the supreme control over 
the universe. When Zu has succeeded in snatching the tablets 
of destiny the immediate step to be taken by the gods is, of 
course, that of recapturing these tablets. ln order to carry out 
this task, several gods are asked to go and fight the evil power 
Zu. One after another declines t_he proposal, holding himself 
not a match for the terrible adversary, until at last Marduk 
apparently undertakes to recover the powerful symbol.8 In the 

1 See Mitchell, Eplu-aim's Prose Refutations I p. LX, text p. 64: 10-12.

1 "Enlilship" is the term designating saprt>me rulership among the gods. 
Enlil is the god of Der, written Dor-an-ki, see however Heidel, Babylonian 

Genesis p. 122 n. 4. 
• See Heidel, Babylonian Gene11i.�, p. l 25.. Marduk is nctuaJly styled "the

-0ne who crnshed the skull of zu··, Hehn BA V p. 309: o.

3- 46524 Gw W idengren
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Manicha.ea.n system the Father of Greatness meets the emergencies 
of the rise of Darkness by calling into existence various emana
tions by whom at last the Dark is overcome and equilibrium 
restored in the world. We will later have to analyze the re
semblances between Marduk going out to fight the Power of 
Evil and the Manichaean Primal Man descending for his combat 
with the Ruler of Darkness. 

When speaking of the cosmological beliefs of Mani we may 
also refer to the curious notion that the conquered satellites of 
the Ruler of the Dark, the so-called Archons, are chained and 
put in certain places in the heavens. This their being put in 
chains (or crucified) and placed in the skies is apparent from 
the texts.1

Now, this mythical conception of the conquered gods having 
their places in heaven allotted to them seems to have its ultimate 
origin in an old Mesopotamian theologoumenon which has acquired 
a literary form in the Babylonian Epic of Creation. When Marduk 
has vanquished Ti'amat, Kingu, and their followers, he does not 
kill anyone of them except Kingu ( whom he has taken prisoner) 
unless we include Ti'amat, who was however killed alreadv in 
open battle. After his victory Marduk slays Kingu as a vicarious 
sacrifice for all the other gods in conformity to his words: 

r••z , ., ��-ar-nu-u�-:,U u-u-sa-a1>-1>a-a pa-

!;a-!}i-i!; tus-ba 

I will make him bear his punishment 
in order that you may sit in peace. 

Eniima Elish VI: 26, transl. Heidel, 
Babylonian Genesis p. 35.2

After having thus executed Kingu, Marduk proceeds to dispoBe 
of the conquered deities in the following manner: 

D Marduk sar-ri ili1 u-za-'i-iz 

sa D A-nun-na-ki gim-rat-su

nu e-lis u sap-lis 

Marduk, the king of the gods, divided 
the totality of the Anunnaki on 

high and below. 

1 One has to compare Theodore bar Kunay, Pognon, Coupes Mandai"tes 

p. 128 f., CSCO Scriptores Syri Ser. II Vol. 66 p. 815 (= Cumont, Rech,wches

I p. 36) with Acta Archelai ch. 8 ed. Beeson p. 11: 5. Cf. Burkitt, Religion nf

tlte Manic/tees p. 28 f.; Polotsky, Manichiiismtts col. 254.
1 The word arnu is a complex conception including both punishment and 

sin, see Widengren, Psalms of Lamentation p. 175. 
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it-ad-di a-na D .A-nim te-re-tus He appointed (them) to Anu to 
na-�a-ru watch his decrees, 

5 X 60 ina samit it-ki-in a-na 300 he placed in the heavens as a 
rna-�ar-tu watch. 

Eniima Elish VI: 39-42, transl. Reidel, 
Babylonian Genesis, p. 37.1 

The Aramaic term corresponding to ma�,�artu is mat,tarta. In 
Mandaean literature this word plays a great part in the con
ception of the soul's ascent after death in passing through the 
heavenly spheres. During its ascension, its massiqta, the soul, 
has to pass several mat(ariita, watch-houses. 'J'he soul carrying 
the heavenly letter2 arrives at such a watch-house, according to 
a description given in the Liturgies. 

�.,.,.,r.,:i, �.,c�� :l�., 
N.,'i'r.lN'1 2:t.,,:,,� 

�r,,.,),,, fi:l,.,� ,� 

.2:ti:2:t, i1TN"i:l ,z,-,,,=; 

The soul flies and goes a.way, 
until it arrived at the watch-house 

of the Seven. 
The chief customers who saw it 

were whispering and saying: 
"'\Vho wrote the letter, 

of which no man knew its secrecy?'' 

Lidzbarski, JJfandiiische Liturgien p. 112: 8-10.

There are many watch-houses, for they are often mentioned 
in the plural, mat(aratii. In one of the songs of Left Ginza they 
are called the watch-houses of the sun, the moon, the fire, the 
Seven, and that of Riiha {Lidzbarski, Ginzii. pp. 525 ff.). This 
cannot have been the original conception for, as Bousset con
tends, the Watch-houses must from the outset have been under
stood as the spheres of the planets.3 The soul crying for help 
when passing these obstacles in its way is met by its own higher 
Ego, who brings it safely to its goal, the te1·m,£nus of its massiqta 

1 Text after the new material published by Ebeling MAOG XII 4 and 

v. Soden ZA 47 (1941-42) p. 3.
1 For the conception of the heavenly letter see Reitzenstein, Das iranische 

E,·loRungsmysterium pp. 67 ff. 
1 See Bousset, Die Religion der Mandiier, 1'heol. Rundsch. 20 (191 i) 

p. 197 f. See also Schou Pedersen, Bitlrag til en analyse af de ma11daeiske

8krijter pp. 122 ff.
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(Lidzba.rski, Ginza p. 627: 17-18}. The Mandaean Saviour de
scending to save Adam, i. e. Mankind 1, also passes the watch
houses on his way downwards, and again, when returning to his 
celestial home, he destroys these mat{ariita. 

0�, rinp.,l)N N"TD.,!l, 11:t'O;� 1'r.l I made Adam go out from the 
world of the evil ones, 

.fin.,"1N N�.,NC '1'r.li ,.,:, ,1, and ma.de him pass by every 
abominable image. 

n.,:,-a:,� N.,TD.,:i, N-,.,:,� The light of the evil ones I made 
dark 

,.,:i,,:i ,,n�"'lllt'C�::> ,,�.,n"'l���r,, and crushed a.11 their watch-
houses. 

Lidzbarski, Ginzii p. 630: 16-19 =
Petermann, L. Ginza p. 92: 9-11. 

As to the fettering of the Archons we may adduce a passage 
from a historical legend. 

ip·:iU pi-i-su ik-kam-mu-{t 

riak-ru-tu 

lab-su ar(�)-su-tit 

.A ssw· 13955 

ilii On the utterance of his mouth the 
hostile gods were fettered, 

dressed in dirty (garments). 

Obv. 26 = ZA 42 (1934} p. 50: 26 . 

The resemblance with the Manichaean myth seems rather 
striking. 

Another characteristic detail in Manichaean cosmological ideas 
is the creation of the universe out of the vanquished evil powers.2

This whole complex of creation conceptions is strongly reminiscent 
of the corresponding Babylonian ideas in Enuma Elish Tablets 
V-VI, for there it is described how Marduk creates the universe
out of the slain Ti'amat, and man out of her consort Kingu.
A most significant difference., of course, must also be noted.
According to the whole tenor in Mani's SJStem, it was completely
impossible for him to imagine that man had been created by the

1 For this identilicntion see Reitzenstein, Das ira.nische. E1·losun_q1miysterium 

pp. 2,), 4 7 ff.; Kraeling, A nfhropos an<l Son of Man p. 63 f. 
1 See Cumoot, Reclterches I pp. 26 tr.; Burkitt, Rcli_qion of the Manichet>s 

pp. 27 ff.; l'olotsky, 1lfanichiiisuu1s col. 264. 
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Good Power; no, that must be due to the activity of the Evil 
Principle.1 

The much discussed term Archon(s} met with in the Mani
chaean accounts of creation is a. Greek loanword, for the Syriac 
�;l, or \.G.Dil, pl. �G.Dtl derives from the Greek !fpxwY.2 The
same word occurs in the Acts of Thomas. In one of the Sinaitic 
fragments we read about Jesus, the Saviour. 

JL,.u, �;l -ot0l� r-D! J.Jot

�;J.lo Q.O� �, lJ.� 
� � J.»o cu» �J.&o 
� O;.a., �� ot», ol JI i;...,

-· ,u,�l JI

This, whom when the terrible 
sovereign and the armies with 
him saw they held their peace, 
and he trembled and asked Him 
who Re was and what was said 
of Him, and He did not make 
known to him the truth, beca,use 
truth is not found in him. 

Studia Sinaitica IX p. ;l0 col. b 1. 5 ff. 
Acts of Thomas ch. 143. 

It seems rather significant that, whereas the technical term 
�;l is found in the fragments from Sinai, which apparently 
contain a text less purged from Gnostic elements than those 
edited by Bedjan and Wright, the standard Syriac text in the 
editions of Bedjan and Wright instead of �;l gives the term 
��, and has changed "terrible", Jl,..u!, into �!, "feared", 
thus· obtaining the meaning: "whom the Enemy when he saw 
Him feared", which completely alters the sense of the whole 
passage. The bearing of this section, as its original purport 
appears in the Sinaitic fragments, shows Jesus on His passing 
through the celestial spheres ruled by the mighty and terrible 

1 Cf. the violent protestations by Aphrem. against the conception that man 

is created by the Evil Principle, see e. _q. MitchP.11, Ephraim's Prnse Refuta

tions I p. XXXI. 
1 Concerning the Archoo(s), see Cumont, Recherches I pp. 64 ff.; Burkitt, 

Religioo of the Manic/tees pp. 26 ff. 114; Mitchell, Ephraim's Prose 'Refutations 

II Index s. v. J � JQ.O;l. For the Archons in the New Test. see e. g. Dibelius,

Die Geisterwelt im Glai,ben <l. Paulus pp. 92 ff.; Reitzensteio, Das iranische 

Erliis-ungsmysterium p. 236 f.; Schlier, Relig. g,esch. Unters. z. d. lgnatiw1briefen 
pp. 6 ff. 
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Archon, and questioned by him as to His identity and business.1 

Obviously the revision of the Syriac text bas been carried out 
with a view to removing _the scandalizing effect caused by the 
notion of the terrible Archon.2

The Archons, as is well known, play a considerable role as a 
technical term in the Gnostic writings in Greek and Coptic 
languages, and there can be no doubt but that Mani has taken 
over this religious term which, as we have shown, had already 
gained a firm footing in Syriac as a special technical word in 
the writings of the Gnostics, a fact attested by its occurrence 
in the Syriac of Thomas. That the Archons are of no small im
portance in the Gnostic systems of the West, is perfectly con
spicuous, and we need not go into details in this respect.3

The question as to from where Mani has got the term Archon(s) 
is thus to be answered in such a way that the term Archon(s) 
was very wide-spread in Gnostic circles, both Greek and Syriac 
speaking, and that this word was a common loanword not only 
in Syriac, but in many other dialects of Aramaic.41 Thus every
thing speaks for the solution proposed here: Mani has found the 

1 '!'bis scene is a common one in Gnostic writings, see e. g. Jonas, G11osis 
und spatantiker Gei11t, p. 208, with bis reference to Origen C. Cels. VI 31: on 
this conception cf. also Anz, Zur Frage nach dem U,·sprung des Gnostizismus 
p. 11 ff.

1 As is often the case, the Greek text bas preserved the technical term 
giving o apxoov in this passage, see ed. Bonnet p. 250: 13. 

1 See Leisegang, Die Gnosis Index s. v. Archon and Archontcn. In Pistis 
Sophia a special activity is assigned to the Archons, who are mentioned many 
times; see Index to the translation hy Schmidt, Koptisch-Gnostische Schriften, 
Index s. v. Archonten. 

' The same mny bold true also in the case of the Greek word �U>AO� used 
by Mani as ..ma\ �- When Burkitt says, "the name of the Bolu-s, now 
attested in the Syriac of Ephraim, cannot have come from anything but a Greek 
source, it suggests to us that Mani drew his inspiration from the \Vest, as 
mnch as, if not more than, from the East around him·· (Religion of the .Vanichees 
p. 67); this conclusion would seem to be entirely unwarranted. Firstly we must
observe that in his refntation Aphrem says that the guilty Souls "are found like
dregs in the midst of that which they call BOLOS" (Mitchell, Ephraim's Prose
Rej1d,atio11s I p. LXXII, and II p. 236 Corrigenda, Burkitt, op. cit. p. 66); we
ought to note that Aphrem says "which they (stressed by me) call BOLOS", an
expression which per se does not imply the statement that Mani himself used
this word. Secondly, if it be admitted that even Mani might well hM·e used
this Greek term, nothing could forhid us to assume that he bad found this
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Greek term as a common loanword in Syriac in the technical 
meaning given it by the Gnostics and possessing the same sig
nificance as the indigenous Syriac word.1 Nothing can conceiv
ably be adduced in order to prove that Mani has borrowed this 
term and the notion connected with it from any Greek source. 
The word Archon, we conclude, is thus altogether unsuitable for 
scholars wishing to prove the dependence of Mani on Greek 
literature and culture. 

Mesopotamian as to its origin is certainly, as Cumont has 
long ago observed, the locality of the two hostile powers. While 
the Kingdom of Light dominates in the North, the East, and 
the West, Darkness holds as its dominion the South.2 According 
to Sumero-Accadian cosmological conceptions, the gods have their 
habitation in the North, whereas the South is the nether world 
and the abode of the demons.8

That, moreover, the general cosmological pattern including 
the seven planets (here as well as in Mandaean literature con
ceived of as evil beings'} and the twelve gates of heaven (met 

word circulating as a Greek loan-word in Syriac speaking Gnostic groups. 
Thirdly, it ought to be emphasized that ..ma'\�. as well as �fl, is a 
loan-word not only in Syriac but also in other Aramaic dialects in the f<rm 
(::,)1:,:::1 see Dalman, Aram. Neulieb,·. Worterbuch s. v. p. 50 a; Lewy, lVorterbuch

it. d. Talm. u. Midr. I p. 200. 
1 The corresponding idea is expressed in indigenous Syriac with the term 

,la A,,., which is e.g. used in the Bardesauite Dialogue on Fate, see PS I 2 
Index s. v. �- In the Acts of Thomas we also find this same term 
which can accordingly be assumed to be the original Mesopotamian technical 
term for what is expressed in Greek as apxovu,. In Accndian, we may add, 
we meet with the word saltu, st. constr. salit, ruler, prince, to which the Syriac 
term is thus only a form in the plural, a formation found also in Accadian 
even if we have not yet there come across the word sal(i)fiini, but 'folfi"inis.

For the Syriac word cf. Brockelmann, Grund1·iss II p. 701 addit. to I p. 61 n. 2. 
We may add thnt � is found in the very passage of the Acts of Thomas 
with which we have been concerned here, i. e. ch. 143 in the Sinaitic frag• 
ments, see Horae Sc111ificcw III p. 217 the last line, = Studia Si11aifica IX 
p. 30 the last line; 1·b. p. 226 a I. 19; Stu di a, Si11aitica IX p. 33 I. 12 = ed.
Wright p. a...& I. 7.

1 Cf. Cumont, Recherches II p. 111. 
3 Cf. Cumont, Red1e1·cltes II p. 164. 
' As correctly observed by Scheftelowitz, Entstehung der manichaisdu:n

Religion, pp. 8 ff. who also remarks that in the Ethiopic Rook of Enoch 
18: 13 ff. (21: 8) the planets are depicted as apostatized and evil powers, ib. p. 11. 
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with also in Mandaean writings1) is a Mesopotamian inheritance 
in Manichaeism, goes without saying. The astronomical-astro
logical ideas prevalent in Manichaean literature are, however, to 
be understood as belonging to the generally accepted interpreta
tion of the universe, even if originally propagated by Mesopo
tamian theologians and astrologers. 2 At the time of Mani's ap
pearance it is highly improbable that any specific Mesopotamian 
local colouring was to be felt in these conceptions except that 
the names remained the old Mesopotamian.3

1 Curiously enough not observed by Scheftelowitz who, on the other hand, 

points out that they are met with in Enoch 72: 2 ff.; 75: 4 ff. 
1 See the standard work by Cumont, Asfrolo_qy and Reli,qio7l. 
8 !<'or the Syriac names of the planets see Jensen, Kosmolo.r,ie pp. 134 ff. 



CHAPTER III. 

The Combat and the Rebels. 

Mani taught that when the ruler of Darkness, the rex te11e
brorum as he is called in the Western tradition, made his assault 
on the Realm of Light he was opposed by the Primal Man, 
armed, or clothed, in his Five Light-Elements. The Primus Homo 
is thus said to be "like a. man who dresses himself in armour 
for battle (Theodore bar Konay ed. Pognon p. 127: 19-20 = CSCO 
Script. Syr. II 66, p. 314: 1 f.). According to the description of 
the fight given in Fihrist (Fltigel, Mani, text p. 54, transl. p. 87 f. =
Fihrist ed. Fltigel p. 329) the Primordial Man and the King of 
the Dark (here called the Primordial Devil, 'iblis al-�·adi-tn) fought 
for a long time, but then the First Man was conquered. 

This battle has its Mesopotamian counterpart in the combat 
between Marduk and Ti'amat. There is a moment in this fight 
which is of special interest in this connexion. 

if-M-ma be-lum �ab-lu-uf; ti-wa
ica-ti i-bar-ri 

' DK" 1 
,. 0 • '  ' •  ' sa in-gu ua- i-ri-:sa, i-:se- e-a me-

ki-sit 
i-na-aHal-ma e-;i ma-lak-§1,

sa-pi-,:� fe-ma-su-ma si-lj.a-ti 1,p
!sd-stt 

The lord approached to look 
into the heart of Ti'amat, 

(and) to see the plan of Kingu, 
her spouse. 

He looketh up and is then con
fused in his plan, 

distracted is his mind and dis
ordered his action. 

ii 'ili"i ri-�u-fo, a-li-kii i-di-!:i1i Likewise the gous, his helpers, 
who were marching by his side, 

i-mu-ru-{ma} �:ar-da a-Hi-ri-du ni- when they saw the valiant hero
til-Ht-un i-si their vision became blurred. 

Enuma Elisk IV 65-70, Heidel, Babyloni"an Genesis p. 29. 

The question in this case is: who is confounded? Marduk or 
Kingu? The latest translator, A. Heidel, thinks that it is Kingu 
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who is confused at the sight of Marduk. Some stylistical features 
in the epic could possibly be adduced to support this view. 
Nevertheless, this opinion must be left out of account, for Labat 
has most convincingly shown that in this short moment of the 
battle there is a slight hesitation on the side of Marduk, and 
that this little intimation is the only trace of the defeat of 
Marduk left in the Epic of Creation, a defeat that is otherwise 
well attested by many texts.1

In the sequel there will be many occasions for us to revert 
to the description of the defeated Saviour. Here we are mainly 
concerned with the fact that even the account of the combat 
between Marduk and the powers of evil originally seems to have 
hinted at Marduk's being conquered by his adversaries. 

In Manichaea.n Coptic texts we often hear of the "rebels" 
who have been overcome by the First Ma.n, who is for this reason 
glorified in the following words: 

The Warrior, the strong one of manifold activities, 
who subdued the rebels by his Power, our Father, 

the First Man of glory whose victory and garland are blessed. 

Psalm-Book II p. 1: 15-27.2

1 See Labat, Le poeme babylonien de la creation p. 43. Cf. the hesitation 
shown by Tishpak before the battle, Heidel, Babylonian Genesis p. 120: 20 ff. 

2 The Coptic term �po clearly reflects the Syriac word lLQ..DJ, which is 
met with also in Maodaean literature as tcr,i::an, concerning which see Lidz• 
barski, Da8 Johannesbiich p. 1 n. 3. As Lidzbarski points out, the meaning of 
"be victorious" must be explained from the juridical language. Lidzbarski says: 
"Im Mandaischen findet sich oft der Sinn: vor Gericht unschuldig befunden 
werden, da obsiegen'", ib. He further contends tbat tc::lT must have come from 
the Accadian, and says: "Im Assyrischen hat zakfi, noch den Sinn 'rein sein', 
doch seltener, wahrend die gewohnliche Bedeutung 'frei sein' ist. Welche 
Rolle das Wort im Assyrischen in der Gerichtssprache spielt, kann ich aus den 
Worterbi.ichern von Delitzsch und Muss-Arnolt nicht ersehen•·, ib. Actually this 
statement needs some modificatiou. In religious terminology the meaning "be 
clean, pure" for zakii is not at all uncommon in the prayers, see Weir, Lexicon

of Accadian Prayers, s. v. zaku. In juridical language, on the other band, the 
verb zaku means "to be free of obligation", see Hinke, A New Boundary Stone,

glossary p. 269, but that does not snit the subject in our case. Driver & Miles, 
The Assyrian Lau·s, passim, shows how the person who in a process was 
declared free or obligation could be styled "victorious" in the process, and 
hence zaku could acquire the sense of "be victorious", see Driver & Miles op. cit.

passages indexed in the glossary s. v. zakau. Lidzbarski's conclusion (op. cit.
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The Rebels are thus the enemies of the First Man and, for 
that reason, also the adversaries of the Father of Greatness who 
sent out Primordial Man in order to ward off the assault made 
by the powers of Darkness. It is therefore said of the Father 
that it pleased him that by His Word 

he should subdue the rebels who desired to exalt themselves 
above that which was more exalted than they. 

Psalm-Book II p. 9: 29-30. 

More instructive is another passage in the Coptic Psalms 
where we read: 

But he subdued the great sea, 
he Eiubdued the rebels also that are m it, 

he sank its rebels also in it, 
he set guards over them to watch them. 

Psalm-Book II p. 213: 6-9. 

In this place due emphasis ought to be laid on the association of 

the Rebels with the sea, a. very interesting feature which shall 
occupy us a little later in our investigation. But now we are 
primarily concerned with the term Rebels. The Coptic word for 
Rebels is !£�£TE, ·which presumably goes back upon a Syriac 
lto;», rebels. This term is actually found in Manichaean writings 
extant in Syriac. In the account by Theodore bar Konay of the 
salvation of Adam by Jesus, Adam beats his breast and cries: 
"Woe, woe to the framer of my body, and to the chainer of 
my soul, and to the Rebels who have enslaved me!" (Pognon 

p. 2) tha.t acr,i::11u means ''purit.v of soul"', and "victoriousness" is thus, not
withstanding these small modifications, correct, and be bas further pointed to
the close resemblance between the Mandaean tc!"l�:ac, 1;�1;:: and the Manicbnean
tlo.oJ! � found in the Book of Scholies by Theodore bar Koony, ed. Pognon
p. 12i: 21; CSCO Script. Syr. II Vol. 66 p. 314: 3; cf. also Cnmont, Recherches I
p. 17. The same ,expression is found also in the Acts of Thomas, rb. 147 ed.
Wright p. � I. 4 f.; ed. Bedjan p. 166: 6 in the phrase : "may we receive the
crown of ,·ictory"! As to the weaning of llQ.:)J, the sense of "guiltlessness'",
or "freedom of obligation", in the juridical sense seems to be original. In
l\lanichaean Coptic texts, instead of merely "victory"' we find the expression
"the prize of victory", but the text in Fihrist, ed . .Fhigel p. 336, with ii_f" _;JI 
clearly shows that Victory and Prize of Victory are synonymous, se.e Polotsky, 
Ein Manifund p. 72. 
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p. 131: 6-7; CSCO Script. Syr. II Vol. 66 p. 318: 2-4). In
this passage the word l?o� is used.

The notion of the rebellion of the powers of Darkness against 
the Kingdom of Light is of course found more explicit in the 
extracts of Mani's own writings extant in Syriac. From the 
homily of Severus of Antioch we may give two quotations. It 
is said of the evil host that 

�l l;otG-J �� a, e u�l they plotted against the Light in 

.o� '-°� \.�� \.a.�? order to mix themselves with it.1

Cumont, Recherches II p. 124 (Syriac 
text established by K ugener). 

In accordance with this statement in can be said: 

J.,.a.� � �;°' � l� Ul 

.al ,a a� •? ._o, la.� '-°� 1.o� 
.Bot�? �� J.»� 

But the occasion was for them 
to ascend as far as the worlds of 
Light, hence forward from the{ir) 
sedition. 

Cumont, Recherches II p. 122 {Syriac 
text established by Kugener}. 

In Mandaean writings we find the corresponding idea of 
Rebels conquered by the victorious Saviour. There is a signi
ficant passage in the Liturgies. 

�.,.,:,, �i��, Mi.,� �,.,T, �;,� A mace of splendour is in the 
hand of Manda dHayye, 

-�.,,,�'r.l �.,r,�, -a,.,��,'r.l he treads down the Rebels when 
he comes. 

Lidzbarski, Mandiiische Lifttrgien p. 185: 3.2

In another poem it is said quite expressly that this Saviour, 
here called the Messenger 3

, has been sent out by the Great Life 
m order to overcome the Rebels. 

1 The idea of "mixing'' between Light and Darkness is a cardinal point 
not only in Manichaean doctrine, but in Gnosis in general, see Jonas, G-no,is

und spiitantiker G-eist p. 104, and ultimately refers to the Middle Iranian notion 
of gtmiecisn, see Widengren, Religionen.� viirld p. 371. 

1 Instead of the mace, tc�:tc, we sometimes find "the olive staff of living 
water" e.g. Mandiiische Litu,·gien p. 242: 1; Ginzii p. 79: 9-10; 83: 3-4. 

3 Concerning the term Messenger, see below ch. X. 
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ii,-,:,_�� n,� :i�, l!t"'l�l!tl,Z,llt The Messenger whom it created 
,llt.,,,l!t'O, ,,:i.,llt;"'Z!tM and sent to him, trod down the 

might of the Rebels. 

Lidzbarski, lJ'Iandiiische Liturgien p. 202: 10. 

In the Drasha dMalke there is a description of the primordial 
fight between Light and Darkness.1 Here the account says: 

NTD.,!l :l"ltt,llt:,-i �,_., j� From the day when the Evil one began 
to think 

.rillt,!l"'l nil!tl:i Z!trlim.,:iZ!t the evil was moulded in him. 
Z!t!l-, Z!tT:ii,:i Tl!tl-, He was angry in a great anger 

.iN:lZ!t Z!tii:i� ,� Z!t:lZ!tipi and made war with the Light. 
Z!t"T�llt!ltt,llt ,llt�l' The Messenger was sent out 

.�.,,,�, llt;"IZ!t:,, ,Z,llt:l:)�; to tread down the power of the Rebels. 

Lidzbarski, Das ,Tohannesbuch p. 51: 8-11 (text), 
p. 66: 12-15 {transl.).

In the same book we hear of the Demi urge J oshamin and 
his rebellion against the Good Principle, Life. This notion is 
possibly an addition to the original Maudaean doctrine, which 
otherwise has a dualistic system of a clear Iranian type.2 In 
the Joshamin section, Joshamin as a Demiurge is the mediator 
between good and evil and has himself rebelled against his father, 
Life (Lidzbarski, Das Johannesbuch p. 31: 9-11). 

In Ginza there are some passages where the soul deplores its 
state in the material world and asks several questions how it 
was brought thither. 

1 There ore many passages in Mandaean literature where this combat is 

described in phrases strongly reminiscent of the corresponding Manichaean 

ones, bnt no exhaustive treatment of the relations betweeu Manirhaeism and 

Mandneism can be attempted here, even if it is to be hoped that some material 

and viewpoints are offered for illustrating the nature of this ronnexion. 
1 Concerning Mandaean Gnosie as a representative of the Iranian type, see 

the remarks by Jonas which are perfectly to the point, Gnosis und BJ)iifantiker 

Geist, pp. 267 ff., who however also correctly stntes that there is another type 

of gnosis as well: the Syrian-Egyptian. For my part, I consider this type as 

a weakening of the original Gnostic speculation, and, in Mandaenn religion, as 

an addition of the indigenous Mesopotamian series of emanations to the purely 

dualistic character of the Iranian type. In Mandaean writings we find both 

types unmixed side by side, as Jonas contends, op. cit. p. 280 f. 
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11:t.,::l.,-a, 1-C .,i:t,rii:t 1-ci .,1:tri:,ii i'C From my position and from my 
place who took me captive, 

.,,.,:::11:ti, i:trillt:"Uit::ll:t l:t.,�.,::l 1-c from between my parents who 
had brought me up? 

l:t'l:::11:t'll:tM ri1:ti, 1tt"ltlllt 11:t-c Who made me come to the Guilty, 
.i:t,'Cl:t::l lltiii:tfi fb::l the sons of the idle dwelling? 

i:t.,,.,i-c rii:ti, 11:t.,rillt 11:t-c Who made me come to the Rebels 
.1:t.,i:::11:t l:t:::11:t.,? c,., ,,:,-, who are making war every day? 

Lidzbarski, Ginzii p. 328: 11-16 =

Petermann, R. Gin.ea p. 322: 23-323: 2.1 

The soul is accordingly cast down in the hylic world, which 
is dominated by the rebellious po,vers who once made their attack 

_ on the heavenly kingdom of Light. The descent of the soul is 
threatened by these Rebels, and for this reason the soul is armed 
against their assault. This can be understood from the pattern 
of this descent provided by the description of the descending of 
one of the heavenly beings, the son of the Great Nbat, who on 
his descent is equipped in several ways. 

1:tri.,r,1:tr-c::1 ,,r,i:tT 
.l:t'I,,� 1:t.,::1,i:,:,.,�1:t,, 

They armed me with an armour 
in order that the Rebels might not sin 

against me. 

Lidzbarski, Gin.ea p. 381: 19-20 =

Petermann, R. Ginzii p. 360: 25. 

The Mana, the soul, when descending to the sphere of the Planets, 
called the House of the Seven, is said to go to the dark rebels. 

i:t::ii-a, r,.,::i, ,.,Tilt cir Arise, go to the House of the Seven, 
.i:t.,,til:t::l 1:t:,i-a,:,-, llt.,,.,� the idle Rebels of Darkness! 
i:t:,i-a,:,; N.,,.,l:t'C llt'l1,t,i:t::l Idle are the Rebels of Darkness 

. 1,:,.,1:tri�.,::l llt'ii:,� i:t:,:,1,i and there is no light among them. 

Lidzbarski, G·inzii p. 4 79: 26-29 = 
Petermann, L. Ginzii p. 56: 23-24.2

1 The same question returns in Lidzbarski, Gi11za p. 474: 6-7, where the 
enemies of Light, among whom the soul is cast, are called "the dark Rebels", 

ic-:-z:n 1(-.,...ici:. The Hebels are "guilty" because they are guilty of an unprovoked 
rebellion against the kingdom of Light. "Vain", or "idle", is their own realm 

as there is no useful purpose connected with their strife. 
2 The reading of the Leiden Ms. preferred by Lidzbarski, op. cit. p. 4 79 n. 3, 

has been accepted. 
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Similarly, when the soul is on the point of ascending in order 
to return to its heavenly home it is warned that the Rebels are 
standing at the Watch-house (Lidzbarski, Ginzli p. 550: 20-21).

We are not astonished in finding also in Syriac Gnostic 
literature the term Rebels used in the same context. In the 
Syriac Acts of Thomas we meet with the same word ho;.» which 
we ca.me across in the Syriac extracts from Mani's own writings. 
In one of his last speeches the Apostle Thomas says: 

w.»r° ho;» �� lot Lo, the Rebels are cast down be
fore me, 

.'-°ot,.1» � � .... ? for I have been exalted away from 
them. 

Acts of Thomas ch. 142, ed. Bedjan p. 150; Apo

cryphal Acts of the Apostles I p. ,l...a.; transl. James, 
Apocryph. New Test. p. 427, and Wright, Apocryphal

Acts of the Apostles II p. 277. 

The Apostle pronounces these words shortly before his decease. 
They are a part of his farewell-speech, a kind of literature a.bout 
which we shall speak in another context. From this passage we 
can only say that "the Rebels" here obviously has a definite 
technical meaning, presumably the same as in Manichaean and 
Mandaean forms of Gnosis. 

When compared with the Mandaean allusions to the Rebels 
the rather meagre Manichaean details get more life. We are now 
able to ascertain that the word is a technical term reflecting the 
Syriac l?o;», and designating the evil powers of Darkness who 
once rebelled against the kingdom of Light and its ruler. In Mani
chaean Coptic texts there was, however, a very interesting detail 
in so far as the subduing of the rebellious powers was associated 
with the conquering of the sea, from which the Rebels were 
stated to have their living. This pronouncement at once carries 
us back to the same ancient Mesopotamian literary soarce that 
has already been made use of with considerable profit, viz. the 
Babylonian Epic of Creation. It is well known that the evil 
potency Ti'amat is depicted there as the raging sea, making an 
assault against the gods headed by the young god, the hero 
Marduk. In the company of Ti'amat, whose name actually means 
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even "sea", ti'amtu, tiimtu, being the ordinary name of the salt 
sea or ocean, there are several sea monsters, called "the gods, 
her helpers, who marched at her side, "iU;, re�u§a aliku id-£sa 
(En. el. IV 107). When Ti'amat is overcome, and those helpers 
of hers are taken prisoners, Marduk asks for the god who is 
guilty. 

lip-!Ju-ru-nim-nia ilii rabuti 

sa · an-nam li-in-na-din-ma 
su-nu li-ik-tu-nu 

Let the great gods be assembled 
hither, 

and let the guilty one be delivered 
up in order that (the other) be 
established. 

Enuma elish VI 15-16, Heidel, Babylonian Genesis p. 35.1

Even if the expression for "guilty" in Enuma elish is not 
the same as in the Mandaean text just quoted, the underlying 
idea is nevertheless the same. The gods who made war have a 
guilt to expiate, they are guilty. In the sequel Marduk further 
asks: 

man-nu-um-ma sa ib-nu-u tu - Who was it that created the strife 
�u-un-tu 

1't ti-amat u-sa-bal-ki-tit-ma i?.;- and caused Ti'amat to revolt and 
�u-ri, ta-!Ja-z i prepare for battle? 

Enf1.ma el-ish VI 23-24, Heidel, Babylonian Genesis p. 36. 

In this passage too the idea is the same as in the Mandaean 
and Manichaean texts, though in point of language there . is no 
perfect correspondence, the .Accadian verb being 11abalkutu (IV 1 of 
balkatu), "to revolt" whereas the Aramaic verb is ,�,?!t�, also 
meaning "to revolt" (the Syriac ?� is the same verb). But actu
ally nabalkutu is the common Accadian term for "to revolt". 
The root i'"l'r.l, on the other hand, is, as far as I know, not 
attested in .Assyro-Babylonian texts, and the equiralence between 
Enurna elish and Manicbaean-Mandaean literature may well be 
said to be striking. 

1 The translation by Heidel "but let them be established" misses the point., 

Lahnt, Le poeme babylonien p. 145: 16, "ponr que subsistent (les dieux}" gives 

the correct meaning. It is the question of a sacrifice of a substitutional char• 

act er as Labat hns demonstrated most convincingly, see op. cit. p. 143 n. 8 and 

RES (1936) p. XXIV f. 
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Another little detail may also deserve a special mentioning. 
In the Mandaean Liturgies (Mandiiische Liturgien p. 185: 3) it 
was said that the heavenly Saviour treads down the rebellious 
powers with a club in his hand. Now Marduk too in Enuma 
dish, armed with the scimetar, mit(u, (Enuma elish IV 37) stands, 
izaua, on Ti'amat after having subdued her (En-uma elish IV 104). 
He is further described as trampling the fettered helpers of 
Ti'amat (Ern"i.ma elish IV 118). It is also stated that Marduk 
treads upon Ti'amat (Enuma elz'.sh IV 129). The word used in 
the two last instances is i"kbus from the verb kabasu, the com
mon expression in Accadian for "trample upon", "tread down". 
This kabasu, or kabasu, is the same root as that used in the 
Mandaean texts where we find the inf. 1n,�::1:,.,'r.1, and the part. 
'12,.,::l�:>'r.l .1 

If we sum up the conclusions of this little investigation into 
the notion of the Rebels, we may say that we are able to state 
a close resemblance in this complex of ideas between the Mani
chaean and Mandaean texts. The correspondence between these 
two literatures does not seem to be due to any dependence of 
one religion on the other. Instead, the fact that all the relevant 
ideas - yes, even the philological expression in one case -
could be traced back to the Babylonian Epic of Creation, shows 
that both M anichaean and Mandaean religions are in this respect, 
as well as in the material analyzed in the preceding chapter, 
dependent on the mythical ideas of the old Mesopotamian reli
gion, and thus must have a common source as to the ideas and 
customs they have in common. As will be obvious from. the 
sequel, the statement made here is no isolated case, but will be 
followed by many more and even more important items. 

As an addition, we may at this juncture point out that the 
Manichaean account of the descent of Primordial Man to fight 
the Prince of Darkness and his host has a curious counterpart 
in a description given by Aphrem of how Christ overcame the 
Evil one. After having described the fall of Adam in a pre
ceding part of the poem, of which four stanzas are lost, Aphrem 
goes on saying: 

1 While in accadian I l ( = peal) is employed, the Mandaean language seems 

to prefer the Pael ( = II l) although the inf. peal ::ic�::-�, as we have seen, can 

also be used. 

4-46524 Geo Widengren
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�� U, J,J;...i.J �J.l �, ll.i There came, however, another fighter 
who did not succumb. 

4,., o� ou, \..., And He dressed Himself in the 
armour 

JO?l """°' ,l ot.2? 
ot,.1..,U.. u, � --�J..uO 

.b-? 

. .:..a.�h �l Uo --� 

in which .Adam was conquered. 
And the Adversary saw the armour 

of the conquered one 
and was glad, and did not perceive 

that he was seduced. 
What was inside frightened him, 
what was ontside encoura.ged him. 
The Evil one came in order to con

quer, 
and was conquered, and did not 

hold the ground. 

Overbeck, Ephraemi Syri ... Opera selecta p. 33� stanza 6.

In this stanza it ought to be stressed that Christ as well as 
Adam, hi:; predecessor, is thought of as a. soldier entering the 
battle-ground clad in heavy armour. This conception recurs in 
the narration of the defeat suffered by the First Man, a.nd which 
we now read of in the Scbolies by Theodore bar Konay. It must 
be especially pointed out that there is a certain coincidence in 
phra.seology. Aphrem says J.w, o� .,.,,\. o and Theodore bar 
Konay .b� J.w, .,, ? (ed. Pognon p. 127: 19 f., CSCO II

Vol. 66 p. 314: 1 f.). It is thus a curious fact that Aphrem, 
who violently refutes the Manichees in bis poetic imagery, is 
nevertheless deeply influenced by expressions and sym bola con
stantly recurring in Manichaean writings. 

We may supplement our observation in this case by adding 
that in one of his Epiphany hymns Aphrem says of Christ that 

�1.lo """J-lO •• '? \. J.wi He put on the armour, He triumphed 
and was crowned . 

. �1.lo ,b.;,b � ot,.1..J He left the armour on earth, and 
was elevated. 

Lamy, Ephranni Syn: Hymni et Sermones I col. 99: 11. 
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Let us emphasize the fact that Christ after His final victory 
when He receives the triumphal crown, the garland of victory 
which we come across so many times in Manichaean psalms, 
leaves Bis armour ( = the body, the corporeal elements) on earth, 
but Himself returns on high. This of course coincides with the 
corresponding trait in the Manichaean myth that the Saviour 
dresses Himself in his armour, which is His corporeal elements, 
but leaves His armour ( = the Light elements making up His 
body, or His dress, or His armour) on earth, i.e. in the material 
world, when He Himself returns to His home in the realms of 
Light on high. 



CHAPTER IV. 

The State of the Defeated Saviour (the Soul). 

In Manichaean Coptic texts there are many interesting passages 
describing the state of the Saviour when be bas been defeated 
and imprisoned by the Powers of Evil. There is such an account 
which for various reasons can claim our special attention. The 
psalm in this case introduces the imprisoned Saviour as lamenting 
over bis state. Since the Saviour is in the usual way the great 
prototype of every human soul, the psalmist in like manner cries 
for help. 

I am a prince, wearing a crown with the kings. 
Christ (guide me:my Saviour, do not forget me)! 

I knew not how to fight, for I am of the city of the Gods. 
Christ! 

From the time that the hated one cast an evil eye on my king
dom, 

Christ! 
[I] left my Fathers at rest, I went, I gave myself to death for

them. 
Christ! 

[I] armed myself, I went forth with my first [ ...
Christ! 

[He] went without, I fought, he went within, he protected me. 
Christ! 

Thou madest agreement with me at the time, saying: 'If thou art 
victorious, thou shalt receive thy garland.' 

Christ! 
I was victorious in the first struggle., yet another fight arose 

for me. 
Christ! 

Since I was bound in the flesh I forgot my divinity. 
Christ! 
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I was made to drink the cup of madness, I was made to rebel 
against my own self. 

Christ! 
The Powers and Principalities came within, they armed them

selves against me. 

Psalm-Book II p. 117: 3-24.1

Among the Manichaean texts in Middle Iranian (Parthian) 
language there is a psalm whose diction bears a close resemblance 
to the Coptic text, viz. M 33 R II where the hero is also a 
prince, 1,-ispuhr, as in the Psalm-Book he is a 11t1ta't�Yo;. He
gives his own self, grei•, to the enemies as a fetter, band, for 
them, as in the Coptic hymn he gave himself up to death for 
the powers of darkness. When he is bound in the chains of his 
adversaries he gives forth a cry to the Mother of Life, who asks 
the Father of Greatness2

, "The beautiful son without pain, for 
what reason is he torn asunder among the demons?" (R II 81-83 
Mir M III p. 32 (877)). The young prince is saved, returns to 
his house, and is met by his Mother who embraces him (V I 92 
-98 ib.). The epithet anazar, "without pains", given to the prince
in this hymn recurs in the famous "Zarathustra fragment" M 7
where the Saviour Zarathustra adressing his own self says, "Heavy
is the drunkenness in which thou art slumbering, awake and be
hold me" (V II 89-92 lJffrM III p. 27 (872))! The soul an
swers, "I, I am the tender son without pains of Sroshav, I am
mixed and, behold, suffering. Take me out of the embrace of
death" (V II 97-103)! We recognize from the Coptic psalm the
following traits: the Saviour is described as a young prince; he
gives himself into the hands of his enemies in order to be a trap
for them; he is, however, sunk in the slumber of death, which
is likened to drunkenness. He then cries for help and is rescued,
so that he can return to his heavenly abode.

In the Coptic psalms these misery-descriptions of t.he state 

1 Some traits remain r.ither uncertain. Who is the Helper? I do not think 
that be is anybody but the Higher Self who bas come to rescue the part of 
the Ego that is imprisoned in matter. 

1 The terms are actually the same as in the original Syriac texts written 
by Mani, only that the Mother of Life is exchanged for the Living Mother, 
on which cf. above p. 17. 
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of the defeated Saviour (the Soul) play a. considerable role. As 
a fine specimen of this literary genre the following passage de
serves quoting. 

[The] Youth groaned and wept 
in the pit which is at the bottom of Hades. 

The Youth groaned and wept, 
his cry [to the Great Brightness went] up: 

"Hast thou not heard, o Great Brightness? 
Hath none told the word to thee 

that Hades hath been stirred up and rebelled� 
and t.hey of the abyss have put their arms upon them? 

The false Gods that have rebelled 
have taken their armour against me. 

The goddesses, the daughters of shame, 
have set up their armour against me. 

The goddesses, the daughters of shame, 
have set up their spears. 

The stinking and foul demons 
have prepared to make war with me." 

When the Mighty one heard, 
when they told him the word, 

he called a Messenger, the .Adamas of Light, 
the pitiless, the subduer of the Rebels, 

saying, "Go down, go, o Ada.mas, succour the Youth! 
Succour the Youth that is beneath the pit, 

that is at the bottom of Hades!" 

Psalm-Book II p. 209: 13-28.1 

In this psalm we see that the divine hero is called the Youth 
and is imagined lyiug in Hades, or the Pit, as it is also called, 
surrounded by his enemies who are described as the stinking 
demons of Hades and as false gods and goddesses. 

Now it is an interesting fact, noted long ago by Reitzen-

1 I have tried to restore the original metre, which can be easily regaine<l 
bt>cause of the very clear pamlleli.�mtts membronim. The style is strongly 
reminiscent of certain passages in Mandaean Ginzii, the Left part, second, and 
third books. The term "thy hrightness" presumably corresponds to a Syriac 
'f°•J, which is fonnd in the Sinai fragments in the wish of the Apostle: "I 
shall stand before thy brightness·• (or splendour) Shtdia Sianitica IX p. 39. 
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stein, that the famous Hymn of the Pearl (or the Song of the 

Soul as its name is often rendered) plays on the same theme as 
that found in the Coptic and Iranian texts.1 What ought to be 
laid stress upon in this connexion is the formal likeness between 
the Manichaean texts and the Syriac Gnostic poem. There we 
also find the young prince descending into the realms of Dark-
ness and Evil. The Coptic psalm informs us that there was an 
agreement with the prince that he was to receive the prize of 
victory if he conquered the powers of evil. The same is actually 
said of the prince in the Song of the Pearl too (Bevan, The

Hymn of the Soul p. 13: 9--15). He is likewise made to forget 
his origin because of the nourishment given to him by his secret 
adversaries, just as in the Coptic psalm the hero drinks the cup 
of madness and forgets his divinity. In the Syriac song the 
prince then falls asleep, but is awakened by the cry of his Higher 
Ego as his Saviour, the motif of the cry often being found in 
the Coptic psalms. 

We should now like to call attention to some supplementary 
details not found in the description of the fallen Soul in the 
Hymn of the Pearl, 1:iz. the attacks by demons and wild beasts. 
This trait is found both in Coptic and Iranian texts, and stands 
out clearly from the passages already cited. Some additional 
items may be quoted here. 

I am in the midst of my enemies, the beasts surrounding me. 

Psalm-Book II p. 54: 13. 
Or in another passage: 

I 

Do not, Light, do not forsake me in the midst of the wild beasts. 

Psalm-Book II p. 66: 20-21. 

The same prayer for not being forsaken returns in another text. 

Do not forsake me, even me thy slave, in the presence of the 
Sons of Matter! 

Do not allow any of the demons to prevail over me as I 
come unto thee! 

I see a merciless crowd like vultures surrounding me. 

Psabn-Book I[ 61: 19-20. 
1 See Ueitzenstein, Das franische Erldsungs11iyslerium pp. 70 ff. He had, 

however, not yet access· to the Coptic texts. 
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In the last quotation it is the Maniehaean believer who cries 
to Jesus for help, identifying his state with that of the Saviour 
in the beginning of the world's history. It is the usual Gnostic 
manner of seeing the fate of the Saviour reflected in every soul 
a.s the individualization and, at the same time, the part a.nd 
parcel of the Saviour. 

We observe moreover in Ma.nichaean texts that the Saviour 
is imprisoned in the nether world, as has been hinted at. The 
Coptic terms for the infernal scene of the suffering of the young 
prince are Hades, £Miin, the Pit, �£Xf, and the Abyss, no�·n. 

The corresponding Syriac terms may be assumed t.o be Hades, 
�a..&, the Pit, l�. and lloot, the Abyss.1 

But the nether world can also be depicted as a fortified town 
with strong walls, or as a fortress (see e.g. Psalm-Book II pp. 
197 ff.). This description of Hades as a fortified town, or a fort, 
is exceedingly common in the accounts of the descent of Christ, 
"the Harrowing of Hell", to be found in the literary documents 
of the 4th and 5th centuries.2

With the Manichaean texts Reitzenstein compared some of 
the Odes of Solomon which actually show the same picture of 
the descended Saviour in the power of the nether world, and 
his salvation from the adversaries.3

Here we only want to quote some illustrative specimens from 
the Odes. In one of them the odist is praising the Lord. 

�a..&? 011-n»a> � •,a,;,ml,, And He brought me up out of 
the depths of Sheol, 

.w.J� lla.»? �a.9 �o and from the mouth of Death 
He drew me. 

Harris & Mingana, Odes and Psalms of Solomon

p. 362 transl. Ode XXIX: 4.

In another ode we get more information of the state of the 
Saviour when he is enclosed in Sheol. 

1 These equivalents are obtained from the poem by Aphrem cited below, 

p. 59, and from the :Mandaean text quoted below, p. 69, where we find the 

word "pit", lC"l·::i. 

1 See Kroll, Gott und Holle p. 98 n. 3. Evidence in this respect is 

abundantly at band. 
8 See Heitzenstein, Das irauisclte Erlos1m_qsmysferimn, pp. 84 ff. 
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J»c,;.» � � �? oot He who bringeth me down from the 
height 

.l�.Li.,J. � � ,a mw, and bringeth me up from the re-
gions below; ... 

w.:....:.:..t ,,.,. \ ;�? 0ot He who scattereth my enemies 
-�?�

,;�l? 4��� w-\.. ��! oot 

.'--Q.Jl l;.&l? -,.l 
4.J� .... .,:.:� ..AJ,m, oot 

. 
. . 

.... ota.&.' .b,.::..&? 
.... oto;A>.. � '-'�lo 

.�;, �Ol? 
. 

and my adversaries; 
He who giveth me po,ver over the 

bonds 
that I might loose them; 

He that hath overthrown by my hands 
the dragon with seven heads, 

and set me at his roots that I might 
destroy his seed. 

Harris & Mingana, Odes ancl Psalms of Solomon

p. 325 f. transl. Ode XXII: 1, 3-5.

Here we find the dragon again and the fight with him. The 
statement that the Saviour was set at his roots recalls the passage 
in the Manichaean cosmogony when the Primal Man descends 
to the Abyss and cuts the roots of the dark elements.1 But, as 
we have seen before, Darkness was conceived as being a dragon, 
and the parallel between the Odes and the Manichaean account 
would then seem to be perfect. Moreover, we find the general 
motifs of the fight against the adversaries and the liberation 
from the fetters. And yet, in this special case, we must not lose 
sight of the possibility that the Odes may in the theme of the 
descent to Hades and the state of the Saviour there be directly 
influenced from the Old Test., which has beyond all contradic
tion exercised a. profound influence on the language and the ideas 
of the Odes.1 We must surely include the possibility, which has 
hitherto been overlooked, that the Odes are one of the last 

1 See Burkitt, Religion of the Manichees, p. 26 n. 2. 
1 This fact, which i!l conspicuous everywhere in the commentary given by 

Harris and Mingana, must not be lost sight of because it is important for the 

understanding of the survival of corresponding Old Test. conceptions of the 

king's sojourn in Hades. I treat this question in my King and Saviour. Cr. 
also Widengren, Konungens vistelse i dodsriket SEA X (1946) pp. 66 ff. 
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offshoots of the royal ideology based upon the sacral kingship 
in Israel. As can now be seen with increasing clearness, this 
ideology also comprehended the king's descent to the nether world 
after the pattern of the descent of the young Mesopotamian god 
to the lower parts of the earth, a journey of which we will have 
much to say in the sequel.1

If then the Odes are not quite unequivocal in this special 
point, we can instead with some confidence fall back on Man
daean evidence. In these texts the soul, who, as usual in Gnostic 
texts, is also identical with the Saviour, is said to have awakened 
from its slumber and sleep (Lidzbarski, Ginzii p. 466: 23; 4 73: 13-14 ). 
The soul further asks how it will endure living wit,h lions and dra
gons, and evil people who pursue it (Lidzbarski, Ginzii p. 474: 8 ff.). 
On the whole beasts play a considerable part in the descriptions 
of the soul's existence in the world of matter, and we will return 
to this subject.2 As to the �ether world (or in Gnostic writings 
on the whole, the world as well) we may refer to the soul's 
question who threw it into the wall of the Planets ("Who threw 
me in their wall?",�,,� ,.,,.,U:,�'1, Lidzbarski, Ginza p. 502: 33 =
Petermann, L. Ginza p. 73: 1). In the accounts of the descent 
into the nether world undertaken by the Mandaean Saviour Hibil 
the lower regions are clearly described as a. fortified town, as 
Kroll has pointed out. He has further seen the Baby Ionian origin 
of this idea, and it may suffice to refer to his comprehensive treat
ment of these conceptions.8 In this connexion we only wish to 
point to such passages as those of Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 
122: 15 ff., and 418: 3 ff., where, in order to break through the 
walls of the nether world, the Mother-goddess orders the door
keeper to open the gates, exactly the same motif as we shall 
find later in the Coptic psalm in Prnlm-Book II p. 197: 22 ff.' 

We may remark in this place that the idea of the Saviour 
{or the Soul) being thrown into a deep pit recurs also in Man
daean writings, as will appear from the following quotation. 

1 See below, pp. 64 ff. 
2 See below, pp. 68 ff. 
3 See Kroll, Gott und Holle p. 278. 

' See below, p. 74 f. We may add that in Witzel, op. cit. p. 408: 18, the 

word bad is used of Hade�, which is the common ideogram for ditru, "wall'·, 
"fortress". 
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�,,, �'l!l!l �,.,"nt'm 
.bt'lp,� bt,, bt'l,Z,'l!l bt'l,l)!!e9 

They throw me away into the deep pit 
into which the Evil fall without 

ascending.· 
Lidzbarski, Gin.ea p. 507: 7-8 = Petermann, L. Ginza p. 75: 16-17. 

It is significant that we find in Mandaean texts, too, the technical 
term Pit as a name for the habitation of the fallen Soul, because, 
as we have seen, this word was a. special designation of the 
nether world also in the Manichaean psalms. 

With the Manichaean and Mandaean descriptions of the defeat 
suffered by the First Man, or the descent of the Saviour, we 
may from Christian literature compare not only the Odes of 
Solomon, but also some interesting passages in the poems of 
Aphrem, e.g. the following about the fall of Adam. 

l;.aa. w.a.� 
.'-Q.Jl �o a ::,,\,�l 

��oU.� 

. '\..a...a. a..,_'\ L,�lo 

lb� 4o J.Jl � lot0 

From the height of Eden the ad
versary cast me down, 

and in the abyss of the dead 

he threw me down that he might 
deride me. 

My beautiful garments 
were swallowed up and do not exist. 
I was confused and overthrown, 
and hurled down into Hades. 
And behold I am made a nest of 

worms, 
.�olo J,mJ» � ,J.»;.,o and moth and tape-worms gnaw 

at me . 
• w.JL� �� -oo;.sa My Saviour, Thy resurrection shall

renew me.

Lamy, Ephraemi Syri Hymni et Se1·mones IV col. 629: 2.

If we sum up the essential traits in this account of the fall 
of Adam, we see that the Primus Homo has been overcome by 
his adversary, and from the height cast down into the pit, over
thrown and confused, deprived of his original garments of light. 
He is now lying in the Abyss among the dead, being gnawed 
by the worms. These points have as many resemblances to 
the picture of the defeat and misery of Primordial Man in 
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Manichaea.n texts. Even the detail of the confusion after the 
defeat is there, a trait constantly recurring in the Manichaean 
texts. We need only refer to the account by Theodore bar Konay, 
who speaks of how intelligence was taken from the Primal Man 
and his five sons (ed. Pognon p. 127: 27, CSCO Script. Syri II 
Vol. 66 p. 314: 10 f.). Another detail worth observing is that the 
beautiful garments of Adam were swallowed up, a.,..,,ll, a trait 
which perfectly agrees with the fact that the elements of Light, 
being the armour of the Primus Homo, were swallowed up by 
Darkness, --ot� �o OQI µ.a e •� � .,J). We note that the 
same verb is used in both ·cases (ed. Pogno� p. 128: 6 f., CSCO

Script. Syr. II Vol. 66 p. 314: 21 f.). 
Another passage in the hymns of the verbose Syrian father 

deserves to be quoted. 

�?I lo loot l-? JO �o.A..IJ .,.'»l 

.•m m ol,lo ��ll loot J,.Ll U?o

.:)J.,.., �? otLl�? �u

._4!.m �

Darkness reigned and conquered 
but was conquered, 

and he who is without existence, 
he was convicted and found 
guilty. 

The Evil one conquered Adam 
and thought that he was not 
to be found guilty. 

But when our Light was lying 
down 

it was prefigured in the Light 
which is near and which con
quered Darkness . 

It was prophesied that at the 
advent of Our Lord Satan 
would be guilty. 

In the beginning Darkness was 
convicted 

and he proclaimed that also the 
Evil one was to succumb at 
the end. 

Lamy, Ephraerni Syri Hymni et Sermones IV col. 665: 1.1

1 Lamy translates: "quia porro ens non erant devictaea. sunt et repressae'',
which is syntactically wrong and gives no sense. The meaning is, of course, 
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"Our Light", as is apparent elsewhere (e. g. Lamy IV col. 
659: 2), is Christ in whom mankind, i.e. Adam, is conquered when 
He is lying in Hades. But just as Light overcomes Darkness, 
Christ, our Light, was resurrected from Sheol to vanquish the 
Evil one at the end of the days. Darkness had for a time de
feated Light, but in the same way as Light in the beginning 
was victorious over Darkness (i.e. at the creation, note that 
Aphrem uses the word La,;) so the victory of Darkness was 
only of a temporary character, and will be succeeded by the ,com
plete victory of Light. At the end of the universe Satan, the 
Head of DarkneEs, will be found guilty and convicted. 

We observe at once that A phrem is here painting with mythical 
colours of the same kind as in Manichaeism, and that the picture 
as given by him is mythical in a. degree apt to obscure the simple 
facts he wishes to state. This is to be explained -by the poetical 
imagery used by him which conceivably goes back to ancient 
Mesopotamian times, and therefore often betrays its origin. 

In this connexion we cannot refra.in from quoting a little 
liturgical poem in which the fall of Adam is lamented over. Tb� 
form would at once seem to arrest our attention. 

�?l Oot? ot,J�

.loot �b �� 
� ooot o;ot1. l�o

.loot •,\Mo �? 

l�;s, �ot-\.Do

• ...:;oot • ;..,» oo. �,
' . 

.

4»;..u �o

·�� otA9l

The Bride-chamber of Adam 

was prepared in Eden. 

And the Watchers were amazed over him 

how exalted he was, 

and all the birds (were amazed) 

who were living there . 

Bnt accursed Jealousy 

banished him from there. 

Then began to cry 

that the Evil one is he "who is of non-existence" as opposed to God, the Good 
Principle who is Existence. The construction d'la ·iti_ii is developed along the 
same lines as an Accadian (esp. New Babylonian) sa la is'i (inf.), properly "that 
or not-existing", cf.. fo la nakifri "that of not.altering"; see Rimalt, lJ,'eclisel

bezieJmngen zwisclten dem Aramaischen und dem Neubabyloni�chen, WZKM 39 
(1932) p. 116. It is further interesting to note that the phrase above �l 
J..oGA..u is from a stylistic point of view strongly reminiscent. of the Manichaean 
designation of the Evil Power, J.A� � (Theodore bar Konay ed. Pognon 
p. 127: 9, CSCO II Vol. 66 p. 331: 21 f.).
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:�-.� l;a.l
the birds lamenting: 

l;....a.a. ... o ... o Alas, alas, o Beautiful One! 
.l� ... o ... o Alas, Alas, o Mighty One! 

�;aa.a. � � \\Tho stripped your beautiful things? 
•.,=a '-W>,=IO �lo Who led you astray and scorned you? 

Zingerle, Syrische Poesien, ZDMG 18 (1864) p. 753. 

The birds in Paradise form, as it were, the mourning choir, 
lamenting over the state of the fallen Adam. He is deprived 
of his beauty, he is led astray and scorned, he who once was 
mighty and beautiful. Especiall.v significant are the repeated 
cries of wailing: Alas! That the situation of Adam in this case, 
too, is strongly reminiscent of the descent and defeat of the 
Primus Homo in the system of mani is not to be contested. But 
the special feature in this liturgical poem with the choir of the 
birds lamenting over the fallen Primordial Man is so striking 
that obviously we have to look in a special direction to find the 
real clue to its interpretation. 

Here, too, we want to lay stress on the fact that Adam has 
been deprived of all his "beautiful things", a motif recurring in 
a poem by Balai to be quoted just hereafter. It is also found e.g.

in one of Aphrem's hymns about Paradise (Overbeck, Ephraemi

Syri ... opem selecta p. 350: 1 f.: "and Adam put on glory", 
�a.a. � )'>?lo). That Adam through his fall was dispossessed 
of this body or garment (for as usual in Gnostic writings they 
are interchangeable} is not an unusual conception both in Syriac, 
Armenian, and Jewish literature (Preuschen, Die apocryphen gnos

tischen Adamschriften p. 214 f.). 
As a specimen of the way in which the pattern of the myth 

of the Primal Man has survived in the poetic language of the 
Syrian ecclesiastical poets we may also quote a pa8sage from 
one of Balai's pieces of poetry. There he gives a symbolical inter
pretation of the parable of the good Samaritan in the following 
manner: 

:J.,a.J� �? --.Jl

.�;of�� 
.... o,oo,4..» .L-t,�o 
.�, .II? ... oto ++el,�

A man went down 
from Jerusalem, 
and robbers smote him 
and maltreated him mercilessly, 
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and stripped him of his clothes, 

and left him like dead. 

Adam, however, was 

the man who was smitten 

by the Accuser 

and Death in Hades. 

But when Christ came, 

He saved him from Death. 

Zettersteen, Beitr. z. Kenntnis d. reli"g. Diehl. 

Balai's p. � LX, transl. p. 49. 
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We note in this parable, or rather allegory, the mythical 

traits in which it is seen: Adam, the father of mankind, the 

Primordial Man, is depicted as having descended to the nether 

world, where he is stripped of his clothing, smitten, and left 

like one dead. But the Saviour, Christ, descends, too, into the 

lower regions and saves the Primordial Man, Adam, from his 

adversaries, the Devil and Death. If we subtract from the poem 

the proper names Christ and Adam, the story could be told as 

well in the Manichaean, or Mandaean, myth of the descent of 

the heavenly Primordial Man and his liberation through the 

coming of the Saviour, the Messenger, or the Apostle. 

In the descriptions of the state of the Saviour in the nether 

world we have constantly found strong reminiscenses of the Mani

chaean-Mandaean myth in the older Syriac Christian writings 

and liturgical poetry. In answering the question how these 

agreements are to be explained we are reminded of. the already 

ascertained resemblance of Marduk's fight with Ti'amat, on the 

one hand, and the combat between the First Man and the Power 

of Darkness, on the other. We were able to establish a general 

trend in these two battle descriptions revealing many common 

details, and even common philological expressions. Such was the 

case with the combat in general and the expression Rebels 

especially. Let us now try to proceed along the same way of 

interpretation and genetically analyze the state of the divine 

Hero after he went out to fight his enemies, but suffered defeat. 

As we were able to see in Enuma elish, there was a moment 
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when even the warlike Marduk betrayed some lack of confidence, 
and this moment in the action could most probably be under
stood as the only survival within the Babylonian Epic of Crea
tion of an original account of the defeat of Marduk and his 
imprisonment by the Powers of Evil in the nether world.1 Actu
ally, there is first of all one text in which Marduk is pictured 
as in prison and suffering by the hands of his cruel adversaries.2 

Marduk has descended far away from sun and light. He is beaten 
and lacerated, his blood flowing from his wounds. But not only 
in this text is Marduk represented as a suffering and dying god. 
There are also liturgies from ancient times in which Marduk 
has the same character as Tammuz, the prototype of this kind 
of deities. Such liturgies have of late been transcribed and 
translated by Witzel, who has made most valuable contributions 
to our understanding of these extremely difficult te:xts.3

. In Tammuz liturgies of this kind the suffering and death of 
Tammuz is often described as an assault by the enemy's forces 
on the god and his land. This idea can be illustrated by a short 
quotation: 

be-lum a-di ma-tim O Lord, how long 
11ak-ri dan-nu ig-da-mar mat-ka will the mighty foe annihilate 

thy country? 

Witzel, Tammuz-L£turgien p. 332: 2.' 

The god is said to be exposed to the fury of his enemies. 

erim. erim ru-us-a ma To the fury, to the fury of the 
enemies be is exposed. 

diugir ka-sa-an gu-la erirn ru- The god, the great lord, to the 
u!;-a ma fury of the enemies he is ex

posed. 
ka-!ia-an gi,�-gal-la-ka erim r·u- The lord of the great tree, to 

u.ra ma the fury of the enemies he is 
exposed. 

See above p. 41 f. 
2 This text is KAR 143, edited and translated lJy Zimmero in bis Zum 

babylonischen Neu,ialmjest II pp. 14 ff. 
3 Witzel, Tamn111z-Lif'ltr_qicn mid Vencandtes. 

' The Sumerian text has: ummm me na-sit 10--ri kalag-_qa ma-da-zii til-e.
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ka-sa-an dumu-gi-ba erim ru-us-a The lord, the ill-treated son, to 
ma the fury of the enemies he is 

exposed. 
ka-sa-an a-ma si (?}-gi erim ru- The lord of full flood, to the 

us-a ma fury of the enemies he is ex
posed. 

u-su-gal-a-na ra erim ru-us-a ma The great ruler of heaven is
knocked down, to the fury of 
the enemies he is exposed. 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 108 III 16-21.1 

The epithet of Tammuz, durnu, "child", or "son", is the same 
as we have found in both Coptic and Iranian Manichaean psalms 
as a name for the Saviou-r.2

In another liturgy the young god is said to march out to 
the hostile country. 

�ar-ra-du ana mat nu-kur-tim ina 

a-la-ki-ka

Witzel, 

0 Hero, when thou goest out 
aga.inst the hostile land. 

Tammue-Liturgien p. 136: 9.3

The state of Ta.mmuz as conquered by his adversaries is de
scribed in various modes of expression. Very common is it to say 
that he is imprisoned. He can e.g. be pictured as 

ir ma-ra he who is lying in the trap. 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 80: 30.' 

So it can be said by Ishtar lamenting her beloved husband: 

sag-mu gi-ir-ra edin-na na-mu
ma-a[l} 

ki-kal-a su-du-a-su 

My heart is sending wailing of 
flute to the steppe, 

to the place where the strong 
one is chained, 

1 No Accadian translation is extant. The Sumerian text is phonetically 
written, and accordingly very difficult to translate. 

1 See above, p. 64. 
3 The Sumerian text has: ur-sag ki-bal-a di-da-zu-de. 

' No Accadian text is extant. 

5-46624 Geo W idengren 
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ki-a-lal-a Ddumu-zi-da-su to the place of the chains of 
Tammuz, 

ki-su-e si,l ba-an-f!i-em-ma-!;{u] to the lamb which is given 
in the power of the 
nether world. 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 396: 11-14.1 

Very often it is said in the Tammuz liturgies that the god 
is imprisoned in a prison, or watch (Sumerian na, or enunga 2), 

as e. g. in this line: 

[umun ka-nag-ga si,b-ba u}-nu-titk 
en-nu-un-ga bi-ditr 

The lord of the land, the inde
fatigable shepherd is lying in 
prison. 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 168: Rev. 22.1 

In the nether world Tammuz is exposed to woe in the Pit, 
which is a name of the Hades not at all uncommon in Mesopo

tamian texts. 3 

mu-lu tul-i a ba-dib The lord is exposed to the woe 
in the pit. 

Witzel, Tammue-Liturgien p. 345: 39 ff. 

Tammuz is also often described a.s thrown into a heavy sleep. 

u-lul-la ku-ku me Thou art slumbering in an over
whelming sleep. 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 168: Rev. 9. 

The same holds true of Enlil as a "Tammuz figure". 

a-a Dmu-ul-lil 1't-lul-la ku,-ku Father Enlil sleeping m an 
overwhelming sleep. 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien ·p. 246: 8. 

Because of the great importance "sleep" has in Gnostic and, 
not least, Manichaean technical language a third proof may not 

1 No Acca-dian text is extant. 
2 See the passages quoted by Witzel, op. cit. in his survey p. X. 
1 Another passage where the pit is mentioned as the dwelling place of 

Tummuz is in Witzel op. cit. 432: 5. 
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be out of place to show that the phrase where the sleep of the 
god is spoken of is quite a formula in the liturgies. 

sa alii sir-ra-a-ti �al-lu a-di ma- The sleeper of the revolt of the 
tim demons - how long? 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 330: 18.1

Presumably enough evidence has been adduced to show from 
where the trait of the sleep in which the god is thrown after 
his descent to the nether world and his defeat in the battle 
against the Evil Powers has to be derived. We have already 
seen that the first action in the drama, the fiaht, had its exact 
counterpart in Old-Mesopotamian myth (and of course ritual). 
Now we are surely entitled to ascertain that also the second 
act, the defeat and the slumber of death, bas the same source 
as to its formal elements, viz. the so-called Tammuz religion, 
which, however, was in no wise limited to the cult of Tammuz. 
Actually, we are instead more and more beginning to realize that 
living religion in Mesopotamia had everywhere such a, "Tammuz 
type" .2

In Manichaean texts we found that the armour of Light of 
the First Man, in which he had dressed himself when going out 

to fight the powers of Evil, was swallo:wed up by Darkness. 
According to Syriac (and Armenian) texts, Adam, too, lost his 
garment of glory after his fall. This loss of the garments of 
Light recurs in Mesopotamian Tammuz texts, where it is related 
that Tammuz is deprived of his clothes (Witzel, Tamrnuz-Liturgien 

p. 92: 10-13; 94: 37; 126: 8). Now Tammuz is constantly praised
as he who is surrounded by splendour (108: 8; 178: 16; 428 Rev. 1;
432: 3). In losing his vestments he is thus deprived of bis glory.
And in Witzel, op. cit. p. 92: 10-13, the evil powers have taken
away his royal vestments, crown, garment, sceptre and shoes.
He is thus dispossessed of his royal splendour. It is, moreover,

1 The expression "the sleeper of the revolt of the demons" is curious and 

does corre8pond with the Sumerian text. I think that it must be understood 

as the god who is sleeping the sleep caused by the demons. 
1 The text-interpretations by Witzel are from this point of view very 

interesting because they show thnt many of the High gods of Mesopotamia 

were actually dying and resurrecting gods as well as Tammuz. That this is the 

same in such cases as Marduk and Ninurta and Enlil, is universally admitted. 
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expressly stated that he is stripped of his "shining ornament" 
(ar-li Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 126: 8). The resemblances to 
the First Man who is deprived of his bright armour and Adam 
who put off his glory seems rather remarkable. 

The Youth in the Manichaean Coptic psalm was made to 
drink the cup of madness, and the state of drunkenness into 
which the soul has sunk is often referred to in Gnostic texts. 
In Mandaea.n texts this motif plays a considerable part, as has 
been ascertained by J onas.1 But in 'fammuz liturgies it seems 
as if this theme had as yet not_ been identified. On account of 
the important place held by it in the Old Test., it must, howeve·r, 
have existed in these Babylonian descriptions of the state of the 
missing young god as it perfectly agrees with the image of the 
heavy sleep. The Old Test. passages (Book of Isaiah 51: 17, 22) 
are significant but cannot be analyze<l in this connexion.2

In the description of the fate suffered by the Primal Man 
there is a special detail worth observing. It is narrated that, 
when the First Man with his Five Sons had given himself up 
to the King of Darkness, and his five sons, the situation was 
as when a man mixes poison in the bread to his foe. And then 
the narrative goes on: 

·'°ot-JO� � ��l '-Q.Jl �l ?"°
._.1 �l �°'° J.Ja., l�l �,
Hot� J..� ol l;..a.9 ,1., \ o '-. �,

.� �, 

When they had devoured 
them, their mind was taken 
from the five bright gods, 
and they were like a man 
bitten by a mad dog, or a 
serpent, through the venom 
of the Sons of Darkness. 

Theodore bar Konay ed. Pognon p. 127: 27-29, 
CSCO II Vol. 66 p. 314: 10-13.3

1 See Jonas, Gnosis und spatantiker Geist ·p. 113 ff. 
1 This analysis is undertaken in my work King an1l Saviour, where the 

formal likeness between these Old Test. passages and the corresponding ones 

in the Tammuz liturgies is demonstrated. 

• For the text, see Cumont, Recherches I p. 18 n. S, and Schaeder SAS

p. 843. For the likeness above in the text we have also to compare a passage

in lgn. ad Ephes. 7: 2: "For they are moo dogs, biting stealthily, against whom

you must be on your guard, for their bite is bard to heal." Ignatius hence

sees his adversaries as demoniac beings.
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With this quotation we may compare a, passage from Aphrem's 
refutations of the heretics, when he says: 

L.lJ.b � .Lml �l 
J&.b � lb.,�♦1\t

.lL�l � loo, �

.L»?""° 00, � J.,.o..,

.L»?""° _,,,p loo, � 

As a Physician He did justly 
in that sin, the bringer of pains, 
He was rooting out from mankind; 

for that Primal Serpent 
had bitten the Primal Adam 
not with teeth but with advice, 
He too healed the wound 

.J•»,om, JJo J,J?""°a.a, with commands and not with drugs. 

Mitchell, Ephraim's Prose Refutations II p. 166: 
stanza LXXXVI, transl. p. LXXVII f. 

The coincidence of the descriptions given both by Aphrem 
and Mani is rather striking. Aphrem says that the Primal Serpent 
had bitten the Primal Man, Adam; Mani compares the state of 
Primal Man with that of a person bitten by a mad dog, or a 
serpent. Curiously enough, Aphrem in this case seems to have 
preserved more of the mythical colours than Mani. At the bottom 
of this very remarkable likeness there may actually be an ancient 
myth telling how the Man-god was bitten by a serpent, and thus 
plunged into a state of unconsciousness. But even if we retain 
the dog in the misery description given by Theodore bar Konay 
of the fate that befell the Primal Man, there is an old tradition 
behind thP. expression. Ancient Mesopotamian psalms of lamenta
tion contain some odd mentionings of the evil caused by dogs. 
Such an evil from dogs is to be found in an incantation, too, 
edited in the KAR.1 Here the evil done by the dog to the re
citer of the incantation is rather ridiculous, and has, at any rate, 
nothing to do with biting. In this text, however, the original 
background seems to be rather mythical, for the incantation 
priest says: 

lugal erida-ga me-en I am the king of Eridu. 
MVAG 1916 p. 17: 7. 

1 Bee MVAG 1916 pp. 17 ff.. For the relevant passages see Weir, Lexicon 

of Accadian Praye,·s, s. v. kalbu. 
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The king of Eridu is no less a person than Ea who is the ruler 

of this ancient cult centre, and therefore, can also be called the 
king of Apsii, where Eridu is situated. Ea is the protector of 

the incantation priests who are acting on his behalf.1 In the 
said incantation it is asked 

kalba s1't-a-f:1't su-{ri-di-su} ina 
apsi 

Cause this dog to go down into 

apsii. 

MV AG 1916 p. 19: 15. 

This prayer shows that from the outset there must have been 
something more than trivial mishappenings connected with the 

dog that one wishes to have sent down into the abyss. Can we 

possibly suppose that he comes from the deep, and for that reason 
ought to be sent back to his infernal abode? We cannot, how
ever, advance any further with the help of this incantation text, 

owing to the lack of textual material. 
As to the serpent, we are in about the same position. There 

is one passage in a psalm of lamentation where the sufferer says: 

ina lumun �iri sa ina biti(? )-ia . . . On account of the evil of the 
snake in my house ... 

pal-lja-ku ad-ra-ku u su-ta-du-ru- I am afraid, I am gloomy, and 

k-u I am cast into gloom. 

Schollmeyer, Sumer.-babyl. Hgmnen u. Gebete 
an Samas p. 65: 16, 19-20. 

If we follow the same method as before, and return to the 
Tammuz liturgies, we find there the dogs as representing the 

hostile forces in the nether world. Thus it is said in one passage: 

ki-ag dag-ga-na ur ba-e-na( d) In the abode of the Beloved one 
the dogs are lying. 

Witzel, Tarnmuz-Liturgien p. 324: 38, 

Zimmern, Tamuzheder p. 227. 

Owing to the scantiness of the material it is, of course, quite 
impossible to arrive at any definite conclusions, but the coin-

1 Cf. Dhorme, Les reli,gions de Babylonie et d'Assyrie p. 32 f.: "L'incantateur 
n'est que le vicaire du dieu dont il porte le costume, c'est le dieu qui parle 
et a.git par l'organe de son ministre." 
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cidence between the description of A phrem and Mani as well as 
the evidence adduced from ancient Mesopotamian texts would 
seem to point in the direction of a common Mesopotamian origin, 
conspicuous in the image of the Primal Man bitten by a mad 
dog, or a �erpent, an image originally at home - we may with 
some confidence conclude - in the Tammuz religion. 

The preceding discussion takes us to another passage in the 
scholies of Theodore bar Konay where the author describes the 
coming of Jesus to Adam. 

,bA..»l. _,,?l la.� �, ""� �;.oll

.o;.a�? .,..i lla»? l� � oe�(o 
..a..?J? IA.Ji .,.lo • ll� J..,o, � 
J,a...ol la.., � Ll, .a.Ji , + + n e 10

J,»? 4-oot . otl.cu»O ,b ... oto , \. e •o 
j :> , :> .. �ot ot ♦1 a el t° ,,?l Ja( l909
ot�lo ti....._,,, l� .J.»; t° 

�» la..t � Ja?;o otnio ott"'"'lo 
.ll.� l� IQ.D;p � �lo 

The bright Jesus came near 
to the ignorant Adam, and 
awakened him from the sleep 
of death in order that he might 
be saved from the many spirits. 
And like a man who is right
eous and finds a man who is 
possessed by a powerful demon 
and appeases him by his art, 
such was Adam like when the 
Beloved found him, when he 
was plunged in a heavy sleep, 
and made him move and shook 
him, and chased away from 
him the seducing demon, and 
took from him into bondage 
the great female Archont. 

Theodore bar Konay ed. Pognon p. 130: 23-29, 
CSCO Script. Syr. II Vol. 66 p. 317: 15-23. 

It is really remarkable how concrete the details are that we 
meet with in this section of the text. The Saviour comes to 
Adam, who is plunged into the sleep of death. He awakens him 
in the same manner as a man who is possessed by a demon is 
appeased by a physician and magician through his skilful art. 
The Saviour then makes him move, and chases away from him 
the male demon, and fetters the female demon. The whole passage 
at once recalls the acts of exorcism and healing which are so 
often recorded in Sumero-Accadian literature. Both male and 
female demons and sorcerers are the subjects of repeated com-
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plaints in the psalms of lamentation and in the incantation aeriea.1

In the Ma�lu, series we repeatedly meet with violent outbursts 
against sorcerers (male and female} and demons (ma.le and female). 
It is of special interest in this connexion to find that the re
citing sorcerer says to his demoniac enemies: 

ak-ta-mi-ku-nu-si ak-ta-si-ku-nu-si I have bound you, I have fet
tered you. 

Meier, Ma�lu IV 69 (p. 31). 

We have seen above that the Saviour bound the f ema.le 
Archont after he had awakened Adam and liberated him from 
possession by the demons.1

That the driving away of the demon from a sick per�on is 
a common motif in Accadian psalms of lamentation as well as 
in incantations, need not be especially stressed. One proof may, 
however, be cited from the section of the psalm called "prayer" .8 

tu-ru-ud u-tuk-ku Drive a.way the Utukku demon! 

Ebeling, Quellen I p. 3: 44.' 

Thus, the expulsion of the demon in the Manichaean descri p
tion corresponds with the same trait in Accadian texts where, 
however, the ritual aspect of the idea is prev�lent, whereas in 
the Manichaean description it is the mythical side that dominates 
the situation. The curious expression that the Saviour "appeases 
him by His art" ought, in the light of the parallels already 
brought forth, to be understood ritually as the magic art exer
cised by the magician, the mab·masutu, or iisiputu, being the 
Accadian equivalent of the Syriac 'ummlinu�ii. And the verb 
"appease", salli, obviously corresponds to pasli!!,u which is used 

1 See the survey given in Widengren, Psalms of Lamentation p. 198 f. 
1 The verb "to bind" is used also in Mandaean literature in connexion with 

the demons, the devs, (the same word as in the Manichaean text) in Mandaische 

Lifurgien p. 22: 1 >1•,•1:e-, j""l"t::l', "the demons may be bound!" Cf. further R. 

Ginzii ed. Petermann p. 84: 6 = Lidzbarski, Ginza p. 84: 27 ff. and L. Ginza ed. 
Petermann p. 66: 13-14 = Lidzbarski p. 47.7: 32-33. 

• For other specimens of similar wishes see Widengren, Psalms of La

mentation p. 269 f. 
' In Syriac the verb Jl?; is used in the same meaning as taradu in Acca

dian, see Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum s. v. 
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even in incantations when the Saviour Marduk goes to his father 
Ea and tells him that an evil curse has befallen a man whom 
he pities. 

[mi-na-a] e-pu-us amelu su-a-ti 
ul idi ina mi-ni-i i-pa-as-sab 

Zimmern, 

What this man has done I do 
· not know, by means of what
he will be appeased.

Surpu V /VI 44 (p. 26: 26).1 

.And in Ma�lu VII 31-49 the incantation speaks of the 
healing of the sick man (possessed by the .Asakku demon who 
is driven away) as his "appeasing", pasabu, a verb that recurs 
repeatedly in the text.2

Is it too bold to assume that old mythic-ritual conceptions 
circling round the healing of a figure "Man" who is nobody but 
the king3 has been used by Mani in this case to illustrate the 
dire straits in which .Adam, the "Man", bad been entangled? If 
this be the case, the hero of the incantation texts, the king who 
is the representative of mankind, bas later on been replaced by 
any private sufferer. "Man" has been assaulted by demons of 
sickness, but is saved by the Saviour god Marduk. Such a theme 
would be a most suitable point de depa1·t in this connexion. An 
intermediary link bas in this case been t];ie late Mesopotamian 
conception of Tammuz as "mankind", a far-reaching religious 
idea about which we will have to speak later on in this in
vestigation.' 

1 Cf. lisapiibsu in the same meaning Surpu VII: 82, ed. Zimmern p. 38: 82. 
1 See Ma�lii,, ed. Meier p. 47 f. 

• See for tbe time being Widengren, RoB II (1943) p. 65.
' See below "Conclusions".



CHAPTER V. 

The Dialogue between the Messenger and the 

Primal Man. 

When after the defeat the Primal Man is left slumbering in 
his sleep of death he is awakened by the arrival of a Messenger 
sent down from the heavenly Father of Greatness. A long and 
valuable relation of the scene when he meets the Primus Homo 
is given in one of the Coptic psalms. 

Lo, the news-bearer hath been sent with the news of the Land of Light 
to tell us the news of Heaven. 

He was sent, he came hurrying and rejoicing to the First Man, 
that [he] might tell him the news. 

He came and knocked at the gates and cried, 'Open quickly 
that I ma.y tell you the news of Heaven'. 

'Rise up, o First Man, open thy gates that are shut 
that I may tell thee the news. 

Rise up, o First Man, arouse thy beloved ones, 
that I may tell thee the news. 

Rise up, o First Man, sound, o trumpet of peace, 
that I may tell thee the news. 

Rise up, o First Man, gather the host of the Gods, 
that I may tell thee the news. 

Rise up, o First Man, spread(?) the cry(?} of the good news, 
that I may tell thee the news. 

Rise up, o First Man, set in order the fragments of the tower, 
that I may tell thee the news. 

Rise up, o First Man, lead back the host to its city, 
that I may tell thee the news. 

Rise up, o good shepherd, take the lamb from the mouth of the wolf, 
that I may tell thee the news.' 

'Who art thou, for my doors are shut? Give a. sign that I may 
open for thee, and thou tell me the news.' 
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'I am the son of the son of the Father, the son of the Father 
hath sent me to tell the news. 

Open, open quickly, open the gates that are shut, 
that the news may be told thee.' 

As the gates were about to open, he was found inside the door, 
that he might tell him the news of the heavens. 

The First Man found him at his side, he rejoiced and said to him: 
Tell me the news. 

What doth my Father do, the Father of the Light? ... 
Tell me the news. 

Psalm-Book II p. 197: 18-198: 24.1

From the well-known description of this meeting given by Theo

dore bar Konay (ed. Pognon p. 128: 5 ff., CSCO Script. Syr. II 
Vol. 66 p. 314: 20 ff.)2 we recognize most of the details of the 
coming of the Messenger: especially the dialogue between the First 
Man and the Messenger iu which the First Man asks the Messenger 
how their fathers, the sons of Light, are faring in their city. But 
here the information is much richer. We get to know that the 
Messenger finds the Primordial Man enclosed in a walled town, 
whose gates he orders to be opened. That the nether world is 
thought of as a fortified town is a regular trait in its descrip
tion, as we have already ascertained.3 The Messenger is asked 
who he is, and answers with a presentation of himself, relating 
his origin and his commission. He further most urgently, in 
repeated exhortations, requests the Primal Man to rise up, and 
in his turn to arouse his beloved ones, to gather the host of the 
gods, and to lead back the host to its city. Thus, not only the 
First Man is to arise and return to his heavenly home, but he 

1 I have tried t.o restore the original metre in this poem, which 11eems to 
be modelled after the pattern of the Mesopotamian liturgies (er. e. g. Witzel, 
Tammuz-Liturgien, p. 6: 24-32, with its refrain: "prayers shall be performed 
to thee"). Allberry's translation of TI!9ln£ ttM.TIKT£ as "the news of the skies" 

cannot be correct, for apparently we have to do with an expression in which 
the Greek 't<i>v ooptivwv reflects a Syriac �?. It is of course not especially 
the news of the skies, but those of the heavenly kingdom that would be of 
value for the First Man to know. The refrain "tell the news·• which returns 
with small variations on every line has probably been sung by the choir. The 
section of the psalm quoted here is in reality entirely built upon this refrain. 

1 The text is quoted below, p. 9•. 
8 See above, p. 68. 
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also ought to bring back his own Elements of Light. It is the 
well known motif of the "gathering of one's Self" which is met 
with here, a theme which Jonas has meritoriously analyzed in 
Gnostic writings.1

The same scene is found in Mandaean writings, and it would 
be well to quote it here for a comparison between Manichaean 
and Mandaean conceptions. In order to get the necessary back
ground we must, however, give a short survey of the Mandaean 
cosmological views which a.re at the bottom of this special text. 
According to Mandaean ideas found in a text in the Drashe 

dM alke there are two worlds, one of Light, the other of Darkness. 
The last is identified with this present world, the other is said 
to be outside the universe (Lidzbarski, Das Johannesbuch, text 
p. 50, transl. p. 55). The present world is ruled by a lord called
"the king of this world", �;bt ,.,'l'l:!tM9 �,� (Lidzbarski, Das

Johannesbuch, p. 50: 4 text): This king is later on in the context
said to have begun a fight against Light. As a result of the
combat between Light and Darkness the visible world is created,
a typical mixture of these potencies.2 The soul, the pure Mana,
is brought into the body. The corporeal Adam is created by the
mi:x:�ng of the two opposite principles, the good one, ,vater, and
the bad one, fire ..

_,.,:u.,rw N"l"il�l:>9 Clt'ilt � 'J'C"I lt.,.,, 1,: Out of fire and of water 
the corporeal Adam was 
shaped. 

bt.,.,bt"M l:!t:1., 'l'"I l:!t"i:l�'a,bt', bt.,"l:tt":l They created the Messenger 
.�"1.,,1:!t'a, and sent him to the head 

of the generations. 
-�'l:!t 'a,"ll.,�9 M"l�:1 1:!t'l'"l'l:!t:):1 M:lbt,p He cried with a call into the

tumult of the world. 3

. "'lbtril' :1.,�l:!t'a,1 Cl:!tiN l:!t"i��oa,, ii1,Np 'l' At the voice of the Mes
senger Adam, who was 
lying down, awakened. 

1 For the "gathering'", see Jonas, Gnosis und spiitantiker Geist p. 189 f. 
1 As to the "mixing", or "mingling", see Jonas, Gnoais und spiitantiker 

Geist, p. 104, and for the Iranian background of this conception, Widengren, 
Religionens viit·ld p. 866, 371, 877. 

3 For this expression, cf. Jonas, Gnosia und apiitantike,· Geist, p. 119 f. 
Concerning am�!(::, Syr. l,o;..o, see Schaeder, Iraniaclte Beitrdge p. 66 (264). 
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!!rnl'UYD, MEl�tt:itt :l"jtt'rD::; � c�

.ptom:3 

tt"'�ElttYD't �,.,j'tt., Ii.it,.,:, t,t,:;i.,:r� j"T.,ttM 
. ,,.,tt"\t\10 

ttjmtt:i, 'ttl"'l'l'C"l't �.,c,,j tt.,,:r.,,ri l"T"ttM 
.l!t::ll"'ltt"' �,�:i 

tt�-i c�,, llt'i,ltlm!!t ,,,lt'r.l 
:,,,�.,�, 

-nu,-r,;i,, tltrnt �c,,j r�ri .,.,E)tt,Z, 
.10l"'ltt"' �,�:i t,tjli,it:, 

,,!l%.,� tt.,,.,.,i,., r,j.,,, :i�, . ,,:i,,� 
. i11t,, ,,.,�, 

fb.,'C il:!t'P,l:!trlri c� ,n,,r;, l"l"l"W 
.�,tt 1"'TttM1 

li.itl"'l'i�ttT:l 'Pl!ttl't ,Z,tit,E)� lt'r.l'1'm'1 l"'l'1:r 
. ,,:,� ,wi11t:i 

Adam, who was lying down, 
awakened and went t.o 
meet the Messenger: 

"Come in peace, o Mes
senger, 
Apostle of Life, who hath 

come from the house 
of my Father! 1 

How the precious, beautiful 
Life is planted at its 
place I 
How a seat is set up for 

me and my figure of 
Darkness is sitting in 
wailing I 

The Messenger answered 
and said to the corporeal 
Adam: 
"Beautifully hath one 

erected thy seat, Adam, 
and thy figure is sitting 
here in wailing. 

All thought of thee for good, 
and created me, and sent 
me to thee. 
I have come and will in

struct thee, Adam, in 
order to save thee from 
this world. 

Hearken and listen. and be 
instructed, and ascend 
with victory to the place 
of Light! 

Lidzbarski, Das Joharmesbuch p. 52: 3-53: 1 (text), p. 57 (transl.). 

1 The expression 'Apostle of Life' is a terminus teclmicttB for the Gnostic 

Saviour and synonymous with Messenger. In Manichaean writings there is a 

constant alternation between two terms, Apostle and Messenger, and the word 
Apostle is found as early as in Zoroastrian literature; see Widengren, The 

Great Vohu Manah, Topical Index s. v. Apostle, Messenger. The expression 
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The resemblance between this passage and the Manichaean 
account in Theodore bar Konay is really remarkable, and .has, 
among others, been observed by J onas.1 At the same time, the 
topics met with in the Mandaean narrative of the coming of the 
Messenger to Adam are of so constant a recurrence in Gnostic 
literature that nothing entitles us to speak of a definite Mani
chaean influence on Mandaean conceptions in this special case. 2

We find here, -inter alia, the following themes: the descent of 
the heavenly Messenger; his awakening of the slumbering cosmic 
soul fettered in the bonds of matter; his "call" heard above 
the tumult of the world; Adam's answer to this ''call" with his 
greeting of peace; Adam's lamentation over his own situation; 
the promise given by the Messenger that Adam, i. e. the col
lective personality of human souls, is to be released, and shall 
ascend with him to his original home where a seat is prepared 
for him. All t.hese subjects are common both in Mandaean and 
other Gnostic writings.3 

The coincidence between Manichaean and Mandaean religions, 
because their likeness lies so much in the general trend in this 
case as in the preceding one, rather compels us to look for a 
common origin from which these resemblances might receive their 
mutual explanation. Actually, as to the topic dealt with here the 
genetic interpretation is ready at hand. The constant theme of 
the meeting between the Messenger sent to rescue the First Man, 
and the dialogue between him and the First Man slumbering in 
the heavy sleep of death, is often met with in its Mesopotamian 
pattern in the Tammuz liturgies. 

We have above had ample opportunity of ascertaining the 

'Apostle of God' (or 'of Light', or equivalent terms) as a designation for the 

heavenly Saviour descended on earth is however found not only in Mandaenn 

and Manir.haean and other Gnostic writings, but also in Christian and Islamic 

literature, see Widengren, Religionens viirld pp. 379 ff., 419 and below ch. X. 
1 Jonas, Gnosis 1'nd spiitantiker Geist p. 131 says: "Eine vollkommene 

Parallele zu dem letzten manichaischen Zitat bildet J 67". For the expression 

"Thou nrt come in peace", cf. Psalm-Book JI p. 214: 11 ff., and below p. 94. 
2 For this reason I cannot accept the opinion of Puech's expressed in these 

words: "Il nppa.ratt, surtout, que Jes mandeens ont fait des emprunts au mani• 

cheisme (voir le fragment cosmogonique du Livre de Jean p. 64-67)," RHR 

CLXXX (1941) p. 64 n. 1. 
3 See e.g. Jonas, Gnosis und spiilantiker Geist, pp. 94 ff. "Der Logos der 

Gnosis". 
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fact that the Manichaean description of the combat of the Prim
ordial M.an, and his defeat and imprisonment, had its perfect 
counterpart in the Tammuz religion of Mesopotamia. Now we 
have to observe that in the liturgies there is often a situation 
of the following character: The imprisoned deity is lying as dead 
in the nether world when another deity is sent down to him 
in order to help him. In Sumerian (or bilingual) texts it is, of 
course, the Mother Goddess who adresses the young male god, 
exhorting him to arise from the place where he is lying in his 
heavy sleep. When Tammuz is introduced as answering this 
exhortation we get a scene strongly reminiscent of the Mani
chaean and Mandaean descriptions with their most typical dia
logue between the Messenger and the First Man. We may quote 
here from the Tammuz liturgies a characteristic specimen. 

nin-e .ses-a-ni gi't-mu-un-na-de-e The sister to her brother · she 
cried: 

se.s-mu ki-na(d)-zu z(q-ga ama-zu 

de-ri-ib-la(l) 

My brother, a.rise from thy 
restingplace; thy mother may 

look after thee! 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 312 Obv. 20-21 = 
Thureau-Dangin RA 19 {1922) p. 178: 20-21. 

At this cry Tammuz answers in the following way: 

se.s-e nin-a-ni mu-na-ni-eb-gi4-gi, The brother his sister he an-

su-ba1·-mu nin-mu !;u-har-mu 

ki-nft(d)-mu saaar ku1·-1·a-gc mu

lu-a-du(g)-ba ne-n<i(tO 

swered: 
0 my deliveress, 

my deliveress I 
ruy sister, 

My resting place is the dust of 
the nether world, I am lying 
among murderers. 

1,.-sa-mu mud-e mu-lu e1·im-ba My sleep is agony, I am im-
ne-dab prisoned among enemies. 

nin-mu mu-na(d)-a-mu nu-mu- My sister, from my resting 
zig-ga-mu place I cannot arise. 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 314: 9--10, 15-17 =
Thureau-Dangin RA 19 (1922) p. 179:9-10, 15-17.1 

1 The translation by '.fhurean-Dangin presents very small deviations as 

against that by Witzel, which has mostly been followed here. There are only 
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In another most remarkable passage when the goddess adresses 

her lamentation to Tammuz, he answers her in this manner: 

ana a-ma-ti sa-a-ti 'l;car-rad At this word, the hero at this 
ana a-mat sa-a-ti 

'l;car-rad ana a-ma-ti sa-a-at i�
�a-ri-il.}-sft ir-te-di 

ti-bi ri-kab ti-bi ri-kab be-lum 
ti-bi ri-kab 

sa su-"!}a-1·u-us-ki pi-ti 
ina ni-bi-it ap-lu"!J,-ti be-li-i-ni 

is-gu-um 
sa-ki-kis il-lik-ma 

iu} it-bi 
ana [biti-

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 

word, 

the hero at this word it was 
stirred up in him, he followed. 

"Stand up! Arise! Stand up! 
Arise I O Lord, stand up! 

Arise!" 
"What I am bound with, loosen!" 
Roared our Lord in the dress of 

armour. 
He went higher up, and ap

proached his temple. 

140 Obv. 2-4, 21; Rev. 2-6.1

Of remarkable details we note in this text that Tammuz is 
bound, and therefore asks for being loosened from his fetters. 
He is further said to be dressed in armour, a mode of expression 
which Witzel interprets as a symbol of his being bound with 
magical instruments.2 But would it not be easier to remember 
the whole situation: the young warrior-god has gone out to fight 
the enemies, he has departed for the land of the foe, as it is 

said in the liturgies, and he is constantly styled the Hero. What 

insignificant details that remain somewhat uncertain. This may be specially 

stressed since no Accadian interlinear translation is extant. 
1 The Sumerian text here is somewhat more complete, but in order to leave 

as little room as possible for doubt, I have in this case preferred to rely on  

the Accadian translation. I cannot quite understand why Witzel says that 

"§u!Jaruski ought to have the meaning "beladen" instead of "anbinden", Witzel 

op. cit. p. 143, note to the passage in question. The verb "§abaru anyhow bas 

the meaning ''to bind", and this fits very well here. We note the expression 

"roared". The cry by Tammuz is a passionate one, cf. also Witzel op. cit.

442: 6-7, where the cry of the Mother-goddess awakens him from bis heavy 
sleep whereupon be answers with his "cry". We have to compare the descrip

tion given by Theodore bar Konay, ed. Pognon p. 128: 8 ,  where the cry 

awakening the First Man is likened to a sharp sword. In his turn be then 

immediately answers this cry. 
1 Witzel says: "Das Panzerkleid doch wohl Symbol der Verzauberung" 

op. cit. p. 143, note to the passage in question, but in this case we wanted 

some parallel texts. 
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could be more natural than to depict him as clad in heavy ar
mour? Anyhow, we cannot but deny that this is another striking 
point of resemblance between the Tammuz liturgies and the 
Manichaean description of the First Man and his combat against 
the Sons of Darkness. There is also to be observed the fact that 
Tammuz is fettered and asks for deliverance. He cannot free 
himself, but must be saved by his helpers, who exhort him to 
arise and return. That this help is given him is tacitly under
stood, for then we hear that he is going higher up and approach
ing his temple. In some other passages, not quoted here, the 
god is requested to look at his city (Witzel, Tammuz-liturgien 

p. 160: 1-2). This would perhaps correspond to the fact that
the Primal Man, when awakened from his sleep of death, as
his first question inquires about the conditions in the city of
Light. In the words of the Coptic psalm we found the exhortation
directed to the First Man: Rise up, o good shepherd, take the lamb
from the mouth of the wolf! This exhortation has, of course, a
New Test. colour, but it may not be out of place to compare

such passages as those of Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien, p. 128: 7-8,

where lambs and sheep are said to be driven away to the nether
world. And note that Tammuz himself is called the Lamb (Witzel,
Tammuz-Liturgi,en p. 94: 34-37).

In view of these facts that have been adduced here, we hold 
we are completely entitled to ascertain that the dramatical scene 
between the Messenger and the Primal Man is to be traced back 
to the corresponding meeting between the Mother-goddess and 
Tammuz in ancient Tammuz texts. And hence, of course, the 
Mandaean scene with Adam and the Messenger would presumably 
be explained as an old Mesopotamian inheritance in Gnostic 
religion, and not as being due to any special Manichaean in
fluence. 

6- 46524 Geo Widengren 



CHAPTER VI. 

The Return of the Saviour (the Soul): 

the Customers and the Merchandise. 

In the Coptic texts we meet with the expression "customers" 
in the form of the Greek loanword 't€AWY'Y);, e.g. in the following 
passage where unfortunately the t.ext is damaged. 

The customer in the trust of [thy deeds]. 

P&alm-Book II p. 97: IO. 

The meaning of this context and the justification of the 
restoration made by the editor is made out by a description 
given elsewhere in the texts of three ships, one laden, one half

loaded, and the third empty. Of the last one it is said: 

That which is empty is left behind. 
Woe to it, the empty one, that comes empty to the place of 

the customers: 
it shall be asked, having nothing to give. 
Woe to it, for it has nothing aboard: 
it shall be despoiled evilly as it deserves 
and sent back to the µe't<1i(taµo;. 

Psalm-Book II p. 218: 2-7. 

To this context the editor adds in a note the following state
ment: 11'tEAWY'Y); . . • here and at 97, 10 denotes the heavenly 
officer who examines the soul and its merchandise when it has 
finished its voyage." 1 This hint at the connexion between the 
notion of the customers and that of the merchandise is, of course, 
quite correct. We shall quote here some samples of evidence 
illustrative of these symbolic expressions. 

In Mandaea n writings the use of the word Customers in 
conjunction with the Merchandise in a technical meaning would 

1 Psalm-Book II p. 218 note to I. 4. 
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seem to be quite clear. Some quotations which are good illustra
tions of the context in which the Customers are usually found 
m Mandaean literature may be given here. 

"lNlZ)l>� T.,iZ!tT �m.,� 0 soul, gird on thyself 
-�?,.,Ti ,�,�:li,, in� with thy reward and thy work and 

alms! 
:br,�:int, 1Nin,,, For the way that thou goest 

.fi:iri.,, N:INCi NlZ)tN� is wide, and there is no end of it. 
l!t'!OiNEl fb,.,:i N:i Parasangs are not measured off on it, 

_,.,:i,i:i fi:l TN--r,� lle:ii and mile-stones are not erected on it. 
N.,.,N,N'C� fi:l.,p.,:lm W atchhouses are left on it 

N.,�.,N? N"c,�, N.,.,N,.,T!li and bailiffs and Customers are stand-
_;=;;, ing on it. 

Lidzbarski, Ginzli p. 519: 9-16 = Petermann, L. Ginza p. 84: 8

-11 (with an insignificant variation to be found also in Lidz
barski, Das Johannesbuch p. 180 f). 

The situation is to be understood thus that the soul armed 
with its good works has to go its way upwards, a way that is 
long and terrible and has its end in a place where watchmen, 
bailiffs and customers are standing. 

Another text describes the meeting between the soul and the 
customers. 

N.,MN.,:l.,lZ) ,,:,.,:, N:lilZ) 
N.,:lriN.,, .,N�Nl):i fi:i.,iNiM 

j'iEl fi:i.,,�Ni 
�lZ).,� r,.,?l>N� 

.N.,C:)� CNi'1-p ,N,.,lle� 

The Seven Planets 
are surrounding my body, and are 

sitting, 
and say to it: Go out, 

if thou goest out, o soul, 
we shall bring thee before the Custo

mers. 

Lidzbarski, Gin.ea p. 546: 16-20 =

Petermann, L. Ginzii p. 104: 9-11.1 

1 The exhortation to the soul: Go out! is, of course, not to be cancelled 

from the text (against Lidzbarski) a) for stylistic reasons because the stichos 

would otherwise be too short, b) because there must be an address to the soul 

with a call to ascend in order that the dangers implied in the ascent might 

be depicted before the eyes of the soul. The meaning of the saying of the 

planets is thus: Well, go out and ascend, but know that if you do so then ... 
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The scene with the soul meeting the Customers is depicted 
in a. passage in the Drit�he dMalke where the ascent of the soul 
is described. 

'P"''N0 ,�� j� ;,::,-; ,,�!)"'�, For everyone who is laden is ascend-

. -,NTlNM� N�NM jN'P"'-,, 
N:>Np.,,, n,.,Ni 

,l:!t.,O!l� r,.,::,, ti.,.,� i.,'P.,-,:; 

ing, 
he who is empty is sentenced here . 

Woe to the empty one 
who is standing empty in the 

house of the Customers. 

Lidzbarski, Das Johannesbuch p. 177: 4-7 (text), p. 175 (transl.). 

That the soul is "empty" in the house of the Customers 
means that it bas brought no merchandise with it, that much 
can clearly be made out from the relevant passages. First, how
ever, we wish to quote a prayer for the righteous souls showing 
that the souls are questioned in the house of the Customers. 

,.,�.,�Niip c,p.,:iN, N.,C�� :l!t, The chief of the Customers shall 
not stand before you, 

,,.,�:ii,.,Nm.,:iN, N,p.,,z,, N.,!lN.,N"ti and the false judges shall not 
question you ! 

Lidzbarski, JJ[ andiiische Liturgien p. 104: 8. 

We may now revert to the question of the connexion between 
the "empty" soul and the deficiency of merchandise. In the 
liturgies, e. g., we read: 

,�:iNnl'i N;:-,;; ,� ,,� Everybody who is sweet and acts 
as a merchant 

.fi,, ,.,:i.,niNM: :Ne.,!), N.,M.,!) shall come and take with both 
hands . 

.,?!tl!)Nril'N,i N,MN,-i ,� ,,� Everybody who is not sweet and 
does not act as a mer
chant, 

.l!t.,C��'r.l r,'I::,, c.,.,Np 1'lp.,, is standing empty in the house 
of the Customers. 

N::)t,�N,i N.,.,N: He seeks and does not find, 
.l-6:.,:,n'l'r.ll!t,i ,.,.,Nt,i and he asks but it is not given 

unto him. 
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�NM:!' N:ii fi"T:,� fi:iNiM-i :i,��.,�N Because he had in his hand and 
did not give, 

.N�'m�N:ii fil')�N�� 'm.,Mtt� CNtiNM he is searching there in his 
bag and does not find. 

Lidzba.rski, Mandiiische Liturgien p. 189: 2-6. 

We remember the fact that in Psalm-Book II, p. 218: 2-7, 

it wa.s spoken of the ship which is empty and comes to the 
Customer1:1, even as in Mandaean texts we hear of the "emptiness" 
of the soul standing before the Customers. The empty ship is 
thus but another symbolic expression for the soul who has no 
good deeds to provide itself with. We have already hinted at 
the fact that these good deeds are ca.lled Merchandise, and actu
a1ly we saw that the righteous one acts as a merchant, dea.ling 
with good works. This is not the case with the "empty" one, who 
for that reason has nothing in his bag to show the Customers. 
Especially illuminating is the following passage from one of the 
psalms. 

Thy wares that thou hast made, behold, they have gone before thee, 
part of them will follow thee, part of them will overtake thee. 
Rejoice, therefore, and be glad as thou steppest before the judge. 

Psalm-Book 11 p. 70: 18-21. 

The wares, which are good deeds, accompany the ascending 
soul when it appears before the judge ('>tp£-c11�). In this passage, 
of course, this figure plays the same role as is elsewhere assigned 
to the Customers. 

The idea of trade or merchandise is very prominent not only 
in Manichaean texts, but also in Mandaean writings and Syriac 
literature. Let us first quote some typical proofs of this expres
sion from the Manichaean hymns. 

0 soul, forget not thyself, 
nor faint, nor eat out thy heart. 

Lo, the ships are moored for thee, 
the barks are in the harbour. 

Take thy merchandise aboard 
and sail to thy habitations. 

Psalm-Book II p. 147: 32-37.
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The situation is perfectly clear: the soul is likened to a 
merchant who is just about to embark the ships lying ready in 
the harbour. 'fhe soul shall sail to its place of destination. The 
soul has to enter upon its long and dangerous voyage to its 
original home to which it is returning. On the way thither, it 
comes to a place in the heavenly regions where it is detained 
and examined as to its good works. The locality of this examina
tion is compared to a custom house where the ship's cargo is 
cleared. The ship's cargo, i. e. the merchandise, is the good 
deeds of the human soul. The likeness of the ship to its mer
chandise seems to have been a very popular one and has been 
utilized in various manners. Another illustration of this may be 
quoted. 

Lo, the ship has put in for you, Noah is a.board, he steers. 
The ship is the commendment, Noah is the Mind of Light. 

Embark your merchandise, sa.il with the dew of the wind. 

Psalm-Book II p. 157: 19-21.1 

We see here that the terms for ship and pilot, which in a 
proper sense are used as a parable, are in this instance utilized 
in an allegorical meaning.2

Since the ascent and the returning home of the First Man 
is the prototype of the ascending of human souls, we need not 
be astonished to find the image of merchandise in connexion 
with the return of the saved Primal Man. Thus we read of the 
meeting between him and the heavenly Beings, the Fathers of 
Light: 

The Fathers of Light came that they might help their loved one. 
Take the news. 

They helped the First Man, he cried before him in joy: Behold 
me, behold my merchandise. 

Lo[, this is the news]. 

1 The Mind of Light takes the human minds up to the celestial home from 
where it has descended. The human minds are parts of the Great Mind of 
Light. We meet here with the Iranian tbeologoumenon in Manicbeism, see 
Widt>ngren, 1'he G1·eaf Volnt Manah. 

a l<'or the distinction between parable and allegory, cf. Dodd, The Pa,·ables

of the J(inqdom, pp. 11 ff. and Bultmann, Gesclticlde der synoptischen Tradition 
pp. 179-222. 
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Great is the joy that there was, the First Man being in their 
midst, laden with a garland and a palm. 

Lo, this is the news. 
May it happen to us at the same time that we may be counted 

in his merchandise and rejoice with all the Aeons. 
Lo, this is the news. 

Psalm-Book II p. 202: 12-19.1 

In this case all human souls are regarded as the merchandise 
of the First Man. The souls of mankind are thus in a way the 
good deeds of the Primal Man, which reminds us of the cor
respondance between the works and the state of the soul.2

The ships of the merchants as the vehicles of salvation a!e 
mentioned in a Coptic hymn, included in the Psalms of Thomas, 
where the poet speaks of the great work of creation done by 
the Living Spirit.3

He called it the sky, he spread out this great sea, 
he built the ships and launched them on it, 

the ships of the great traders, the faithful men of Truth, 
the barks of the merchants, that will convey up the distilled

part to life. 
Psalm-Book II p. 213: 2-6.

The well-known ships of Light, the naves lucidae,4 bringing 
up the light-particles, are thus identified with the ships embarked 
by the souls, and laden with their merchandise. Conceivably the 
equation good deeds = merchandise = souls holds true even in 
this case. The Coptic term for merchandise Mii,-1mmw,., reflects 
the Syriac word lJ.;�l. This term is met with in a distinctly 
Gnostic environment, viz. the Song of the Soul, where a passage 

1 For the translation observe that the word flO"!'C�n in this place can be
rendered literally "at the same time", meaning both that and "moreover", as 
Dr S!ive-Soderbergh points out to me. 

1 For this correspondence the chief Iranian text is Haaoxt Nask 2: 7-14, 
see e.g. Widengren, Religionens v!irld, pp. 374 ff.; The Great Vohu Manah, 
p. 86; Pavry, The ZoroaRtrian Doctrine of a �Future Life pp, 33 ff,

3 For the great part played by Spiritus Viven11, see Cumont, Recherches I 
pp. 26 fl. 

' Concerning them, see Cumont, Recherches I p. 36 n. 1. 
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relating the descent of the Parthian Prince ( = the Gnostic Sa
viour) to the land of Egypt ( = the material world) says: 

.Loo. ,..;..oa., .... J.&&l ·,..:;.. \. 

t;,t...., � •,ms._.�
L� �L .J..ur» �
l� J.,.,Le � 

� lU �o Joa»;.:.

And forasmuch as I was one and 
alone 

I was an alien to the people of 
my mn. 

A kinsman, a freeborn, 
from the East, I saw there, 

a lad, fair and gracious, 
a son of princes, and he came to 

me in company, 
., s, ,, � otl�o and I made him my companion, 

. 

. �LCMa. � .... Uo..-..!lt l� I made him a partaker as a fellow 
in my merchandise. 

Bevan, The Hymn of the Soul p. 15: 23-27,

Wright, Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles I p. �;, 
Bedja.n, AMS 3 p. 111.

We note here that the descending Saviour has a Merchandise, 
(L�L, to distribute in the world. This reminds us of the in
stance just cited in the Coptic Psalm where the First Man after 
his ascent to his heavenly home cries out, "Behold me, behold 
my merchandise" (Psalm-Book 11 p. 202: 15).

Aphrem too speaks of this Merchandise when he says in his 
polemic against Bardaisan : 

l,ool ;�, � loot JI 

'-�?..:.? ot
r-.b loot �, 

ooot a.DU a>r»•? l�?

For not a little loss is it 
that has entered through Bardaisan, 
that inexperienced folk who have heard 

have suffered loss 
of the merchandise of their lives. 

Mitchell, Ephraim's Prose Refutations II p. 153: 25-31,

transl. II p. LXXI stanza XL. 

We should note in this instance the expression "the mer
chandise of their lives". 

Aphrem also uses the word "merchant", l�, as an epithet 
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of the figure of the Sa.viour-the Apostle 1 when, in a.dressing 
the Apostle Thomas, he says, "Well thee, thou merchant, who 
broughtest the treasure to the needy place" (La.my, Ephraemi 
Hymni et sermones IV col. 701: 16). 

The Customers too are found in early Syriac literature, viz.

the Act of Thomas though only in the Sinaitic fragments and 
in the version edited by Bedjan. 2 We find here the following 
wish expressed by the Apostle in one of his last speeches: 

Jm a» wJ.Jo� U The Customers shall not see me. 
Studia Sinaiti'ca IX p. 33 col. a l. 4, Bedjan, AMS /J p. 155. 

Burkitt in his translation (Studia Sinaitica IX p. 43 calls 
them "the tax-gatherers", a rendering that in some degree misses 
the meaning of this technical term, J�». The Syriac word is 
thus exactly the same as the Mandaean tt0�2!tt.l, and there can 
be no doubt as to the fact that Mani's original Syriac writings 
must have contained just this word ,Im a» as the term for the 
Customer. 

In the Acts of Thomas the duty paid by Christ is also spoken 
of when it is said: 

.la,; �o ,Im a» i:.ot-o 

.-ot0�1 �o ... -ota e', ·,

And He payeth the toll and the 
poll-tax for Himself and for His 
disciples. 

Acts of Thomas, ch. 143, Studia Sinaitica IX, 
p. 30 col. b 1. 2-5. 3

1 For the term Apostle as a designation of the Gnostic Saviour, see Widen

gren, Religionens viirld pp. 379 ff., 419 and below ch. X. 
2 As we have remarked above, p. 20 n. 1, the Syriac text bas been purged 

from Gnostic conceptions. Among them was obviously counted the idea of the 

Customers who have survived not only in the Sinaitic fragments but also in 

the Greek text, ed. Bonnet p. 267: 11, where we read: µij taov.e, µs ol UA<i>V«t. 

This is one of many instnnces where the Greek text has retained a more ori

ginal and Gnostic colouring. 
1 The Syriac text•, as edited by Bedjan (p. lol) and Wright (p. 312), in 

this place bas ... -ota e', e ,o < e', · ,, but for the rest it gives the same text.

The text of the Sinaitic fragments seems to be the aotbentic version because 

here, as often, it agrees with the Greek version which has: x«i. 'tSAo, !mx!<pciA«t« 

aaarox«i>1; udp 0tU'tOU x«i. 'tWV 0tU't0U µ«&rjt<i>v, ed. Bonnet p. 260: 11-13. The 

translations given by Burkitt, Studia Sinaitica IX p. 42, "the tax", and James,

The Apocryphal New Testament p. 427, "the tribute" miss the technical meaning 

of maksii.
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The situation is clear from the sequel. The ascending Saviour 
bringing with him his disciples as the saved host whom he has 
liberated from the bonds of the evil powers pays the toll in 
order to be allowed to pass through the celestial spheres upward. 

That in Mandaean writings the notion of the Merchandise 
which has to be carried out by the Saviour plays a part equally 
important as in Manichaean hymns, goes without saying. In 
our preceding investigation we have already hinted at the paral
lelism between the "empty" soul standing before the Customers, 
trying in vain to find something in its bag, and the empty ship 
arriving at the custom-house, only to be sent back because it 
has no merchandise on board. That the idea of merchandise 
underlies the Mandaean picture of the Customers searching the 
soul is presumably quite apparent. A confil"mation of this supposi
tion is found in some texts in the Mandaean liturgies where the 
idea of the soul's dealing with its own good works is clearly 
expressed. Thus e.g. it is said: 

fi:ibt-p:i M!'"i"lr, N"l"l:,i:i 
.1,, ,�,�, 1:t:iiu, .,,'0�,, 

t,"lr,N "l�MNi, ��!l.,T N�N 
,N.,�'r.l'"INM'r.l; bt"l'C"IU,:, bt"l;l!t;'r.l�i 

"IN�!l."IT l:t"l�!INT=f l:t"l'"i!lil 
. 1N,i:Nlri"l'r.l 1i:,"IN1a:,,i:i 1iriNi:ii:tT 

Bar-Hayye raised his voice 
and said at the passing away of 

the Seven: 
"I have brought goods to my friends 

and true words to the faithful. 
For the men who buy my goods 

are their rewards woven around 
their heads. 

Their rewards are woven around 
their heads 

_ ,,:i� '"iNriN:i fi:i"IT�M �.,p,i:toi and they ascend, seeing the place 
of Light. 

Lidzbarski, Mandiiische Liturg£en p. 185 XIV 4-9. 

In this connexion we may mention that the Mandaean Saviour 
as well as the Manichaean has power to let the righteous souls 
embark in his ship, and then carries them safely past the Custo
mers. This is evident from a passage in Drashe dMalke. 

1i::i,1:t:ii:t-, .,�:,�;� N,� I guide my friends 
,Nr,,,ljO!I ,,�:ir.,,�r,, and erect them in my ship, 

.�'lo:,�� iin,"i� ,,,ri,,MN'r.li and bring them past all the Customers. 

Lidzbarski, Dus Johannesbuch p. 159: 9-11 (text), p. 160 (transl.). 
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We return, however, to the idea of the merchant and the 
Merchandise. In one of the liturgies we meet with a long pa.ssage 
where these conceptions are mentioned very fully. The text de
scribes the actions of the Saviour, and goes on: 

11t�,11t � -,t,t:, ,tit:itit� He chooseth one out of a thousand, 
. 1"',n ,N:il!t� lit"'�'l!t j"',n 1'>:li out of two thousand he chooseth two. 

llt"'.,l!tl:ltitn ,,,"'i11tm'r.l He maketh them merchants 
.l!t"',�lit '"'�"'l"l-i n,��9 who in the midst of Tibil are mer-

N?-,"'T1 11t,!I�� llt"'-,l:l�t"l"''r.l 
. lit"l-,Mllt:l l!t-,"'Oi '4'"''r.llit'4' 1'>:l 

Nl"ll!t'r.l'4'"':l9 l!t:llit�' l!t:ll!t 
. ,,.,"il!tmi ,,,:i"'m l"l"'til!t 

"IJ!t:l�"'T' ri:l�"IT"i l!t�l' 
.�.,�m, ,N,N�n,=r lit�,,

"lllt!)�"IT1, M:l�"IT"i l!t�l' 
11t.,,'r.l.,n.:, 11t,i:i:il!t� M!)"'llt 
11t,i:,!)11t� lit"'''O"ll"I.:, M!)"IJ!t 

.llt'r.l"l',-a:,ir, t,"I� lit�.,, fj1,"lft,t:, 

chants. 
They are merchants for hire and charity, 

more than sun and moon do they 
shine. 

I, to the stem of the souls, 
I came, they dismissed and sent me 

away. 
Many a one who bought my goods, 

many a one who wrapped himself 
and lied down. 

Many a one who bought my goods, 
his eyes were filled with Light. 

His eyes were filled with Light, 
and he seeth the Great in the house 

of perfection. 
Lidzbarski, Mandiiische Liturg£en p. 154: 8-155: 2. 

In the last passage we find the technical terms l!t.,t-t!l!)litrl, 
"merchant", and ,�!l!)lltl"I.:,, "to be a merchant". In the Syriac 
Hymn of the Soul we have already met with the corresponding 
word (J.;�L which is "merchandise", and in Aphrem both this 
term and the word l"'�' merchant. A.s to the word for Customer 
it is in the Syriac texts ,Im n>o, and in Mandaean literature NO�l!t'r.l, 
as we have already ascertained. Now it is an interesting fact 
that actually both these words for "merchant" and "customer" 
are of an ancient Mesopotamian origin. The Syriac Jm.r:uo, in 
the Absolute ,ma», is the same as the Accadian makisu. It is, of 

" 

course, not so easy to argue that this word must be an Accadian 
loan-word in Aramaic since it could be contended to be of a 
common Semitic origin. The root •m n,,o is met with as early as in 
the Aramaic papyri from Egypt in the noun O�'r.l, tax (Pap. 81: 112 
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ed. Cowley p. 195). 1 Probably still earlier the same word is 
found in Hebrew (see G-esenius-Buhl, Handworterbuch s. v. C�'?) 
in approximately the same sense. What seems to speak for an 
original Accadian derivation of the word is the fact that in Ac
cadian we meet with the verb maklisu, "to take toll, tax, customs", 
and the nomen agentis makisu, "tax-gatherer", "customer", as 
well as the noun miksu, maksu, "toll, tax, customs". In Aramaic 
and Hebrew, on the other hand, the corresponding verb is not 
found until in Middle Hebrew, a fact which seems to point in 
the direction of a borrowing in old times of the nouns, and in 
late times the formation of a verbum denominativum. Zimmern 
who does not mention makisu, but only miksu, takes this· last 
word as an Accadian loan-word without any further discussion, 
which seems somewhat hasty. 

If it is difficult to ascertain whether the Accadian miikisu is 
at the bottom of the Syriac and Mandaic terms, we should seem 
to be on safer ground in the case of the Merchandise and the 
Merchant. Without any doubt, these terms go back to the Ac
cadian tamkliru, "merchant", and tamkarutu, "merchandise". The 
word tamkliru, in its turn, was also a loan-word in Sumerian in 
the form of dam-gar (tam-kara), properly "great merchant",2

Thus we obtain the development: Accadian tamkiiru > Syriac 
taggarii > Mandaic tangara. 3

That the Saviour is called Merchant is then probably a Meso
potamian inheritance. This hypothesis seems to be corroborated 
by the very interesting fact that Merchant is a title of Enlil, 
who is styled Merchant, darn-gar, tamka,·u.4

1 On account of Syriac maksa, tax, this noun ought presumably to be taken 
as a. qatl nomen, and to be add�d to the list given in Leander, Laut- und F01·m·

lehre des Agyptisch-Aramitischeri, p. 72, and not as a qitl nomen, ib. p. 75 where 
it is however said: "vielleicht jedocb ein qatl-Stamm". 

a See Salonen, Nautica Babylonia.ca, p. 23, who points out that fam-karn 
< tamkiiru is the oldest Accadian loan-word known in Sumerian. 

a That t-he Mandaic tangiira is a secondary development from ta_qgiirii, is 
evident from the usual Mandaic treatment of the geminated consonant .Q.Q > ng, 

for which see Noldeke, Mandiiische Grammatik § 68. Noldeke, ib. p. 76, takes 
this development for quite sure, but clid not dispose of the Accadian material.

A development mk > mg > ng in tamkaru, as compared with tangarii, is very 
improbable in view of the fact that similar processes are not found in other 
Mandaic words. 

' See Babyloniuca II p. 151 n. 2; p. 160 n. 4, ancl Tallqvist, Akkadische 
Gotterepitlieta p. 243. 
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Actually, the similitudes of merchants, merchandise, and trading 
are very appropriate symbols in the religious language of the old 
Mesopotamian mercantile culture. The metaphor of the merchant 
with his merchandise on board his ship and who bas to pay toll 
in order to be allowed to pass through the house of the customers 
is a realistic picture from every-day life in ancient Babylonia.1 

And in this connexion we surely ought to obsene that the 
Mandaea.n term Chief Customer, N'IC�� ::lN"I, has its Accadian 
counterpart in the expression rabi-m£ksu, "chief customer" .2

Even if the Customers are not found in Sumero-Accadian 
litera.ture as demoniacal beings, the application of this wo1d in 
the sense of evil, di vine figures may presumably be said to be 
easily accounted. for when we remember that another category 
of public functionaries have giren their name to an ill-omened 
class of demons, viz. riibifu, "executive officer··, and then "lurker". 
Thus the designation of an officer has changed into a name of 
a demon. And most interesting of all, the Sumerian ideogram 
for rlibi,�u, MASKIM, is used in Sumerian texts to denote various 
categories, int. al. the customers too! 3 Moreover, the riiuift.t

appears as guardian of the gates in clearly mythical surroundings, 
for several deities are styled rabifu even in their capacity of 
door-keepers.' In view of this evidence, it does not seem at all 
too audacious to assume that makisu has had much the same 
technical meaning as rabifu although it has not yet been found 
in any mythical texts. 

In the Hellenistic and Roman ages there was in Greek speaking 
circles, too, a widespread religious idea that souls after death had 
to ascend to the highest heaven in passing through the seven 
spheres of planets, every gate being watched by an Archon, 
&pxu>Y, or the boundaries of which were guarded by Custom-houses, 
'tcAWYtcx.5 The interesting fact that the technical term Customer 

1 We may compare e.g. mi-ik-su a-na bit sarri i-nam-din, San Nicolo & 

Unguad, Neubabyl. Reel.ts- und Vencalfon_qsurk. lII p. 159: 10. 
1 See Nicolo & Ungnad, Neubabyl. Rechts- und Verwaltungst,rk. IV p. Hl4: 4. 
3 See Widengren, Psalms of Lamentation, p. 202, with references to Deimel, 

Sumerisches Lexicon 2: 2, 296 d, and Walther, Das altbabylonisclie Ge,·ichls
weRen, Index s. v. rabi{lu. 

' See Tallq vist, Akkadische Gotterepitheta p. 173. 
5 For these well-known conceptions, see Cumont, Dfr orientalischen Rdi

giofien p. 115 with motes on p. 270 f. and After Life pp. 100 ff. 
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is preserved also in the Greek texts is to be emphasized, and 
agrees completely with the use of the Greek loan-word nAWY'YJ' 
in the Coptic Manichaean psalms. 

As an additional remark we may note that a realization of 
the sense of the idea of the M ercha.ndise may solve a difficulty con
nected with a famous passage in the account by Theodore bar Konay 
describing the meeting between the First Man and his rescuers. 

cu+ ,elo J�? .b,..;)J ,oot.� ollo 
oo, J.:-a e ++'> � .-.D J.,»,.o J&.J)J. . . 
k lMo; �?'"'°' • -� l�o
w»tll J� .&-o;? �o . o,', a, l;..o
o,Uo� �o l.a..;..., J9, m ', 

: ot.� .»lo . l�r-0 µ,.J.lJ +

,L--a e u L:>1 l;...ot-J

l,L�;? ll� L:> l;..a.1 l�l

And they went to the land of 
Darkness, and found the Prim
ordial Man devoured in the 
Darkness, he and his five sons. 
The Living Spirit cried with 
his voice; and the voice of the 
Living Spirit became like a 
sharp sword, and uncovered 
its shape for the Primordial 
Man. And it said to him, 

"Peace unto thee, Good one 
among the Evil ones, 

Light one in the Darkness, 
God who d welleth among the 

beasts of wrath 
-�ot;.A.l �� P? who donot.know their glory." 

:ot,� ;.»lo l�r-0 l&.Jl ... � �?'"'°' Then the Primordial Man an
swered him and said to him, 

l.b.....» ,a,e, ll 
.l�o l.1....& l�l 

��,l �� �l? 
•'-°°'��°' OotO.J � 

"Come with peace, bringing 
the Merchandise of tran

quillity and peace." 

And he said to him (further), 

"How are our fathers, 
the sons ,of Light in their 

town?" 
Theodore bar Konay ed. Pognon p. 128: 5 ff., 
OSCO Script. Syr. II Vol. 66 p. 314: 20 ff.1 

1 Bibliography by Schaeder SAS, p. 342, and the latest translation, ib.

pp. 342 ff. In the text, ed. Pognon p. 128: 9, I have partly accepted the emenda• 
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The expression in Pognon, p. 128: 12 f., J�o 4,..a. .L�J. 
has proved a genuine crux interpretum.1 We are certainly now 
in a· position to maintain that Lidzbarski ought to have adhered 
to a proposition of his to translate J.�J. as "merchandise". 
Actually J�o 4,..a. J.�J. cannot mean anything but "the 
merchandise of tranquillity and peace". The text thus looks upon 
the heavenly Messenger as a merchant who brings tranquillity 
and peace as his merchandise to the First Man who is in dire 
straits, and surely in need of both. 

The notions of merchant and merchandise as technical terms 
for the lucrum spirituale have played a role in later Syriac litera
ture, and also in the language of Muhammad and early Islam, 
as Andrae has demonstrated. And still we find the old Mesopo
tamian terms connected with this religious idea.2 In the Qur'an 
the words are ta!Jir for merchant, and t?'!Jarah for merchandise, 
both loan-words from Syriac.3 Thus these technical terms, too, 
give evidence of the tenacity with which ancient Mesopotamian 
words and ideas have continued their life through Syrian Chris
tianity and Gnostic religion down to Islam. 

tion proposed by Schaeder, op. cit. p.  344 n. 2. I find it, however, unnecessary 
to expunge� in otUoA. I have further retained the word l�l in Pognon, 
p. 128: 10, because I am not sure that we must always count with a completely
smooth metric system in verses having the old Aramaic st,ructure employed here,
and in the other passage demonstrated by Schaeder to be of a metrical char
acter, op. cit. p. 343. The use of the old Semitic verse instead of the later
systems, which are used even in so old a poem as the Hymn of the Soul,
gives evidence of the antiquity of these metrical passages.

1 See the discussion by Schaeder, op. cit. p. 263 n. 2, and p. 362 addi
tional note to p. 263 n. 2. In the last passage he quotes a dictum by Lidz
barski, who says that the word l�J. "heisst wohl 'marchandise'. Besser 
wnrde freilich r,-.,M 'Brief', noch besser das graphisch fernstehende, ohne Vokal• 
buchstaben niherstehende t1i"l,t•M 'Botschaft' passen." 

' See Andrae, Der Ursprung des Islams ttnd das Christentum p. 182. 
a See Fraenkel, Die aramaischen Fremdworter im Arabischen p. 181 f., 

who, however was ignorant of the Accadian origin of the word; Jeffery, The

Foreign Vocabula,·y of the Qur'iin p. 90 f. with whom I cannot agree, cf. 
p. 92 n. S.



CHAPTER VII. 

The Return of the Saviour: the Ship and the 

Shipmaster. 

We have already met with the similitude of the Ships on 

- which the souls are, as distilled parcels of Light, brought up to

the realms of Light. In addition, we may quote here the follow•

ing exhortation to the soul:

Now go aboard the Ships of Light and receive thy garland of glory,

and return to thy kingdom and rejoice with all the Aeons. 

Psalm•Book II p. 55: 11-13. 

The same idea is met with in another typical passage: 

On those ships of Light shall your souls go aboard. 

Psalm•Book II p. 213: 26-27. 

And in a psalm to Jesus His cross is said to be a ship both 

for Him and for the soul:s.1 

Thou madest the cross a ship for Thyself, Thou wast the sailor on it. 

My Lord. 

the cross was a ship, the souls were passengers. 

My Lord. 
Psalm·Book II p. 123: 33-36. 

1 In the Ignatian epistle to Ephes. 9: 1 we read: "You were stones of the 
temple of the Father, prepared beforehand for a building of God the 1-'atber, 
being raised to the heights by the engine of Jesus Christ, which is the Crosti, 
using as your rope the Holy Ghost·•, Srawley, Tlte Epistles of St. Ignatius 

transl., Gebhardt, Harnack & Zahn, Patrum apostolicorum opera text. In this 
passage the Cross is the µ71xa'llij much in the same manner as in the Acta

Archelai, ch. 8, it is spoken of the Manichaean conception of the 11"1'lxavij, as 
bas been demonstrated by Schlier, Reli,qionsgeschichtlicl1e Unters11chungen p. 112. 
On Syrian soil the Greek term bas been used as a loan word, which is evident 
from the Syriac translation in Corpus lgnatianum, where J�,l» is found in 
this place, see the edition by Cureton, p. 26: 6. We have to draw a, comparison 
with this idea of the passage above where the cross functions as a ship. 
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Mani is said to have descended to earth by means of the 
ships of Light, for we hear in a psalm of the Berna: 

We worship the ships of Light that ferried thee across as thou 
earnest. 

Psalm-Book II p. 42: 18-19. 

When the believer 1s saved from his earthly existence he 
exclaims: 

Through the sailing of the ships of Light I have come outside. 
Psalm-Book II p. 83: 33. 

We have seen in the foregoing pages that this conception of 
the Ships recurs in Mandaean writings where it plays a rather 
considerable role in some passages.1

In bis lamentation Hibil thus asks: 

�llt�.,ElC ,,,ri.,TD.,� bt'r.l� 
.ii:,� -,�x,�, 1'iElp.,T.,� ��'! 

How long will the ships be sinking, 
and how long will they rise up to 

the place of Light? 

Lidzbarski, Das Johannesbuch p. 203: 14-204: 1 (text), 
p. 197: 13-15 (transl.).

In the same book there is, as Schlier has observed in chapter 36, 
a long description of the work of the Saviour, "the Fisherman", 
in which he describes how He brings his friends upwards in his 
ship which is incorruptible1 has "sails of Splendour" and "passes 
by the heart of heaven" .2

1 The coincidence between the Manicbaean and Mandaean symbolical lan
guage bas been noted by Schlier in his Reli,qiot1Bgeschichtliche Ut1fersuchurigen
pp. 110 ff.

1 The :Mandaean expression tci•t-i tc·D:ac; A·D:ac;-i, properly "whose wings are
wings of splendour .. (read this text with Lidzbarski, Das Joha11nrsbuch p. 166
n. a), complett>ly agrees in terminology with the Accadian mode of expression
where one speaks of the kappati of the elfp7iu, the ship, i. e. the sails of the
ship. For kappiili see Salonen, Die Wa-Sserfaltrzeu_qe p. 131. The etymology of
the Mandaenn tcD,tc; causes some difticult.y. Jt. is obvionsly the same word as
the Syriac J� for geppa < *_qenpa. This J� cannot be connected with
the Handaean tcD-itc:, as Noldeke wants, Mandiiische Grammalik p. 77 n. 4,
GGA 1884 p. 1019. This is shown by the coincidt>nce between the Mandaean
ganpa and the Syriac geppa ( < genpa < ginpa < ganpii) a� against the Accndian
agappu (for which see the Annals of Ti,qlofpileser III R 9: 56 a-,qap-pi-ht-nu).
The Ma.ndaenn phrase tc"'��.i ::itc::i�: tc•-itc"I recalls an Accadinn phrase redti ina

7 - 46624 Geo Widengren 
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In another passage the same book makes the Saviour say: 

,,�%"',:::tt'i'i ,,�,�::l�""I "I�:,�,, �:�

"'�t'i�"'�C::l 
-�"'C:l� 1i:,',i:, 1i:1:>"'!:,:,�i 

I guide my friends, and I erect 
them in my ship, 

and bring them past all the 
customers. 

Lidzbarski, Da.,: Johwmesbuch p. 159: 9-11 text, p. 160 transl.1 

In Mandaean writings still extant among the adherents of 

this little sect they often talk about the ships of Sharnish, or 
those of the Moon, and these similitudes find their corresponding 
pictorial representations in the geometrical style of Mandaea.n art.2

That this picture of the Ship of salvation must have played 
a part in Christian literature is obvious from e. g. a passage in 
the works of Aphrem where Christ is given the epithet "Ship
master", l�, when he says: 

Je,...: ho,\ .l�n l..,.�» .l� 0 skilful Shipmaster, Thou 
who hast conquered the 
raging sea, 

.l:..:.,.,? �� loot � .. ,, e 'fm o lJ.l Thy glorious tree hath come 
to the harbour of Life .... 

ot,e9•\ .l� loot?� -�� Blessed be He who hath 
been a shipmaster for His 
soul, 

.otb.», m .o.9lo � (who) hath preserved and 
brought out His treasure. 

Lamy, Eph1·aemi Syri Hymni et Sermones IV col. 601: 15. 

Even if we translate "a shipmaster for Himself", there remains 
the phrase "and brought out His treasure". This last expression 

libbi fon,e, and is not to be contested as Lidzbarski, op. cit. p. 166 n. 6, seems 
to be inclined to do. Actually we find this expression in Sumerian in con
nexion with 11ailing, see Salonen, Nautica Babyloniaca p. 106: ma-gur an-�ag-qa

diri(q)-ga CT XV 17: 6 f., "mak"rrn - ship sailing through the midst of heaven··, 
an-sag-ga corresponding exactly with lib same. It is interesting to note that 
Sha1D11sh it� rc<W ar{!<U �amc u er{!<'fi, "passing the w11y, of btaven aod earth", 
see Tallqvist, Akkadische Gotlerepitheta p. 174. Note that ,·edit as a nauti<'al 
term means "to steer, navigate a ship'', see Salonen, Nautica Babyl(Jfliaca p. 90. 

1 For the interpretation of this passage, see above, p. 90, where it ha.5 
been quoted. 

2 See Drower, The .llandawns pp. 77-79. 
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cannot be understood as anything but the human souls being 
the "treasure'' of the Saviour.1 The Saviour has preserved his 
"treasure", the souls, and brought them up in His Ship to the 
harbour of Life; so it is we have to interpret the sense of these 
ver�es of A phrem. 2 

The Harbour of Life at which the ship with the human soul 
arrives is mentioned also in other passages (e. g. Hymm: et Ser

mones IV col. G 13: 4), the expressiou J....i.#? ,l.Jj� obviously being 
a terminus tcchnicus. It is worth noting that as early as in the 
Odes of Solomon 38: 3 we find the idea of the "Haven of Salva
tion", µ.o;a.9? ,l.Jj��. in connexion with the notion of baptism.3 

The word in v. 1 J�;.», "vehicle", must, as Lundberg con
tends, surely be translated "ship", and not "chariot", on account 
of the succeeding image of the harbour.' 

That the similitude of the Ships of Salvation go back to 
ancient Mesopotamian designations of divinities and the part 
played by ships in Babylonian cult, seems to be quite apparent. 

We remember that in Manichaean religion the sun and the 
moon were represented as Ships of Light bringing the souls to 
heaven, and that Mandaean writings mention the Ship of Salva
tion while, on the other hand, their art pictures the ships of 
even the Sun and the Moon sailing on the ocean of heaven. 

1 For the notion of the "treasure" in this meaning cf. Widengren, The 
Great Vohu Manah p. 87 f., and id. Rt'ligionn1s i·arld pp. 316 ff. 

1 For the epithet "Shipmnster" cf. further Lnmy, Bymni et SermoneR IV 
col. 7S3, XXV: 4. 

1 See the remarks by Bernurd, The Odes of Solomon p. 123. When, how

ever, he says that in the sequel of the Ode the poet bas ''forgotten the meta• 
phor with which he began", this cannot be correct,. The odi11t dt'picts Error 
nnd his Bride as a counterpart to Christ and His Bride the Chnrch, i. e. the 

sum of the souls of the believers or possibly the individual soul, nccording to 

the well-known Gnostic shift between cosmological and psychological ideas. The 
believer has to avoid this bridul couple and, instead, be one partner in the 
trne spiritual marriage between Christ and the heliever(s). Note that the con

nexion between the sailing on hoard the Rhip to the "haven of Salvation" nod 

the entrance into the Heavenly Bride-chamber is near at hand becnuse they 

are only two different metaphors of the goal of the soul's journey. 

' See Lundberg, La typologie baptisrnale p. 76. Actually the Syrinc 
lb..o;.» is a perfect parallel to the Accadian ria,·kabtu, which is a l'hip for
freighting and for the traffic of passengerR; see Salonen, Die. Wasserfahrzeuge 

p. 7, 22. The Syriac lb.o;.» would thus perfectly agree with the Aramaic
ttl'Q::l"l7', bot also have the specinl meaning of "ship".·
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It is against this background we have to consider the fact 
that the moon-god in ancient Mesopotamia is thought of as a 
ship sailing over the sea of heaven. He is thus called ma-gur
ku-an-na ( = makurru ellitu §a .fome) CT XV 17: 1 ( = Perry, Hym
nen und Gebete an Sin p. 16), "the holy ship of heaven". The 
moon-god is also in mythical texts described as the heavenly ship. 

lugal ma-gur8
-ki't an-na d-iri-ga To the King, the holy ship, 

sailing on heaven, 
ama-ni ul-la mi na-mu-u11-11e his mother with joy speaketh 

the friendly words. 

SRT 9: 62-63, ZA 47 (1941-42) p. 205. 

Not taking these more cosmological conceptions into account, 
we have other material from the old Mesopotamian religion 
throwing light on the soteriological aspect of these nautical 
similitudes. In the Tammuz cult we meet with the symbol of 
the ship, which plays an. important role in Tammuz liturgies. 
The consort of this god, Ishtar, is said to have sent a large 
ship to the nether world where her husband is imprisoned. 

ki-bi-a kal gi'sma gul-gul a kur- Fitting out a la.rge ship at this 
ra-ni-de place she sent it to the water 

of the nether world. 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 96 Rev. III J 7, 
Zimmern SKL 2 Rev. III 17. 

It is obviously this ship that is addressed in the following 
words: 

ma-ka-zal-l[a] [ ma-a-zu] 
ma-SAR+ KID-�i ma-a-[zuj 

A ship of joy {is thy ship] ... , 
a ship loaded with treasures 

is {thy] ship. 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 424 Rev. 14-15, 
RA XV p. 128 Rev. 14-15. 

As the latest editor says, the situation alluded to in this 
poem is the moment· when "Ishtar" (in this case Nanshe) with 
her gifts is sailing away to rescue Tammuz. Such a scene is 
comprehensively related in another liturgy belonging to the cult 
of Sin, the moon-god of Ur. 
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The goddess expresses her wish to depart in order to bring 
back the god from Hades. 

[u-mu]-un ne-u za-e ki-fa u!
rde O Lord, I shall sail away to bring 

thee back from the lower world. 

Witzel, Tarnmuz-Liturgien p. 446: 11, Zimmern SKL 35 Obv. I 11.1

She t,hen carries out her plan, em barks and sails off. When 
she has arrived at her brother's place of imprisonment, she takes 
her brother-consort on board and returns with him on her ship. 

lk deb-ma. sag-git ama lf,.gii;-i1-
rdin-ra ga gi,-mu-u /Hill· d(�-e

gi!; na-an-z1: _qi.� 11a-an-zi .�ei;-ra 
nui tur 

dam-e gisnui-te-ra u5-di· 

Darna-tur _qisma-te-ra u5-da-a-ni 

ka-an-na ba-t,, ka-ki-ta ba-te 

She cried to the ship's acquirer: 
Bring the Mother to the man 
of trees and plants on the 
steppe! 2

The bark went away to him, the 
bark went away to him, it 
entered to the brother. 

To the consort who drew near 
with the ship he went up. 

To the Mother of the pen who 
drew near with the ship he 
went up. 

The gate of heaven was reached. 
the gate away from the lower 
world was reached. 

Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgien p. 446 Obv. II 7-Rev. I 4, 
Zimmern SKL 35 Obv. 7-Rev. I 4.3

1 The Sumerian verb u means both t·akiibu I 1 "to ascend", and "travel"', 
and ,·akiibu III 1 "make to travel", "to transport", see Saloneu, Naulica Baby

loniaca p. 91. As Salonen remarks, op. cit. p. 110, this term is often a parallel 
to dirig, "to sail" = Accad. lflp3 IV 1, for which see op. cit. p. 106. In the first 
half of the verse we thus find u in the meaning ''to sail", in the second half, 
in the sense of "to transport''. Salonen does not always seem to have utilized 
the Ta.mmnz texts. The word ki = er11et?t is a common designation of the lower 
world, see Tallqvist, Sumerisch-Akkadi11che 1Vame-n der Toknu-elt, pp. 8 ff. 

1 "The steppe" is a very common name of the net.her world, see ,vitzel, 
Tammuz-L:iturgien p. X and Tallqvist, S101m·iscli-Akkadisrhe Namen der Tofrn-

1t•elt pp. 17 ff. 
• According to Salonen, NauNca Babyloniaca, p. 4, lu-deb-ma is the "ncquirer

of the ship", deb being "to acquire" with reference also to our passnge. For 
gi'fs = vehicle, see Witzel op. cit. p. 448. 
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We may observe that the term "shipmaster" can be given to 
various gods. Khumatbal 1 is thus called mala� er�etim (VAT 
10057 = TuL p. 5: 5), "the shipmaster of the nether world". 
And Ninda can be styled rnalii!Ju, nlis-i[i ta1·kullu CT XXIV, 10: 5, 
"the shipmaster, pulling out the (anchor)pole".2

Ships, moreover, are associated with various Mesopotamian 
gods and goddesses who at religious festivals embarked their own 
sacred vessels.3 But this fact per se does not carry us any further 
in our discussion on the cosmological and soteriological aspects 
with which we are concerned in this place. Of considerable in
teres.t is, however, the fact that in an incantation from Assur 
mention is made of the quay of Life where the ship seems to 
be moored. 

markasu �a i!Jeleppi a-na kar The rope of the ship is at the 
sul-rne quay of Peace, 

markasu .;:a, if}makurri a-na kar the rope of the ship is at the 
balati quay of Life. 

KAR 196 Obv. II 51-52, Ebeling AGM XIV (1923) p. 68 £. 

It is important to note that the ship in question thus has a 
definite association with the idea of Life. If this fact is added 
to the Mesopotamian material already adduced we may venture 
upon the hypothesis that behind the enigmatical expression in 
the magical text ( where the context unfortunately is broken) lies 
some mythical reality implying the conception of a ship sailing 
with the saved god from prison to the realms of Life. 

If we sum up the points of agreement between the Mani
chaean texts and the Mesopotamian material, we should firstly 
emphasize the fact that an astral divinity in both religions is 
conceived of as a ship sailing on the ocean of heaven. Next 
there is to be laid stress on the Saviour's being rescued by 

1 The name means "take away swiftly!"; see Ebeling TuL p. 6 n. i. 
2 See Tallqvist,, Akkadische GiJtfere.pithefa, p. 128, 322. For the form ma

lalj.�u > maliibtt, see Salonen Nautica Babyloniaca p. 10. The Aramaic ac��,; 
(with a secondary gemination of l) speaks for the same pronunciation. The 
word is the Sumerian loan-word ma-la�, Salonen, Die Wasserfahrzeuge p. 133. 
Tammuz too is called "the shipmaster", lu-ma, Witzel, Tammuz-Litur.CJien 

p. 16: 189.

3 See the survey given by Salonen, Die lVassn:fal,rzeuge, pp. 58 ff. 
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returning from his imprisonment in a ship which arrives at 
heaven. Minor resemblances in Mandaean nautical terminology 

would seem to constitute a connecting link between Manicbaean 

and Mandaean religious technical terms. Christian Syrian poetry 

is conceivably also in a certain debt to old Mesopotamian texts 

as to its own poetical expressions and metaphors. Additionally 

we may observe t.hat the Saviour seems to be thought of both 

as the Ship and the Shipmaster, but that the second conception 

is predominating in Christian literature. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

The Manichaean Purification Ceremonies. 

In the Coptic Manichaean psalms there are many allusions 
to certain purification ceremonies through which the believer 
has been cleansed from moral and bodily defilements. We shall 
quote some instances of which the first is from Ps. CCL. 

I call unto thee, 0 victor eternal: 
hear my cry, 0 compassionate one, 

and let thy members cleanse me; 
and do thou wash me in thy holy waters 

and make me spotless, even as I am. 
Lo, the time has drawn near, 

may I return to my habitations. 

Psalm-Book II p. 59: 24-28. 

The background of this passage is already given with some 
of the first lines of tbis poem when the suppliant says, "The 
1tA<iap.ci of the earth I will put off me" (1. 2), or, "I will strip 
myself of the world" ( 1. 8). The psalmist is on the point of 
leaving the world and that is why he says, "Lo, the time bas 
drawn near, may I return to my habitations." In this moment 
when he is about to return to his former celestial home he calls 
upon the Saviour and asks for purification in his holy waters. 
The Coptic expression in this instance is ·"oTint, thus a clear 
plural. The cleansing in water, accordingly, has to take place 
immediately before the death of the believer. The same inference 
seems to be possible to draw from another passage, Ps. CCLXIII. 
In that psalm the speaker repeatedly expresses his longing for 
the heavenly Bride-chamber (a technical term that will occupy 
us a little later) e.g. Psalm-Book II p. 79: 17; 80: 18, 20-21, a 
fact which evidently shows that the situation is the same, t,'z. 
that the psalmist bas to recite this psalm in the moment when 
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he shall leave material existence. This being the case we are 
not astonished at finding the same connexion between death and 
cleansing ceremonies when it is said: 

Purify me, my bridegroom, o Saviour, with thy wa[ters]. 

Psalm-Book II p. 79: 29. 

Also in a third passage, Ps. CCLXXIX, we are presumably 
entitled to count upon the same situation, for here it is said 
that "the time has come nigh" (Psalm-Book II p. 100: 11) and 
the adressed person is urged: "Do thou walk up to thy rest(?)" 

(ib. p. 100: 13-14).1 Further, mention is made of the assembly 
of the Gods which he left in the beginning (ib. 100: 25-26), 
and it is said that the Judge who will appear before the believer 
will furnish him with "wings of Light, like an eagle hovering, 
ascending out of his air" (ib. 100: 29-31). All these traits 
apparently make it obvious that the one addressed is ascending 
through the air towards the assembly of the Gods, because the 
time has come for him to depart definitely from this world below 
and return to his heavenly origin. When the soul meets the 
Judge he is said to purify the ascending soul. 

He will wash thee also and purify thee with bis pleasant dews. 

Psalm-Book II p. 100: 28. 

In Ps. CCLXXXII there is to be found the same parting 
speech as in Ps. CCLXIII containing "the positive confession" 
and "self-Jaudation" of the departing soul, modelled on the cor
responding speeches recited by the Saviour in the hour when He 
is about to leave the world and shake off the bonds of material 
existence. We find such farewell addresses in the Acts of Thomas, 
ch. 144-48, and their most famous specimen is, of course, the 
long farewell-speech by Jesus to bis disciples in John ch. 13-16.2

1 The text is somewhat uncertain here: iinM�f_f �fPHI �nt:.M[-r�n]. ii·r�n
as a noun means "rest", "peace··. I assume a Greek a.va.1tixuo:� behind the 
Coptic word, see Cram, Dictionary p.194,and ultimately the Syriac J� (l�) 
which is a technical term occurring e.g. in the Ode� of Solomon. Arvedson has 
rightly emphasized the importance of this idea in Gnostic circles, see Das 
Mysferium Christi pp. 204 ff. 

2 Reicke in his dissertation The disobedient Spirits, p. 235, has given some 
references to ancient Christian literature of relevance to this topos, and further 
pointed to the pattern in Isaiah 50: 4-11 (for this passage cf. Engnell SEA .X 
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.As we have just seen, the soul was, when ascending, purified 
m the dew of the Saviou�. That purification is asked for in 
another psalm where the following request is directed to the 
Saviour: 

0 Saviour, 0 Son of God, [take] me unto Thee quickly, 
wash me in the dews of the Column of Glory. 

Psalm-Book II p. 103: 34-35.

The Column of Glory is none other than the Perfect Man, 
the Saviour.1 The Coptic word for dew, 1h1n: , used here of the 
dew of the Perfect Man, and Psalm-Book II p. 100: 28 of that 
of the Judge who is the God of Mani 2

, recurs in a very in• 
teresting passage where Mani is praised on the Berna-day and 
inter alia invoked in the following words: 

Wash us now therefore in the dew-drops of thy joy, 
for we are ordained to the service of the holy Berna, 0 

glorious one. 
Open to us the passage of the vaults of th,e heavens 

a.nd [ walk] before us to the joy of thy kingdom, 0 glorious one.
Psalm-Book II p. 41: 20-23.3 

That also in this address to Mani we are confronted with 
certain purification ceremonies, on one hand, and the ascension 
of the human soul, on the other, cannot possibly be denied. The 
last is implied in the exhortation to Mani to walk before the 
ascending soul, opening a passage through the heavens. 

(1945) pp. 08 ff. See further Bultmann, ZNW 24 (1925) p. 114 r., 131 n. 2; Das

Ernr1gelium des Johannes pp. 378 ff., eflp. p. 878 n. 10. 
1 J,'or some references, see Widengren, The Great Voltu Mariah p. 14. 
111 Acrordin� to the disputation between Mani and a Nazaree (Christian; 

Kephalaia p. 222: 1 ff. 
� As indicated above, p. 76 n. 1, it seems to me that in some places where 

the editor has translated nK�E. with ''skies" the translation ''heaven(s)" is to be 
preferred. In the New Test. the most obvious mistranslation of the Aramaic 
K"!:"V with o[ oo�civo£, instead of 6 oupcivob, is provided by the well-known 
expression the "kingdom of Heaven(s)", �aotAElci 'tiiiV oopciviiiv, usrd by Matt. as 
corresponding to �etat).e!et 'tOU &s�u, see Bauer, Griechisch-Deutsches Worterbucl1 
z. d. Scltriften d. Neu.en 1'est. col. 948. The Greek expression is too literal a
rendering of the Aramaic K•:o:::, KM�::;:-:, for which see Dalman, Die Worte Jes1i
p. l 7'J.
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The purification rites found in the Manichaean Coptic writings 

are thus performed in the moment when the Manichee is on the 

point of leaving his earthly existence, or on the day when the 

Rema-festival is held. Concerning this religious feast, the greatest 

among the Manichees, we now have considerably more material 

at our disposal than earlier 1 owing to a new Sogdian text edited, 

translated, and commented by Henning. That the last-quoted 

hymn is one recited after the liturgical meal at the Berna-festival, 

seems obvious in view of the established fact that after the meal 

hymns were sung in which Mani was requested to take the par

takers of the meal with him up to their heavenly home in con

nexion with his own ascension.2 This last detail explains to us 

the reason why the purification ceremonies can be mentioned 

both together with the Berna-festival and in connexion with the 

moment of death. The tertium comparationis, the link between 

these two occasions is the ascent to the world of Light. 

Now the existence of purification ceremonies in Manichaean 

cult has for a long time been a matter of controversy in the 

discussion on Manichaean religion. The opinion generally accepted 

seems to have been that the existence of such rites as resemble 

Christian baptism ca.nnot be proved.3 In view of the clear 

1 See Allberry, Das manicliaische Berna-Fest, ZNW 37 (1939) p. 2-10, 
id. Symbole vo,1 Tod und Wiede,·geb11rt, Eranos Jahrbuch VII (1940) p. 146 f. 

1 See Henning BuBb p. 46: 46-48 xwd·y· tic �wyy syn mnyc ·w wlty�t. 

"O Lord, Thou departest, make me too to ascend!" That the psalm in ques
tion belongs to the collection of Bema-psalms seems to speak for the hypothesis 
propounded in the text above. 

1 See e.g. Scbaeder lranica, p. 19-24, with whom Puech would seem to 
agree, Erlosun;q im Manichiiismus, Eranos .Tahrb11ch IV (1937) p. 281: "Es 
scheint nicht, dass die manichiiische Gnosis Sakramente gekannt bat. Sie ver
wirft die Taufe und gestattet nur - anch das ist nicht sicber - ein, auf die 
Erwablten beschranktes Abendmahl." The reservation as to the ritual meal is 
probably cancelled by the Berna liturgy in Henning, B1tBb, even referred to. 
I have not overlooked that Allberry, ZNW 37 (1988), is rather sct>ptical 
towards Henning's interpretation of ps'h'ryy as a "meal". He nevertheless admits 
that there is some reliable tividence speaking for the existence of some kind 
of a eucbaristic meal. Puech, in return, bas meritoriously pointed out other 

ritual aets in Manichaeism. Polotsky holds that the Kepbalaia condemn baptism. 
"Eine Wassertaufe haben die M.er zweifellos nicht gP.habt: sie ist cine byliscbe 

Institution, in der der 'Geist' der finsteren \Velt des Wassers zum Ausdruck 
kommt (Keph. 30); und andere Tanfriten sind nicht bezeugt·•, Manidiiiismus, 

Pauly-Wissowa Suppl. Bd. 6 col. 264. That possibly the baptism in water was 
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evidence provided by the Coptic texts, this opinion can no longer 
be justified, but has to be entirely revised. And this in a special 
direction. In the course of our investigation we have repeatedly 
seen that there are unmistakable connexions between Manichaean 
religion and Mandaean writings. As to the question of a Mani
chaean "baptism", it must surely be said to make food for thought 
that, according to the reliable report given by al-Nadim, Mani 
had proceeded from a sect of baptizers in Southern Baby Ionia, 
to which his father belonged, and which must conceivably have 
had much influence on Mani from doctrines and rites of about 
probably the same type as those of the Mandaeans. That this 
fact cannot be totally dismissed, has been often emphasized.1 

There is especially one point to stress in this connexion. We 
have just found in the allusions to Manichaean purificatory rites 
that there was a very close and apparently obvious association 
between these ceremonies and the ascent of the soul. But this 
very association is found in the religion of the Manclaeans in their 
famous so-called massiqta, the baptism in the moment of death.2

Not only the Mandaeans, however, have known and performed 
a baptism in the hour of death, but also other Gnostic sects, 

" e.g. in the school of Valentinus the so-called Marcosians.8 But 
in view of the fact that so many points of coincidence are found 
between Manichaeism and Mandaeism, we are rather inclined 
to see, in this agreement between Mandaean and Manichaean 
purification and "baptismal" rites, a proof of a special Mesopo
tamian origin. 

not practised among the Manicbaeans is no argument against the assumption 
that they have had purificatory rites. A perfect parallel would present itself 

in the Mandaean attitude, because the Mandaeans reject Christian baptism, but 
are nevertheless themselves most zealous baptizers;• as to their attitude, cf. 

Brandt, Die ,\-Iandiiisclte. Religion p. 98 f. 
1 Cf. the opinions of such scholars as Kessler, Wetter, and Schertelowit,z. 
1 The merit of having interpreted the ideas connected with the ma88iqfa 

belongs to Reitzenstein, who in bis Das franisclte Erlosungsmysferiwm, p. 

43-92, gave a trenchant analysis of the hymns and rites which are included

in the Mandaean "death-mass". He later followed up bis researches in the

much-discussed Die Vorgeschichte de.r cltristlichen Taiife, where gigantic per·

spectives of the history of religion are revealed. For the discussion see, above

all, Scblier Zur .Jfancliierfrage, Theol. Ru11dschau N. F. 6 (1933), pp. 1-3-1,

69-92, where a good survey is given.
3 The chief passage is found in Irenaeus, Acfr. JwenSt'8 I, XXI u. 
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Another detail may in this connexion be of importance. In 
one of the passages adduced here we find a close conjunction 
between their purification ceremonies, the ascent of the soul, and 
the entrance into the heavenly bride-chamber, which is said to 
be the goal of the journey upwards. Thus Ps. CCLXIII, from 
which we have already quoted a sentence, is introduced by the 
following prayer to Christ: 

Let me be worthy of Thy Bride-chambers [that are full of] 
Light. 

Jesus Christ, receive me into Thy Bride-chambers, ['fhou 
my] Saviour. 

Psalm-Book II p. 79: 17-20.1

This metaphor of the bride•chambers of Light is well-known 
from the Coptic psalms. Some instances deserve to be cited here. 

Christ, my bridegroom, hath taken me to His Bride-chamber, 
I have rested with Him in the land of the immortal. 

Psalm-Book II p. 63: 3-4. 

The wish expressed in the quotation above (Psalm-Book II 
p. 79: 17-20) is accordingly described as fulfilled here. The
believer has really been taken to the "Bride-chamber(s) of Light"
M�n!!)£'.\n·-r noT�inc. In fact, a synonymous expression of "to be
saved" seems to be "to be taken to the Bride-chamber(s) of Light",
or similar wordings. As a proof we may quote the following
prayer.

Have mercy on my poverty, have compassion upon my sins. 
Teach me the way to Life that I may come to the rejoicing. 

I will dwell in thy Aeons, thy Bride-chambers of Light. 

Psalm-Book II p. 197: 3-5. 

The prayer may then get quite a formal character as, for in
stance, in this passage: 

Take me into thy Bride-chambers 
that I may chant with them that sing to thee. 

Psalm-Book II p. 117: 29-30 

1 Cf. also Psalm-Book, p. 80: 18, 20 f.; p. 19i: 3-5. 
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The expression "the Bride-chambers of Light" is well-known 
from early Syriac Christian literature. Aphrem, for instance, 
speaks of it in his refutations of the Gnostics when he says in 
his polemics against Bardaisan: 

L» � ;� �J
Hot�

'-
� �� loot� 

� ot-:. � ll� 
.l;...ml � ot�� ot,.J..9? 

For if Lazarus, when he died, 

had gone up to the Bridal-chamber 
of Light, 

an injury our Lord did him 

in that He turned him back to his 
body, the prison-house. 

Mitchell, Ephraim's Pro.r;e Rr,j11tatic11s II 
p. 165 stanza LXXXV.

The term the Bride-chamber of Light is thus attested as au 
expression current as early as in Bardesanite Gnosis. Much about 
the same time, or a little later, we find the same technical term 

in the Acts of Thomas when, in the form of the Apostle Thomas, 
Christ says in his missionary speech to the newly married couple: 

foEo&E . . . 1tpoaoox<i>YtE� a1toA�- Ye shall be ... looking to re-
4Eo&a.t txEtvoy ,:oy y<iµcy ,:oy CXf- ceive that incorruptible and 

&opcv xa.i (i).1J&wc\f, xat foEa&E tv true marriage, and ye shall 
a.ot(i'l 1ta.pcxvuµqiot auvEtoEpxoµEvot be therein groomsmen entering 
E�� 1:ov vuµ�wya. hEtYOY tOY ti'j; into that Bride-chamber which 
ci&a.va.�!a� xa.t cpwto� 1tA�P'YJ�- is full of immortality and light. 

1'he Acts of 1'homas ed. Bonnet Greek text ch. 12 p. 118, 
James, The Apocryphal New Testament p. 369 f.1

1 The Syriac version has: "Ye shall be ... hoping for when ye shall see 

that true runrriage which is in heavPn, and ye shall be therein, and ye shall 

be counted with them that enter t-hfl BridP-cbamber", ed. Bedjan AMS 3 p. 14, 

Wright, Apocryphal Acts II p. 166 bas the following text: "Ye shall be 
hoping (for the time) when ye sh1Jl1 see the true Wf'dding-fpnst; and ye shall 

be in it praisers (of God), arid sbull be numbered with those who enter into 
the Bridal-chaw her." 'fhe Etbiopic text, however, essentially agrt't"S with the 

Greek tPxt in that it is the newly wedded couple who shall not only sPe, bot 

even themselves receive the true marringe in heaven. It 11ays: ''Ye shall hope 

for (when) ye shall receive the marri11ge which shall never be brought to an 

end, and ye shall be there the friends of the Bridegroom, by whom ye shall 

he known when ye come unto that marringe feast which is immortal and the 
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The allusion to the Christians as the groomsmen of the Bride
groom gives a definite Christian touch to this passage with its 
clear hint at the pericope in the Synoptic gospels (the parable 
of the Bridegroom recurs also in Manichaean psalms, e.g. Psaln1-

Book II p. 193: 8 ff.). 
But there are other passages where the Bride-chamber of Light 

has a fixed ritual setting, and where no connexion with the Syn
optic parable can be found. Especially interesting in our case is 
also the fact that our term seems to have a close connexion with 
baptism in early Syriac liturgieal texts. In the Homilies of Narsai 

it is said of the Christian that is baptized that 

µb..M.:::t...? �l � �.bo
._t»

O 

. llo� 'f'�

oot .al � llo� ...,,

they adorn him as a bridegroom on 
the day of the marriage-supper . 

He also fulfils a sort of marriage
supper in Baptism. 

Mingana, Narsai Homiliae et Carmina I p. <UCU., 

Connolly, The Liturgical Homil£es of Narsai p. 52. 

Aphrem, who is from a period about 150 years earlier than 
that of Narsai, says in one of his famous baptismal hymns: 

a»• mlU � JI? � 

'-Q.AJ� lt..v..s JI? cu»

. �l 

The Bride-cham her that fails not, my 
brethren, ye have received. 

Your vesture is shining, and goodly 
your crowns. 

Crowns that fade not away, are set 
on your heads. 

Who should not rejoice, in your Bride
chamber, my brethren . 

Lamy, Ephraemi Syri Hymni et Sermones I col. 

109 XIII 3; col. 111: u, 11, .13; Nicene and Post 

Nicene Fathers XIII p. 283. 

perfect ligh't", Budge, The Contendings of the Apo.�tles Vol. I p. 344, Vol. II 

p. 416 where some modifications have been made in the tran11lation so as to

make it correspond with the Greek text. As to its general attitude, the

Ethiopic text seems to hold an intermediate position between the Greek and

Syriac versions in this passage.
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For a comparison with corresponding features in the early 
Odes of Solomon Bernard has, as well as Wensinck, drawn atten
tion to the hymns of Aphrem suug on the Feast of Epiphany, 
and has rightly emphasized the fact that the crowning with a 
garland points to baptismal ceremonies. Let us in this place 
only give a <1uotation from the Odes. 

Like the arm of the bridegroom over the bride
1

so is m,r yoke over those that know me. 

And as the couch that is spread in the chambers of the 
bridegroom and the bride, 

so 1s my love over those that believe in me. 
Ode XLII: 8-9.1 

Here again we come across the word Bride-chamber, J.,J�, 
which we bave met as a technical term in the language of the 
Gnostics. But else the notion of the true marriage does not play 
any conspicuous part in the Odes. Still this metaphor most be 
at the bott.om of many of the Odes, for the Garland that plays 
so great a part in these poems, as is easily understood, is nothing 
but the nuptial crown borne at the wedding by the bride and 
the bridegroom.2 

By now we may safely contend that the idea of the heavenly 
marriage is an old Mesopotamian inheritance in Manichaean 
literature. This statement is corroborated by the fact that the 
hieros gamos is described with many details in an early Gnostic 
poem, viz. the Hymn of the Daughter of Light found in the 
Acts. of Thomas. Here the Bride-chamber is pictured with some 
interesting details. 

Yj; 0 1tlt0t0� (fWtC:lY6;, 
X it0�0p7.Y i;co �7.),aip.?U Y. X � 

l. ' , � , 1taYtt.1; apwµltt?; 0�7.itYEO)Y, 
� ""'� , � ' ,. .... r �yaow?u; tE (.,01.L'Y)Y ..,,o�.ct.Y 

aµupY"fi� ti Y..7.[ q;u)J.?u. 
0..::fotp<oYtl:� os �y-;�; 1.wpcr:v�t 

Her cham her is bright, 
breathing forth the odour of bal-

sam and all spices, 
and giving out a sweet smell 
of myrrh and leaf; 
and within are myrtles strewn on 

the floor, 
1 For the conception of the "yoke", see Ar\"edson, Das Mysterii,m Chr-isii

pp. 174 ff. 
� See Bernard, The Odes of Solomon p. 46 f. compared with James, Christian

Myth and Ritiwl pp. 163 ff. 
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xat civ&fo>Y 1toq.11t6AAWY �ou- and of all manners of odorous 
1tYOWY, 

ar 0€ XAEtO'tCXOs; £Y xo:Acxµ.ot; 
'X.E'X.00(.l.'YJY'tO:t. 

flowers, 
and the door-posts are adorned 

with reeds. 

The A.cts of Thomas, ed. Bonnet Greek text ch. 7 p. 109 f., 
James, The Apocryphal New Testament p. 367.1 

As has been argued in another work, this description fits 
well into the picture of the Mandaean bride-chamber as Mrs. 
Drower saw it in our own time. She says, "In and out of the sides 
of the structure are twisted fresh flowers and myrtle, and twigs 
of every kind of tree available, and in addition, bright-coloured 
rugs or embroideries may be fastened round the sides of the hut. 
On the occasion of Little Bird's wedding, the hut was adorned 
with the pink sweet-scented roses called juri, and myrtle and 
young orange-leaves added their perfume to that of marigolds 
and roses" .2 

This picture of the wedding-hut among the Mandaeans of the 
Mesopotamia of our day could not coincide in a more perfect 
manner with the description given in the Hymn to the Daughter 
of Light. 

That the bridal-chamber adduced here is in both cases in
tended to symbolize a garden would presumably be quite obvious, 
and the reason for this symbolical structure will occupy us a 
little later. 

There is among scholars a common opinion that the hi"eros 

gamos theme is lacking in Mandaean writings.3 That this is not 
quite correct has been shown by Reitzenstein, who has pointed 

1 The Syriac text in this poem is allegorizing and clearly secondary. The 

Ethiopic tt'lxt in Budge, The Confendings of the Apostles I p. 340 (transl. II 
p .  409) is abridged, but supports the Greek version. 

, Drower, The .,_lfandae.ans of Iraq & Iran p. 63. 
1 As a matter of fact the Mandaf'nn term ,qnima corresponding to .t/ni5n<i 

is not met wit.h in surroundings which J,tive an impression of the Holy Mar• 

ringe. The word is, moreover, not at all frequeut in Ma,ndaean writings. Bult• 
roann writes of late: "Ubrigens findet sicb dns Motiv des t6po; yciµo; nicbt. in 

alien gno!ltischen Systemen; es fehlt z. B. hei den Mundaern", DaR Ernngelimn 

dea J,,hannr.s p. 127 n. As to the Holy Mari in�e in Hellenistic Mystery.reli
gions and among the Gnostics in genernl, see Reitzenstein, Die hellenistii;clicn 

Myxterienreligi<>'lten p. 34 f., 99, 246 f. 

8-46524 Gea Widengren
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to the religious significance of their wedding ritual, and contended 
that the priest is in this ceremony acting the role of the Saviour 
and that of the bridegroom at one and the same time.1 Again, 
it is of special interest for us to find that in these nuptial rites 
the connexion between hieros gamos and baptism is apparent, for 
the bridegroom is baptized on his festival day.2 This same con
junction is to be found also in many passages in early Syriac 
literature from which some references to especially liturgica.Ily 
concentrated writings are presented here.3 First a quotation show
ing the association of the heavenly bride-chamber with baptism. 

In the alternating songs of Narsai we have a dialogue between 
Jesus and John the Baptist at the moment when Jesus asks John 
to let him receive baptism. John excuses himself and turns aside 
off the way, but Jesus urges him to fulfil his request: 

Jesus: 

�;? � �
.l � � I have declared my will to you, 

why do you dispute? 
. .&Jl � JJo w.&..�l �;..o Draw near and baptize me for you 

are not burning! 
wJ..A.eotl JJ � JJcu, The Bridal-chamber is prepared, you 

shall not turn me 
.l........, �? llo� � from the wedding feast that ex

pects me. 
John: 

u,�h �;ol be,, I, 

.1�1.h l� 1.;.A» 
I have prepared the way I was sent for, 
I have betrothed the bride that I was 

ordered to [do]. 

1 8ee Das mandiiisf'lie Buch des Herrn der Grosse, p. 63 n., and Die 
Vorgeschichte, p. 29 n., where be says: "Den Gott stellt ... der Priestf'r dar, 
der zuglci<�h fur den Brautigam eintritt ... Es ist also eine Art (Epo; yriµo,." 
He refers es1,1ecially to Lidzbarski, Mandiiiscl1e Liturgien, pp. 232-246, and 
there to Song XVIII p. 244. 

2 See Lidzbarski, Mandiiisclte Litw·gien, p. 233 n. 2, with a reference to 
Sioufti, Eludes sur la religion des 6'oubbas, p. 107, 121 fl. See also Drower, 
The Mandaeans p. 62. 

a I bitve treated this whole complex of ideas already in my phenomeno
logical work RdigionenB t:iirlcl pp. 187 ff., and I shall revert to the problem 
in another connexion. 
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J,o\.� � �? �;� 
.1�l JJ LU? .l&ot 

Thy rising will be g1·eat over the Aeons, 
now that thou hast come I will not 

baptize thee. 
Jesus: 

l� � J.�? l� The bride that thou hast betrothed to
me is expecting 

.6t,..&!"'lo �l J.a....,l? that I shall descend, be baptized and 
make her holy. 

�l�J. U �&..,...? �; 0, friend of the bridegroom, do not re
fuse 

-�? U.G.A+ m» � the ablution that is prepared.
Feldmann, Syrische Wechsellieder nm Narses p. 12: 12, 23; 
13: 28. 

Is it not a very significant thing that the Bride-chamber and 
the wedding-feast are mentioned here quite unequivocally in con
nexion with the baptism of Jesus? And we ought to remember 
that this holds true not only of the great prototype of every 
Christian's baptism but also, as we have found, of ordinary 
baptism. Now in order to meet the presumed objection that our 
demonstration attaches undue importance to what ma.y be only 
a poetical language (by the way, it is certainly most astonishing 
that this poetical language, wherever found, always seems to 
point to cultic realities!) let us turn to the Syrian liturgies them
selves. Are we able to ascertain there the same intimate con
nexion between baptism, the Bride-chamber, and the wedding 
feast? In answering this question we must try to give some 
quotations from extant liturgies, at the same time keeping rn 
mind that these rituals have been adapted to suit the needs of 
a baptism of children instead of adults. 

This applies especially to the Nestorian liturgy of baptism 
which is a later revision of an original ceremony for adult 
baptizands. 

After the signing we find here the following liturgical instruc-
tions and actions: 

And when he signs them, they enter the baptistery, as they 
are, with the thurible and the candles and the cross and the 
Gospel and the rest. And they begin the responses before 
they are brought in: 
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Open unto me the gates of righteousness! 
The gates of the spiritual Bride-chamber are opened for 
the atonement of the children of mankind, and now 
through the gift of the Spirit from heaven mercifulness 
and charity are given to everybody. 
Enter therefore, ye invited, into the delight that was 
prepared for you! 

And the gates of heaven have been opened. 
Diettrich, Die Nestorianische Tai�fliturgie p. 9, Badger, 1'he

Nestorians and thefr Ri:tuals II p. 19'6 (with slight deviations). 
The allusions found in the poetical works are accordingly 

corroborated by the Syrian liturgy in the N estorian church. 
There is a definite connexion between the baptismal rites and 
the metaphor of the heavenly _qeuonlt into which the baptizands 
are entitled to enter in order to receive the true marriage, as it 
was said in the Acts of Thomas ch. 12. But how can this odd 
connexion be explained? Before answering this question, let us 
quote some passages from the Chald.aean Breviary showing that 
the Bride-chamber that we found in the Gnostic hymn in the 
Acts of ThomaR recurs in Syriac liturgical literature. It is, of 
course, a common theme there, as well as in the poetry of N arsai, 
that Christ has married the Church. More interesting is it to 
note that there is a special wording in some passages describing 
this marriage, e.g. in the following.1 

�•''».b lJ? J.a.°?a.o -a.o� In the Holy of Holies, which 
cannot be described, 

Jo,., e j.J� � � � the Son of the King hath built 
.o.l;, 0,o, to His Bride a glorified Bride

chamber. 
Bedjan, Brevz'.arium Chaldaicwn 3: 425. 

And it is said of this Bridal chamber: 
.,u....,o; otl� '--;.» J.Jcu, � A Bride-chamber Our Lord hath 

knotted to His Church, a spi
rit-ual one. 

Bedjan, Breriarium Chaldaicum 1: 407. 
1 For these rercrenees I am indebted to Engberdiog, Die Kin:lie als Bmui

in dt'i· ost.�yrisc:hen J,ifllrgie, OCP a (1937) pp. 5 ff. 
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We should observe that the verb "knot", �' that is used 
in this instance denotes the very method of building such a 
structure of branches, twigs and flowers as was described by 
Mrs Drower, and that was obviously presupposed in the Syriac 
Gnostic Hymn. 

Now the Bride, the Church, is introduced speaking: 

ltiJa�o Loot lb. o ,., e I was forsaken and beaten, 

�;.9 °""� � ;.,o but the son of the King in His love 
liberated me, 

.�� J.;.»o ,l+♦ e>o:>o nursed me with oil and water. 

Bedjan, Brem·arium Chaldaicum 3: 411. 

We ought first to observe how in this saying we find the two 
elements of baptism, oil and water. This is an allusion to baptism. 
Baptism comes first and is followed by the wedding, that much 
can be said to be the meaning implied in the quotation.1 We 
are thus constantly led back to the fact that baptism is suc
ceeded by Holy Marriage. 

It is worth noting that in its liturgy the Nestorian ritual 
knows a special benediction for setting up the bridal chamber 
in the ma1Tiage ceremonies. We recognize here the same term 
for erecting the wedding hut that we have come across in Bre

·viarium Chaldaicum. In a prayer on this occasion we read:

0 Thou, Who bast set up a glorious bridal chamber for the 
Bridegroom who espoused through The Spirit, crown with a 
crown of light, 0 Christ, Thy worshippers, and make ready 
a time of rest for this our assembly, that we may thank 
Thee with a joyful heart, and let 'l'hy grace rest upon us all. 

Badger, The Nestorians aud their Rituals p. 274. 

We find in this prayer that our thoughts are directed towards 
the Heavenly Bridegroom, and that the important idea of "rest'' 
is alluded to. From the earthly wedding with its fading crowns 
our attention is called to the unfading crowns of light which 
in the future will be placed upon the heads of the bridal couple. 

1 Of course, there is a direct hint :lt E1.ek. 16: 0, bnt note that the wiping

off of the blood is m i�si ng !
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Still more interesting is another prayer glorifying the bride
groom. 

;l,b �µ) ..... a C '\ n

.lb..;.=. �J.A» otiotcuo 

ll� � � �U 

l��� �� -oto•J.At
.U.o.mU � .. e 1♦ -ot��o 

� .lJ� J.»? 

The bridegroom in bis chamber 
is like 

the sun that riseth in the firma
ment, 

whose rays pervade the air 

and whose light giveth joy to 
creation. 

The bridegroom in his chamber 
is like 

the Tree of Life in the Church, 

whose fruits are suitable for food 

and whose leaves for medicine. 

The bridegroom in his chamber 
is like 

the spring which runs through 
Eden, 

of which the wise have drunk, 

and even the foolish have obtained 
consolation. 

� µ� J.»? The bridegroom in his chamber 
is like 

J.»a» Pt lLJ.� 
l� �, ot�J? 

.(U);,»Ulo � o;b.o 

the unblemished pearl, 

which the chief merchants bought, 

and through which they were en-
riched and ennobled. 

Zingerle, Syri'sche Poesien, ZDMG 17 (1863) p. 732 f., 
Badger, The Nestor-ians and their Rituals p. 275 (transl. 
from a slightly different text). 

In this prayer the bridegroom is likened to the Sun, the Tree 
of Life, the spring in Paradise, a.nd the unblemished pearl. While 
the scriptural basis of all these metaphors is quite apparent 1 the 
combination of these similitudes is nevertheless striking. Why 

2 See the notes given by Zingerle, op. cit. 
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this glorification of the bridegroom, and w by these very sym
bols? The answer is at hand: all these metaphors are designations 
of the king and saviour. As early as in the Code of Hammurabi 
the Mesopotamian king is compared with the sun, and this symbol 
of his is rather common.1 The king in Mesopotamia is further 
the Tree of Life 2

, and has the Water of Lif�.3 The Pearl is from 
the outset an Iranian designation of the Saviour', and has been 
taken over by Gnostic circles.' The three first metaphors are 
accordingly of Mesopotamian origin, the fourth alone being Ira
nian. Now in Christian times all the four similitudes are very 
common symbols of Christ. Christ as Sol Salutis is too well 
known to need any commentary.6 The Pearl is also found as an 
honorific name of Christ in Syriac poetry.' .And in the next 
chapter we will have many occasions to speak of Christ as the 
Tree of Life and the Wat.er of Life. 

In another work the Mesopotamian background of the ideas 
of hieros gamos and especially of the wedding hut as a type 
of the garden of paradise has already been pointed out. There 
is a Sumerian hier9s gamos text describing the marriage of Ininni 
and the king ldin-Dagan in which we find a picture of the 
wedding hut corresponding both to the description given in the 
.Acts of Thomas and to that of the Mandaean bride chamber 
given by Mrs Drower.8 The idea of the bridal chamber as the 
scene of the Holy Marriage can accordingly be traced back to 
an ancient Mesopotamian ritual body.9 The Syriac word rln7ma,

which must vi'a vuµqio>Y be the original word used in the Mani-

1 Cf. Widengren, Paalms of Lamentation p. 10 f., Engnell, SfudieB in 
D£vine KingBhip p. 183, Dhorme, La religion assyro-babylonitnne p. 169.

2 Cf. Engne11, StudieB in Divine Kin;qship, pp. 26 ff., Widengren RoB II
(1943) pp. 63 ff.; cf. further below p. 138 ff. 

s Cf. E.ngnell, Studiu in Divine Kingship p. 28, Widengren RoB II (1943)
pp. 64 ff.; cf. further below p. 140. 

4 See Wikander, STJ( 17 (1941) p. 232 f. 
6 See Edsman, Le bapteme de feu pp. 190 ff.
• I refer to the well-known work by Dolger with this title.
7 See Edsman, Le bapteme de feu p. 191 t.
8 See the text in Witzel, KS 6 p. 22: 22-26, esp. line 23; t, 1,-Bar l,ur

gal-e gi;erin-na mu-ni-ib-sikil-e-ne, ''laid there plants, garden plants, twigs of cedar··.
• I do not ignore the Old Test. conceptions which I have treated in my

King and Sat'iour. They too are, however, ultimately dependent on the Meso•
potamian myth and ritual pattern. I refer also to Religionens rarld, p. 189 r., Hl2. 
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cbaean psalms, where we now have the Coptic .M6..n�£-A£n, is in 
itself seemingly from ganfinit, an Accadian loan-word in the Syriac 
language.1 This term must have played a considerable part in 
the Mesopotamian glorifications of the hieros gamos ceremonies, 
which were connected with the royal feasts, e.g. the New Year 
festival and the enthronization rites.2 With the last ·sentence 
we have again been brought back to the Mesopotamian origin 
of this complex of ideas a.nd ceremonies. Thus, to take but one 
passage from such an ancient ro_val liturgy, we may quote the 
wish uttered by Isme-Dagan when he is taking part in the 
enthronization ceremonies: 

1 The term "bride-chamber" is found in Mandaean literature as tmm, the 
same word as the Syriac �- The development genona > geniina is ano
malous, and Noldeke, Mandiiische Gram-matik § 98 a p. 115, offers no explana
tion. Bezold, Glossar p. 100, however, gives also the forms gan'init and gin'inu

besides ganiinu. It is for that reason possible that the second, long vowel was 
indifferent, and that we had a fourth form too, viz. •gonii11u which is now 
extant in the Mandaic genii.11a. This word is not met with in the wedding 
ritual, but as a compensation in Petermann, R. Ginza p. 147 last line, in a 
scene of the nuptial feast. The Syriac and Mandaic words are taken by Zim
mern, AkkadiRche Fremdwii·rter p. 32, as "wahrscheinlieh" loan-words from the 
Accadian gani"i.nu. It is tempting to advance 11 step further and in this word 
see a Sumerian loan-word from the Sumerian .Q<t•ntin. But the good Semitic 
etymology provided for ganiimt seems to prohibit such a proposition (which 
I had accepted in Reli,qionens t•iirld, p. 194 f.). For if we compare _qanii·nu

with the root _qnn, which is well attested in Semitic languages, a satisfnctory 
sense seems to be obtained since the verbs from this root mean "to cover .. , 
"to shelter'', "to protect". 'fhen it is more natural to take _qaniin1t, "(sleeping) 
chamber", "bridal chamber", a� well as gannatu, "garden", as derivatives from 
this root, as is actually done in G1>senins-Bubl, Handwiirterbuch p. 145. It is 
rather tempting to derive the Arabic !Jirm from this root (its Semitic origin is 
demonstrated by the Etbiopic equivalent _qiinen, see Noldeke, Neue Beitriige

p. 63 with approval by Nyberg, LIPAl'.llA p. 358 n. 21. In this case the
Arabian !Jimtn and the Ethiopian ·agii.ner,t would perhaps be the protective
deities, and the intimate connexion between the ganiin1£ and the gannatu, the
Syriac genoru7, and ganne[ii., would find a philological explanation corresponding
to the ideological one ascertained in the course of this inv1>stigation. Is it
further too far-fetched to ai-sume that the Arabic !Jcfon, "serpent", which also
l)elongs l1ere (I-lee �oldeke op. cit. p. 63) has been given its name because of
its intimate association with the mythical garden, where it perhaps once was
a protective divinit,y?

2 I shall treat this myth and ritual complex in another work. For the 
time being cf. Widengren, P11alni no p. 24 r., Rel(qionens 1:iirld pp. 265 ff. and 
for the Israelitic-Jewish m:\terial ](in_q and Sm·iour.
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ga-nun-zi-malt sag-ma �a-ma· The holy, exalted bed chamber 

m,-in-gar he may give me. 

Witzel, KS 7 p. 58 Obv. II (1) 17. 

We may also point out that as, accordiug to the Chaldaean 
Breviary, Christ had nursed His bride with oil and water, so 
does !din-Dagan before the h-ieros gamos anoint the goddess with 
oil and purify her with water (KS 6 p. 23). 

In this place we may in addition also refer to Mandaean 
evidence. In the Mandaean ritual, too, the bridegroom is treated 
as "king", malkli, as Mrs Drowers lets us know. And we note 

with considerable interest that both he and his bride pnform 
baptismal rites on the day for their wedding.1 This fits well into 

the general scheme, and the Mandaean religion is thus on the 

same line as we have found in the ancient Mesopotamian cult 
and in the Nestorian church and Syrian Christianity on the 

whole. 
Presumably the few remarks given in this chapter as to the 

Mesopotamian background of Manichaean purification ceremonies 
will suffice to explain the close connexion found in the Coptic 
psalms between the baptismal rites and the metaphor of the 

bridal chamber. At the same time we have seen that clear traces 

of this complex of myth aud ritual conceptions have survived in 

Syrian Christianity. It seems that in this case the intermediary 
role played by the Syrian church in transmitting these ideas to 
the religion of the Manichees would be absolutely evident. For 

it is only in the Syrian church that the whole complex preserved 
its organic coherence and its dominating place, whereas in Ma

nichacism we find only some cursory allusions. On the other 
hand, the close association between baptismal rites and death, 
as we have already observed, points in the direction of the Man

daeans. Their baptism, again, is closely connected with ancient 

Babylonian purificatory rites, as Zimmern contended.2 This whole 

1 See Drower, The J'1andacans of Iraq & Iran p. 62 and above p. 113 n. 3. 
1 See Zimmern in Orienfalisclte Studien: Theodor Nold eke ... ge11•i<l111ef 

p. 959. Interesting comparisons of a. definite value as to Christian baptism

and the Babylonian purilicatory ceremonies are given by Schrunk, Babyhnische

Suhnriten, p. 70 f., only that he has not seen that these rit-es of purification

obtain their real importance on condition that they are pnt in their setting

in life in the royal ritual.
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question, of course, requires a new investigation, in which first 
of all the old Mesopotamian enthronization ritual must be re

constructed and analyzed in order to provide the necessary 

foundation for future research in this department. 

We promised to offer an explanation of the fact that the 

wedding hut was built as an imitation of the garden of paradise. 

In view of the data collected iri this chapter the solution of the 

problem would presumably not be far away. As we have had an 

opportunity to ascertain, the bridal chamber of Adam was the 

paradise garden for it is said: 

The glorified garden, 

the bridal cham her of chastity, 

He gave unto that king, 

fashioned from the dust. 

Overbeck, Ephraemi Syri . .. opera selecta, p. 342 stanza 2.1 

We are reminded here of the part played by the king as the 

gardener and the guardian of paradise, the garden where the 

Tree of Life was growing. We are constantly referred to the 

same myth and ritual pattern of the Ancient Near East. 

1 The Syriac text is given above p. 24. 



CHAPTER IX. 

The Tree of Life. 

When Jesus had come to Adam and had saved him from the 
demons the narrative according to Theodore bar Konay goes on. 

ot»' l,l� ot» , olt ;.:.,lo 
• ,L;.:.u �l �

And he (Mani) says that he made him 
erect and caused him to taste from the 
Tree of Life. 

Theodo1·e bar Konay ed. Pognon p. 131: 3 f., 
CSCO Script. Syr. II Vol. 66 p. 317:2f. 

The expression "be made him erect", a+», ol, recalls immedi
ately the Mandaean verb t:I.,.,�, properly "to make firm", "to 
make standing", and we could seemingly translate "he made him 
standing", taking the Syriac ]"...Ol as the causative in the same 
sense as the Mandaean intensive t:1.,.,1:!t?; in other words, it would 
mean "to make a person o:t·. As Lidzbarski has emphasized 
the Mandaean verb has the meaning of "to be baptized'' .1 Espe
cially illuminating is the Mandaean litm·gical text Mandaische 

Liturgien p. 46 XXX. If we do not take �l in this Mandaean 
sense, it would be difficult to understa11d why it was so important 
to make Adam "standing", this, of course, if we suppose that 
there is a specfal meaning attached to every expression in the 
relation by Theodore bar Konay and, in fact, in other respects 
this has been the case. 

If the interpretation proposed here is accepted, then the 
actions performed by Jesus would seem to imply chiefly t.hree 
acts aft.er the awakening of Adam. Firstly, Jesus exorcizes him by 
saving him from the demons; secondly, he makes him "standing", 
i.e. he baptizes him; and thirdly, he makes him eat from the 

1 See Lidzbarski, Mandaische Liturgien p. XXIII. Its Greek synonym is 

onip(f;etv, for which see Reitzenstein, Die Vo,·gescliiclde de,· christlicl1en Taufe 

p. 23 n. 4; Muller, Beitr. z. Verstiindnis d. i:alrnt. Gnosif� p. 190 f.; Ed.sman,

Le bapteme de feu p. 172 f.
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Tree of Life. That there is a close connexion between the two 
first actions, the exorcism and the baptism, need not be specially 
stressed, for in the baptism of early Christianity exorcism and 
baptism made up a complete unity, or rather, exorcism was one 
necessary part of the baptismal ritual. Why this actna1ly rnust

be so cannot be explained here.1 But we ask also: is there any 
connexion, too, between baptism and eating from the Tree of 

Life? And what cultic reality does that mythical conception 
represent? In order to answer these questions we must first try 
to ascertain who in reality this Tree of Life usually designates 
in Manichaeism. There can be no doubt about the answer. Jesus 
is this Tree of Life. A Manichaean interpretation of the Chris
tian Trinity says: 

J esns, the Tree of Life, is the Father: 
the fruit, the Mind of Light, is the Son: 

the Maiden, this sweet one; is the holy Spirit. 

Psalm-Book II p. 116: 7-9.

In Iranian tradition Sros (Sraosa) is this Tree of Life 2
, but 

m this case we really meet with a ''co-translation". 
Of greater interest it is that Mani himself has overtaken this 

epithet of Jesus, and can accordingly be called in the psalms 
"Maui, the Tree of Life, full of gay fruit" (Psalm-Book II p. 
80: 24). Primarily, however, it is Jesus who in Manichaeism 

holds this position, for it is also said of Him that He is the 
"living wine", i. e. th� Wine of Life. 

Jesus, my true guard, mayest Thou guard me: 
Firstborn of the Father of the Lights3

, mayest Thou 
guard me. 

Thou art the living wine, the child of the true wine. 
Give us to drink a living wine from Thy wine. 

Psalm-Book II p. 151: 4-7.

Jesus alone has from the outset the right of being called the 
Tree of Life because He is the Wine of Life who gives to His 

1 This question requires a special investigation, which will be given in 
another work. 

2 See Widengren, Tlie Great Volm Manali p. 13. 
' For this designation of the Sa vi our see above p. 20. 
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faithful believers to drink from this Wine of Life, an unmistak
able allusion to the drinking of the cup of wine in the Eucharistic 
feast. Incidentally we may remark that nttpn n�n� is, of course, 
a mistranslation of the same kind we found earlier in this in
vestigation.1 

The conception of Jesus as the Tree of Life has played a 
considerable role in early Syrian Christianity, and no exhaustive 
treatment of this idea can be given here. Some material and 
viewpoints will however be presented in order to illustrate this 
notion, which is of capital importance for the understanding of 
the Christian myth and ritual in the Syrian church and Gnostic 
sects.2

It must be emphasized here that the image of Christ as the 
Tree of Life seems to have been a very common one in Syrian 
literature. Thus in the works of Aphrem, for instance, we often 
meet with expressions and allusions well suited to throw light 
upon this far-reaching idea. A hove all, attention should be called 
to the fact that Christ is pictured as the great antithesis of the 
tree in paradise from which Adam and Eve once ate the fruit. 

� loot �! oo, � �l

.,lm..?;.9 
-��,b..p..�

�::...o ,Le.-,; � ... ot0,..La H?o 

. .b,.;:.o 

The Tree of Life which was hid
den in paradise 

grew up in Marjam, and sprang 
forth from her, 

and in its shade creation hath 
repose, 

and it spreadeth itt1 fruits over 
those far and near . 

Lamy, Ephraemi Hymni et Sennones 11 col. 521: 11. 
1 The Coptic expresRion tranR]ates a Greek otvo� �o>v, which in its turn 

falsely renders a Syriac J.;.:..., �' the Wine of Life, written without the

plural points (correctly it ought to have been in that case """"" �). Tbne 

remains, however, the possibility that the Coptic expression is actually correct 

because "living" and "of Life" in reality often alternate, e.g. in the Mandaean 

writings where we find the term "living water", see below p. 154 ("living tree" 

p. 148).

:i That the borderline between "church"" and "sect" is extrPmely diffi(',alt 

to draw in the first centuries A. D., not }Past in Syria and Mesopotamia, has 

been demonstrated by Bauer in his Recltlgld-ubi,qkeit ttnd J(efzerei, esp. pp. 6-48 

for Syrian conditions. 
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Another passage emphasizes the antithesis between the two 
trees. 

There came unto us in its love 
the blessed tree. 

,Im a\ J.,m...o l;.a. The tree absolved the tree, 
B.!Jb U.La � the fruit came to nought through 

the fruit, 

� p� the death-bringing through life.

Lamy, Ephraemi Hymni et Sermones II col. 807: 1. 

Christ as the Tree of Life has blotted out the sin emanating 
from the eating of the tree in paradise. Christ is the fruit from 
Marjam who has frustrated Satan's deception of mankind in the 
shape of Adam and Eve who ate from the fruit. That is why 
Christ as Life has annihilated the death-bringing fruit. This 
thought is alluded to many times in the hymns of Aphrem (e. <J.

Hymni et Sermones II col. 517 ff.). 'fhis real Tree of Life abund
antly gives its fruits to mankind. 

The Tree of Life will satisfy thee and ex.tend to thee its living fruits. 

Burgess, The Repentance of Niniveh p. 180 (quoted from 
Bernard, The Odes of Solomon p. 65). 

ln some other instances, however, we find that the Tree of 
Life is identified with the cross on which Christ was crucified. 

�.l � �l 
-· \.. � ..9l• �, '--=·' 

,I ... e» l�� ._.;,::.

l&JP "6.)9 � 
� r,» · �L .J,J,;ot �o 

·r'''t � '-�;

The Tree of Life is the cross 
which gave a radiant life to our race. 
On the top of Golgotha Christ 
distributed life to men. 
And henceforth He further promised us 
the pledge of eternal life. 

Lamy, Ephraemi Syri Hym.ni et Sermones IV col. 769: 2. 

The cross has opened the lost paradise to mankind. 

�-:...;l "'�? �, The cross of Jesus hath opened 
�� oio�l? �� Eden which our sins kept closed. 
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loot l ?; �o ot,.1»0

.,l� �? J.,...;o{ 
And thenceforward went forth 
a path filled with life. 

Lamy, Ephmemi Syri Hymni et Sermones III col. 737: 2. 
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The terminus technicus for the Tree of Life is 'ilan �aii e. It 
is interestiug to note that there must exist a connexion between 
this Tree of Life which here is the cross, atd the pharmacum

vitae given by Christ. In the first place, let us stress the fact 
that the cross is a figuration of Christ as the Tree of Life. This 
is expressly stated in the following instance if we keep it together 
with the two just quoted. 

�.b ot� �o� ot;3

�� )')tl °'"'-» � Pt oo, 
-�?

Our Saviour typified His body in 
the tree, 

the one from which Adam did not 
taste because he sinned. 

Lamy, Ephraemi Syri Hymni et Sermones I col. 113: 18. 

Accordingly, the cross is mystically interpreted as the Tree 
of Life from which Adam could not eat in paradise on account 
of his sin. 

Christ as the Tree of Life and, at the same time, the wood 
of the cross seems to be spoken of in another hymn of Aphrem's. 

J.;...., t'""l loot � � Extremely mournful was the Tree 
of Life 

.� �? )')?JJ ,-ot,..J.,,.,? when He saw concerning Adam 
that he was hidden from Him. 

�llo � l�o� b.,;_b In the virgin earth He plunged 
. 

and was hidden, 
.l�� � �?O �o and He arose and shone forth 

from Golgotha. 
Rahmani, Ephraemi H.11mni de virg£nitate XVI: 10 p. 49. 

It is a common thought in the Syrian church that the body 
of Christ present in the Eucharist gives life to the communicants. 
It is well known that in this church after baptism the neophyte 
at once partook of the communion and was thought to be restored 
to paradise.1 This idea has found a special expression in cult 

1 See e.g. Bernard, The Odes of Solomon p. 7 4; Rahmani, Testamenfum 

Domini p. 220 f.
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practice in so far as the baptizands should bring nothing but 
one loaf of bread to the Holy Communion (4.m;.AOP J.» ♦1 :\ ,-w, 
Rahmani, Testamenfurn Donn·n-i p. 126: 6 ff.). The conception· of 
the return to paradise is expressed many times in Syrian litera
ture. We may quote Aphrem who says: 

�;i.+
'-
�"""'u 

-�� \.a.A��

He openeth unto you His door, 
and maketh you enter Eden. 

J.m..?� )l)!l ot»> I, P? l;J..a The fruit that Adam did not taste 
in paradise 

� J. J. l '-�Q.Jb � a..
. llo� 

today is placed in our mouths with 
joy 

Lamy, Ephraemi Syri Hymui et Serrnones I 
col. 111: 10; col. 113: 17. 

In another very interesting poem among his Paradise hymns 
t.he Syrian poet says: 

lb. �,b µot,J»

l?aJa ,b ,L..m.:,? 

.l&?o..o b, , .,, :\ '-.b.

J.m..?;JI! J.m,9� 
�P�o 

-�? l,;., 

The priest in the Gnosis 
of the Hidden one with the ephod 
entereth the sanctuary 
in the symbol of paradise 
and tasteth the Tree 
through the Mystery of Manifestation. 

Overbeck, l.!,'phraemi Syri ... opr:ra selecta p. 349 stanza 7. 

Here the comparison between paradise with the Tree of Life, 
on one hand, and the sanctuary with the elements of Holy Com
munion, on the other, is expressly drawn by A phrem. The same 
thing is said by a writer living many centuries later, but con
ceivably not only in this respect preserving old ideas. 

The entrance to the Holy of Holies signifies the entering 
into the Tree of Life from which Adam was prohibited. 

JJfoses bar Kepha, Expositor 1911 p. 341. 

vVe Lave seen that Aphrem addressing himself to the newly 
baptized allucles to the bod.r of Christ as the substantial element 
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of Communion. The body of the Saviour is depicted as the fruit 
of the Tree of Life. Or He is Himself this very Tree of Life. 
This fact carries us to a very interesting question of termino
logy. The technical term for Christ as the life-giving force in 
the Eucharist is the well known expression pharmacum V'itae, 

especially famous from the epistles of Ignatius where the author 
says in a celebrated passage: 

or xcx't' ayopa. x,tYt mh,;e� lY 
X1Xf)t'tt ... ouyepxeo-0-e ... £YI%. 
iip'tOY XAWY'te;, o; £0'ttY (flXPJ-1,CX
'XOY d{),cxycxo£cxi;;, CXY'tloo,;o� 1:00 µ iJ 
chi:o-0-cxye!Y, d).).d: ;YjY ey 'l1jcnO 
Xpto't(j> od 1tCXY'toi;;. 

Meet in common assembly in 
grace every one of you, man by 
man, . . . breaking one bread, 
which is the medicine of immor
tality, the antidote preserving us, 
that we should not die, but live 
for ever in Jesus Christ. 

Ignatius ad Ephes. 20: 2. 

As will be shown later, this Greek term <p1Xpµ.cx'XOY cx-0-aya.a!a.i;; 
has its counterpart in the Syriac expression j:.:., � which is 
found in many passages to be quoted in the sequel in such a 
context as to be clearly the equivalent of the q;lipµa.'XOY ('ti'ji;;) 
d-0-a.n.a{ai;;.1

This expression is thus translated by the Syriac sam �aife. 

Now it is worth observing that in Greek there are three syno
nymous expressions, for beside <pe.ipµcxxoy (,;11<;) a-0-ayaa(a.i;; we find 
q;apµcx'XOY OW't'Yjpta.i;; (e.g. Euripides Phoen. 893), and q;apµa.xoy 1:i'ji;;
;wi'ji;; (NGG A 1919 p. 292).2 In the Syriac language there is 
thus one term, but in Greek three. Furthe1· the three Greek words 
�wfj, ci-0-aYcxola., and ow't1)pla are all of them found as renderings 
of the Syriac (Aramaic) word J...:IJ (r,"n). That this holds true of 
;w'Yj and ci-0-a.vcxolcx goes without saying, but also owt1)pta cor
responds to an Aramaic 1""M, as in Luke L 77 where 1YWO'Li;; 

1 Note especially the Acts of Thoma�, ch. 136 in the Sinaitic fragments 
Sturlia Sinaitica 9 p. 29 col. a I. 4 ff.: "for the medicine of Life thou ha.st not 
tasted", �,o>, b � U J:.:..i.,? J-=, as Burkitt says op. cit. p. 41 n.: "per
haps we ought to read sammii instead of la?tnl(i, to agree with the Greek obas

'too 'tij' twij; ly!!uow r.papµcixou (Bonnet 7411 ' 20)." Surely we ought to! 
1 For various equivalents of the Ignatian expression see Schermann, Zu1·

E,·klarung der Stelle epist. ad Ephes. 20, 2 des l,qnati11� von Ant., Tlt<J l\JlO 
pp. 6 ff. 

9-461,24 Geo Wideng-ren
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aw't1jpia.; is rendered by the Syr. J..w? l�t»-1 Our conclusion 
.must then be that the three Greek words are different ways of 
translating the Aramaic ,.,.,n and the Syriac ,l:..u, and accordingly, 
that the Greek expression q,�pµ.a.x.oy ('ti);} cH)•a.ya.aia.; renders an 
original Aramaic term. Actually, as was just stated, the very 
expression sam fiafre is repeatedly met with in Syrian literature, 
and especially do we find it in the hymns of A phrem (e.g. Lamy, 
Hymni et Sermones I col. 155: 4; 603: 15; II 499: 9; 523: 14). 

There are some other instances from the writings by Aphrem 
that are well worth quoting. We will give two from the Car
mina Nisibena. 

� 1' m \ �a.a. 

�lo ..a.a.m a..Oot!

, °'' e \ � lb..i.e.Jt .b.L> 

Glory to the Medicine of Life, 
that He was sufficient and cured 
the sickness of the souls through His 

doctrine. 

Bickell, Ephraemi Syri Carmina N-Z:sibena p. 55: 131-133. 

In this hymn, as we see, Christ is at the same time the 
physician and the medicine offere<l by Him. The double aspect 
of the Saviour, the active and the passive, is thus met with here. 
Of still greater interest is another passage. 

J.a.ta.o """'o� oi�l 
.� � OIJl);L 

He baptized him with the Holy Spirit, 
He nourished him with the medicine of 

Life. 

Bickell, Ephraemi Syri Carmina Nis£bena p. 91: 84 f. 

In view of our main thesis we of course stress the fact that 
Baptism and the Eucharist are mentioned together, that is, the 
ritual use of the Water of Life and the Tree of Life is kept 
side by side as forming one combined action. As usual in the 
Syrian church, the regular succession of baptism and communion 
is accordingly hinted at. 

As a nearly stereotypical term for Christ the expression Medi
cine of Life is used, also outside His presence, in the Eucharist 

1 For aw,Y)p!a. as the equivalent of i-�:-: in Arauiaic inscriptions {pointed out 
by Lidzbarski) i1ee ThLZ 37 (HH2) col. 386 aod HO.A. 1890 p. 398 where 
Lagarde bas pointed to Luke l: 77. 
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if only thoughts are directed to His vivifying power. We read 
e.g. in another of the Nisibenian songs:

�a , e \ ot,\.. �� µ..., � The Medicine of Life entered Sheol
-�� �lo and vivified its dead.

Bickell, Ephraemi Syri Carmina Nisibena p. 63: 179 f. 

Returning to our main theme we may appropriately quote a 
passage from a homily on Easter by Qurilyona where he makes 
Christ teach His disciples a.bout the celebration of Easter.1 

,boa.. ,l.Jot 
--..?"" loot-J 
l,Leo .,..�o 

.�a.. �QJ) � 

\.o�-'-.J �
·(OMO! �.D 

\.o;;..,..,-'-.J �

\..� ;.s-'-.J �
·��l? �

�J. \.Q.,,QJ1U � 

\.a..a.?""-'-.J � 
�J.:.:» 

.lL ?O )O'),)O? 
�ll. .:)Ol �o 

.lLta»,» 

This day 
may be holy 
and blessed and comely 
more than all days. 
On it may be comforted 
all who are distressed. 
On it may be liberated 
all who are subdued. 
On it may be redeemed 
all who are afflicted. 
On it - further - may go out 
all who are imprisoned. 
On it may be consecrated 
the visible waters 

of baptism. 
On it - further - may be established 
baptism. 
On it may be born 
the perfect people. 

1 For Easter as the great feast of baptism see e. ,<J. Baumstark, Fesfbrei-ier 

und Kircltenjahr der sy1·ischen Jakobiten, pp. 24 7 ff. For the mystical inter
pretation of this fact see Expositio officiornrn tcoJ,es-iae, CSCO Scriptores Syri II 
Vol. 92 Versio p. 87 f., Textus p. 96 f.: "Why, when Our Lord was baptized 
on Epiphany, lsoyabh ordered baptism on the eve of resurrection" etc. CC.

also Case), Art mul Sinn cler iillr.sten christlir:hen O.,te1feier in J L l'V XIV 
(1934) p. 61. 
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\.�� � On it may be rejuvenated 
.a.ol.l? � the old men who have grown old. 

� "-°"<-' � On it may the children on earth 
.,b..;,b � be many for me. 

\.�� � And on it may be elevated 
.µc,o� W mankind unto the height. 

ZDMG XXVII (1873) p. 576: 509-533. 

Leaving aside all other interesting topics in this hymn we 
only wish to lay stress upon one special passage.1 It is said of 
the day of Easter: 

On it may be rejuvenated 
the old men who have grown old. 

By partaking in the Eucharist, here understood to be the 
medicine of Life, old men are rejuvenated. Every man who par
takes of the plant, or fruit, of Life gains life in a very real 
sense of the word, being made young again. This conception 
perhaps carries us a step further, back to the popular eschato
logical beliefs in the Syrian church, especially found in the 
writings of Aphrem.2 Here again we meet the idea of rejuvena
tion, but this time connected with the vivid pictures of the 
existence in paradise. There is one hymn quoted by Andrae 
which most aptly illustrates this conception.3 Aphrem thinks 
that the gift of rejuvenation is distribut.ed in paradise. But in 
the homily on Easter by Qurilyona we saw that even on earth 
people were able to be young again by participating in the 
Eucharist. There is, however, no real inconsistency in the two 
trends of thought. Even here on earth the Christians are partakers 
of the gift which is bestowed abundantly in paradise. As has 

1 Among other topics we note that baptism is thonght of af! being an 
elevation to heaven, a kind of rnassaqii'i, a conception with which we may 
compare, int. al., the doctrine taught in RigneJI. Briefe -von Johanne.<; dem Eir1•

siedler, p. 16, where we actually tind this term lb. am». The most interesting 
topic is perhaps the liberation of the prisonerii, a motif recurring in association 
with the coronation festh-als, see Widengren RoB II (1943), p. 71 f.

1 
Cf. Andrae, Der lJrspn,n_q d('S Islams und clas Christentwm, pp. 14fi ff. 

s See Andrae, op. rit. p. 148. 
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been pointed out before, there was a common idea in the Syrian 
church that, after baptism, the neophyte entered pandise and 
in the Eucharist tasted the fruit which was withheld from Adam.1 

Now we are able to understand how Aphrem can speak of the 
rejuvenation in paradise. It is because they there get the eternal 
gift of the Tree of Life, Christ. When they enter the gates of 
the blessed dwellings, the Medicine of Life in the Eucharist is 
distributed to them. So we are able to reconstruct the ideas 
underlying the descriptions given by Aphrem. In the ritual of 
baptism accompanied by Holy Communion there is a transient 
visitation of paradise and a partaking of life; but after death 
the stay there will last for eternity, and the true rejuvenation 
will take place. 

This conception is clearly expressed in the following wish in 
a Syrian Eucharistic prayer: 

... � �°' Grant me ... 
r\>\? � �lo that I may find eternal life 

.�, ,Lu..)t J,Jl .alo� r-° when I partake of the Tree of Life, 

.J,.»o.b..» l;o,a.L\.,o and the everlasting light 

-:-�? J.a,..t° '-o� p::,.., with all your saints. 

Rucker, Anaphorae Syriacae I p. 28: 12 ff. 

In the light of this prayer we are able to interpret correctly 
the ritual background of the well known saying in the Apoca
lypse of John. 

Tcf> Y�XWY'Cl owcrw Cl.U'tc'f> 

cpx1a!y h 'tOO �uA�u 'tTj� �WY/�,

6 EO'tlY lY 't<f> mx.pe1.6a£cnr 'tOU

&a�o. 

To him that overcometh I will 

give 
to eat of the Tree of Life 

which is in the paradise of 
God. 

Book of Reve]ation 2: 7.

It may not be out of the way to quote the Syriac transla
tion in view of the role played by the material from the Syrian 
church. 

1 See above pp. 125 f. 
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And to him that overcometh I 
shall give 

\u� �? .lm-o �

.l�h ,lm.?;..sb ,_o,oLl? oot 

to eat from the Tree of Life, 

that which is in the para
dise of God. 

The New Testament in Syriac, Book of Revelation 2: 7 .1 

The word � very often denotes the tree of the Cross, but 
in the Syriac translation of the Book of Revelation it is used 
of the Tree of Life throughout the book.2 It is however specially 
interesting in this connexion to note the idea that Christ banging 
on the cross is imagined to be the cluster of the true vine. This 

conception is brought to the fore in an impressive pasRage of 
one of the poems by Qurilyona. 

-o;l? J.»� oot a.Jot This is the vine that giveth to
drink 

'-°� cu.oo J,a,JJJ to mankind so that they obtain 
their lives. 

ot, a•=-? ,J.»;..o cot .lJot This is the vine that through 
its drink 

Jl;,:::,.l? ,I.AJLJ � comforteth the souls of the 
mourners. 

JJ� � lL� ..__ .• '? 

otea, ;�? Oot JJ� 

This is the vine that through its 
wine 

purifieth creation from iniquity. 

It is the cluster that pressed it
self out 

at eventide in the upper chamber, 

and gave itself in the cup to His 
disciples 

1 For the Jewish h:wkground in this passage see Bousset, Die Offenbarnng 

Jol,annis p. 209. Bonsset has, howe\'er, not seen that there is a cultic situa

tion here. Christ as the Tree of Life is alluded to, whose bodily elements 

offered in the Eucharist are the frnits of this tree. For the expression "to over

come·· see Bnltmnnn, Die. Bede1tfung der ne·uerscltlossenen rnand. u. maniclt. 
Quellen, in ZXW XXIV (1925) pp. 128 IT. 

1 The idea of the Cross as the Tree of Lire is found, e.g., in Lamy, Ry11111i 

et Sermon,'8 IV col. 769: 2; III col. 737: 2; I col. 113: 18. It occurs already in 

Ignatius, a<l Trall. 11: 2, for which see Sehlier, Re.li,qion.c:geseh. Unters. z. d. 
Ign. brief. p. 108 n. l. 
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l;; .... , oot �Ln

�l � � J.»;.o ol

Ji, U pob» )";J.�! 

l� � -l,ot; p!l
"'� � J.J.l l�
t;a..1,, � ki-J u.�

�J!�;�� 
lU.� � l.�ot a,.,.,•

as the testament of truth. 
0 vine, how strong thou art, 
thou whose riches are never 

lacking. 

Adam rose from the tomb, 
Eve came from Sheol. 
The Church paid a visit from the 

mountains, 
and the nations came together 

from all quarters. 
They saw the cluster that was 

hanging 
above the top of the cross. 
The vine-shoot was for it Gol

gotha 
and from it sweetness looked 

out. 
With their lips they received its 

blood, 
and with their hands they seized 

His truth. 
The vine is Christ who came 

to us, 
in love He stretched out the 

cluster to us. 
Bickell, D1'.e Gedichte Cyrillouas, ZDJJIG XXVII (1873)

p. 580: 309-320; 581: 343-354.

In this poem we note the extremely realistic language in the 
symbolical mode of expression, and observe the same double 
aspect of the Saviour as before: He is both active and passive, 
He is the cluster that pressed itself, just as He is the physician 
who gave Himself as the medicine. Moreover, it is worth noting 
that the vine ought to be the very tree of life because the wine 
is the draught of life as designating the blood of Christ. 

We desist from tracing the Christian Syrian symbolical lan
guage back to the New Testament where, of course, it has many 
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of its roots1
, and instead wish to emphasize the fact that the 

symbol of Christ as the Tree of Life with His bodily elements 
imagined to be the cluster of grapes hanging from the living 
vine and in this manner distributing Himself to His worshippers 
recurs in liturgical literature. From the liturgical homilies by 
Narsai we may quote two passages . 

.1»10 l� "\♦b �o 

nom•� 

�otO l,,l ;..o..U ll.� J.,..:ii,..o

.l;.»l 

-� � lot

And while the Body and the Blood is 
being distributed to all receivers, 

the Church crieth out in honour of 
the Mysteries; and thus it saith: 

"Lo, the Medicine of Life!" 

Mingana, Nm·sai ... Homiliae et Carmina I p. °!l;; 
Connolly, The Litur.qical Homilies of Narsai p. 29. 

It is important to note that during the distribution of the 
Eucharist the congregation thus states that in the Holy Com
munion it receives the very Medicine of Life. The other passa.ge 
is also of special interest. 

'-� BJ.a �9�D? l�,b 
LU� 

�? B'-9 � �ol ot,!:\

. LJ», n ., 

,lL,ol �� � ;p?.b 
.Lu,.. ll� 

� �.b-9 ;p?l �o

.otLo>n,mo� 

By the hand that plucked the fruit 
in Eden wickedly, 

by the same He hath reached out 
to us the fruit of Life wisely . 

In Adam He cursed us and gave us 
for food to gluttonous Death; 

and by a Son of Adam He hath 
opened to us the spring of His 
sweetness. 

Mingana, Narsai ... Homil£ae et Carmina I p. �; 
Connolly, The Liturgical Homihes of Narsai p. 58. 

We need not especially point out how near the conception 
expressed in the last quotation agrees ·with some sayings from 
the works by Aphrem cited above. 

The very realistic ideas of life connected with the symbol of 
the Medicine of Life or the Tree of Life (which are, as we haYe 

1 That the Jobannine symhol of the grape-vine is the Tree of Life has been 

demonstrated hy SC"hweitzer EGO ElJfl pp. 39 ff. I shall revert to the question. 
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seen, completely identical) have been met with in the preceding 
pages. From later liturgical literature (which is very difficult to 
assign to a definite date) we may give the following quotation 
showing much the same conceptions. 

Behold, the Medicine of Life, which descended from on high, 
is dispensed in the Church, a.nd is bidden in the Sacraments, 
in the bread and wine. Put forth now your hands, 0 ye who 
are dying, and have taken up your abode in Sheol on account 
of our sins, take and be forgiven, and attain unto life, and 
reign with Christ, and sing and say: Alleluia, this is the 
Bread, of which if any man shall eat he shall escape bell. 

Badger, The Nestoriaus and their Rituals II p. 167 f. § 2. 

We have already found in Apbrem's Carmina Nisibena the 
name of Medicine of Life given to Christ descending into Sheol 
in order to liberate the imprisoned souls. In this liturgical sec
tion we see how the dying souls in Sheol are thought of as 
being restored to life by partaking of the Medicine of Life which 
is given to them in the Sacrament of the bread and wine. 

From the liturgical commentary by George of the Arabs 
(d. 724) on the Jacobite liturgy we are able to quote a couple 
of passages demonstrating the uninterrupted continuity of these 
ideas.1

.a.o?"° ��? l�n �? �°'� 
,Lu...l lu.? lla.i::.;..ob �?o..o 
p?l � ,?,�? oo, .b.?o.a.» �? 

.J,J?"°as � � ,L.;a.a. � 

The entry of the male into the 
Holy of Holies signifies the 
approach to the Tree of Life, 
from which in the beginning 
Adam was withheld by reason 
of the transgression of the 
commandment. 

Connolly & Codrington, TitJO Commentarfrs on the 

Jacobite Liturgy p. J (text}, p. 15 (transl.). 

As we are able to ascertain, this idea is nearly always ex
pressed in so fixed wordings that we might be entitled to speak 

1 I have quoted one of these passages already in Religionens vii.rid, p. 246, 

where the connexion with the royal ideology and the .Mesopotamian pattern 

has been stressed. 
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of a formulated doctrine. We remind the reader of the identical 
passages in the works by Aphrem and Moses bar Kepha, which 
were given in the preceding. 

In another passage this doctrine (or perhaps we should sa.y 
dogma) which, as it would seem, is generally accepted in the 
Syrian church, is nearly completely summed up and formulated 
when the commentator says: 

"'-?a.A» �la no>\ �� �? �t» 

.ho•·\ -�? �l-otoLl? oo, �� 

l�l? °'� -�? l� �?

� loot Ll .l»? .al, oot l�

-�? �l? _o,o,.1,9 ,o�Ll?

1.'he altar signifies to us Emma
nuel Himself, who is the Tree 
of Life. The bread and wine 
which are upon it (signify) the 
body of God the Word, wherein 
was blood also, and they are 
the fruits of the Tree of Life. 

Connolly & Codrington, Tu:o Commentaries on the

Jacobite Liturgy p. "-# (text), p. 17 (transl.).1 

Because of the material already adduced in the foregoing 
pages this passage needs no commentary. We only wish to stress 
the fact that the mythical ideas with which we are concerned 
in this chapter ,can without intermission be shown to have a 
fixed ritual setting in life. 

The Syriac term sam !1-aiie, the medicine of life, is properly 
the "medicinal plant of life", for samma is the medical herb.2 It 
is the same word as the Accadian samnn.t. This fact at once 
takes us back to the Accadian equivalent of sam ?iaiie, i.e. smn

bala(i, the plant of life, and the important part played by this 
conception in Mesopotamian myth and ritual.3

We cannot enter here upon a discussion of the Mesopotamian 
ideas of the Tree of Life, but we only wish to emphasize the 
significant position held by them in t4e ro)·al ideology.' 

1 For the name of Emmanuel the editor compares Dionys. Areop. De

Ecclc�. Hier. cb. IV. 
2 See Jensen, KB VJ I p. oi4, and Budge, Syriac Book of Medicine If 

p. 722, where a sanmu"i d'(1ewy<i is mentioned which is a geutian.
3 Cr. above p. 29 and below p. 156. 

• 8ee Engnell, Studies -in Divine Hinysln'p, pp. 20 ff., an(l Widengren, RoB II

�19-13) pp. 03 ff. 
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There is, however, a curious detail in the poem by Qurilyona 
which deserves a renewed examination, this time from an his
torical point of view. It was said there as to the day of Easter: 

On it may be rejuvenated 
the old men who have grown old. 

By partaking in the Eucharist, in this instance understood 
as the medicine of life, old people are rejuvenated. This con
ception recalls to our minds the curious name of the plant of 
life given to it in the Epic of Gilgamesh, i.e. "young becomes 
man as old", sebu i�aljir amelu (Epic of Gilgamesh ed. Thomp
son XI 281).1 Thus, in the ancient Mesopotamian mythical designa
tion of the plant of life, we find the same notion of rejuvena
tion expressed as in the homily by the Syrian-Christian poet. 

To return to the Syriac texts, we may point to a passage in 
the madhrasha on Paradise where with a somewhat bold com
bination of two metaphors A phrem en ounces the following ex
hortation: 

.Im ft no Pl� ol Come, let us cling to the Tree, 

.J.:,.:.u � � ��? who gave us the Bread of Life. 

Overbeck, E'phraemi Syri ... opera p. 354: 6 f. 

The adaptation of the symbol used in John 6: 35, 48 (51)2 to 
the common image of the Tree of Life seems to point to the 
use of this expression as being nearly conventional. More con
crete background is provided in a passage from another Syrian 
poet Isaac of Antioch when be says: 

1 It may deserve mentioning that the Syriac word siiM is the same word 
as the Accad. 'llebu. The original meaning of the root is "to get grey hair", 
cf. Brockelmann, Lex. Syriacum p. 469 s. v. lb:o ·;en, "crines albi", and De
litzsch, Assy1·. Handworterln,clt s. v. ::.·-:i. 

1 In the last passage o apto\; o ,wv is given in the Greek text, but else 
o cipto, tii, t;wfi,. The Syriac text in Evangelion Dnmpharresbc correspondingly
bas ,l:.:w? J» o� and J.,...., ,I» ♦1 � • The alternation is an instructive illustra
tion of what bas been stated ab11\·e, p. 125. In view of the text given above in 
the exposition, the Aramaic expre:-sion originally used was presumably i"":-: :::-:, 
( = Syriac J.:,.:.u �). The use of the word ,u:n.o shows that the Cross is 

intended, for Jm ft no �lll is an idiomatic phrase meaniug "to be hung on 
the cross"'. Apbrem thus, in a way, plays with the verb �lll in its associa
tion with the noun J.m...o. 
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�Ul .L.D.a. JJn 

.B�? l;,La � JJLo 
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Come, marvel at the Tree, 
that groweth without watering, 
and on which the fruit of Light hangeth. 

Bickell, lsaaci Antioche11i ... opera I p. 256: 141 f.

Mark the contrast to the Tree of Life in ancient Mesopo
tamian religion, the symbol of the 'Tammuz' god, who has not 
life without being watered with the water of life by the king in 
the royal cult.1 Tammuz as the Tree of Life cannot grow without 
the ritual watering, for a well known text depicts the dying 
Tammuz as a withered plant whic:h has not water to drink 
{Zimmern, Tanwnulieder No. 3: 16-25). The Syrian Christian 
conception is of special interest as offering both an illustration 
of the tenacity with which Mesopotamian ideas survived in the 
Syrian church and a striking example of the antithesis Christ
Tammuz. Christ is described as the Tree of Life and, accord
ingly, He has inherited the old Tammuz symbol, but at the same 
time He is felt to be infinitely superior to Tammuz.2

That, notwithstanding this passage, the Water of Life has 
played a considerable role in the mythical ideas of Syrian Chris
tianity can nevertheless easily be proved, e. g. by a passage from 
the Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles where Thomas exclaims: 

J.u.l? J..,.a,o..9l � .•• �µol JJl 

,J.:.-? J,..� � �? 

But we speak of ... the incor
ruptible food of the Tree of Life 
and of the Draught of Life. 

Wright, Apocryphal Acts of the Apostle8 
p. ot; {text), p. 177 (transl.).3

1 See Widengren RoB II (1943) p. 53 r.
1 Concerning the fruit of Light, we rerer to the Mandaean text quoted 

below, Jl. 147. 
1 For the tr:rnslntiou of the difficult .J.. .. ? J.�h 1-.a,a.al, see Wright, op. cit.

177 n. a. �ote the realistic mode of expression! The Greek \'Crsion in this section 
or the text has a rather different rendering of some \'alue for onr purpose giving 
<ii-1..ii ).eyoµ;;v ... 1tcpl -crj;; ciµ�po�t· But we speak of ... the immortal food 
w�o\J; -cpo(pr;; Y.cti i:ou no-cou 'ti;S iiµ- and the drnngbt of the true vine. 
1tei,O'J ·n;: cii.r, lh-1i; :;;. 

Bonnet, Acta Apostolorwn Aporrypha II: 2 p. 11>4; .J:imes, The Apocry

phal 1'l'sfament p. 382. 
ThiR text shows, inter alia, that the true viue, Christ, is nothing bnt the 

Tree or Life.
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The food of the Tree of Life and the Draught of Life, as 
Wright has observed, have their counterparts in the Hymn to 
the Daughter of Light where we read: 

.�� � _)l)Ob � J,...m�l? 

� � ��lo 

-�ot,..� �Ol_t»O ��!

And they shall praise the living 
Father, 

whose majestic light they have 
received, 

and have been enlightened by the 
splendour of their Lord, 

of whose supply they have re-
ceived 

that never hath any corruption, 

and have drunk of the Life 

which maketh those who drink 
of it long and thirst. 

Wright, Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles p. � (text}, p. 151 
(transl.}; Preuschen, Zwe.i gnostische Hymnen p. 16, 17. 

The Greek version provides a rather different text, of which 
we will only quote the end. 

OU 'tlJY a11�pwat<XY �()WOlY eU-
�<XY'tO 

!1'YJ0€Y OAOY d1touat<XY ixouaay· 
imoy 0€ 'X<Xl li1to 'COO OLYOU

'tou 11 ll ot�<XY <XO'tot; 1txplxov'to; 
'X<Xi em&uµ(ay· 

Whose immortal food they have 
received 

that hath no corruption at all, 
and have drunk of the wine 
that giveth them neither thirst 

nor desire. 

Bonnet, Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha II: 2 p. 110 (text); 
James, The Apocryphal New Testament p. 367 f. (transl.). 

Curiously enough, and contrary to what seems to be an almost 
general rule, the Syriac text in this section of the poem seems, 
on the whole, to have preserved more of the original wording.1 

We find here such Gnostic terms as Splendour, zitcli (cf. the 

1 The Armenian version, Prcuschen a. a. p. 16, preserved in a fragmentary 
condition has advanced further toward a text that is completely watered down. 
It gives only: 
mek' camanesi;uk' 'i harsanis er/mmror We shall come to the heavenly wedding, 
ew arbquk' zginin uraxar. and drink the wine that maketh joyous. 
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Manichaean and Mandaean texts), and Life, �aj,.ie, as a divine 
hypostasis as well as a concrete matter to eat and drink. But 
what does it mean when we hear of the Draught of Life, or of 
the Life that is drunk? The Greek version has read l� instead 
of J,..u, thus getting "wine" instead of "life". That cannot help 
us in this case. We have rather to think of the well known 
passage 1 Cor. 12: 13 where we read: x.xt yap ev ht 1tveuµ1X1:L 
tjµ.et; 1trf v,:e; el� ev awµ.IX e�.x1t,:£a{hJµ.ev . . . xo:t 1trfv,:e� EY 1tveuµcx 
£1to,:£a&11µ.ev. This enigmatical saying has been combined by 
Reitzenetein with the words uttered by Jesus in John 4: 14 and 
6: 32, 35. He says: "Beide Stellen (i.e. John 4: 14 and 1 Cor. 12: 13) 
waren erklart, wenn sich im altesten christlicben Ritual ein orga
nischer Zusammenhang zwischen Taufe und A bendmahl erweisen 
liesse." 1 The material adduced here from the Syrian church shows 
that such an organic connexion is at hand at least in Syrian 
Christianity within and outside the "orthodox" church, but the 
complete demonstration why this simply must be the case can, 
of course, not be given in the present work.2

Accordingly we think that the drinking of Life, the Draught 
of Life, spoken of in the Acts of Thomas is the baptism which 
is mentioned together with the Eucharist, the food from the 
Tree of Life.3 With this agrees the interpretation of certain 

1 Reitzenstein, Die Vorgeschichte der ch,-istlichen Tattfe p. 62 n. 2. The 
passage 1 Cor. 10: 4 is to be compared, as also Lietzmann admits, An die 

Korinther, p. 63. In that case we have to do with the drinking of baptismal 
water as the draught administered in Holy Communion. For a bibliography 
on this question cf. Bultmann, Das Evan_qelium des Johannes, p. 166 n. 3 and 
p. 134 n. 1. For the time being, I refer also to my paper in RoB V (1946),
Den ltimmelska intronisationen och dopef, pp. 28 ff. esp. pp. 49 f.

1 I hope to be able to show in another work that in connexion with 
baptism and communion we find the survival of an ancient ritual of eothroniza
tion. For the time being, see the paper in RoB V (1946) esp. pp. 62 f. 

3 In this connexion we may refer to the praise of Christ (in a Eucharistic 
prayer!) in tbe Acts of John, ch. l 09; Wright, Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles 

p. wJ.m (text), p. 64 (transl.).
For Thou art the Lord, wbo wast called the root of immortality

and the fountain of incorruption, and the foundation of the Aeons. 

The expression �.s,;.,? l�l� can also be translated ns by Wright "the 
uni versti'" (properly "the worlds'"), but in view of the clear Gnostic surroundings 
in these acts it seems obvious that we should translate �:.,. by "Aeon'", 
whieh implies infinity both in room and time. For this translation of the 
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passages in the Odes of Solomon given by Bernard. We have 
e.g. the introduction to Ode 30. 

Fill ye water for yourselves 
from the living fountain of 
the Lord: 

.'-� -�u, � 

J.� � J,:.6!1 '-�a.A olo

for it hath been opened to you: 

And come all ye thirsty and 
take a draught, 

.J.;.»? �a.:..»� �lllo and rest by the fountain of 
the Lord. 

For fair it is and pure; 

.j..&.a.J e ♦f a 9)00 and it giveth rest to the soul 

Harris & Mingana, The Odes a11d Psalms of Solomon, 

Ode XXX: 1-3. 

Bernard has compared with this passage some verses from 
another Ode where we read: 

Lo;o Lblo 

.�L»·u, � J.:.» �

And water of the Logos drew near 
my lips 

from the fountain of the Lord 
plenteously. 

And I drank and was inebriated 

with the living water that doth 
not die. 

Harris & Mingana, The Odes and Psalms of Solomon, 

Ode XI: 6-7.1 

Syrinc word cf. also the note by Noldeke in Cumont, Die orientalischen Reli

_qionen p. 276 n. 109. The passage in the Acts of John just 11uoted has nn 
interesting counterpart in the Manclaean liturgies. 

Thou art the fountain, the great root of Life. 
Thou art the First, thou art the Last. 

Lidzbarski, Mandaisclte Liluryfrn p. 130: 11 f. 

,Ye note here the same assoeiation between the Water and the Tree of Life. 
and also the praise of Christ ns au Aeon! 

1 For the translation src Lewy, Sobri<i Ebril'fns p. 84. 
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In both these Odes we are obviously confronted with the 
water of Life, which in the 11th Ode is the water of Gnosis too. 
The water of Life is also the water of Wisdom. 

The water of Life also meets in the 6th Ode: 

,I.al �A&J 
. .J.,.�o l�; l;� looto 

b, .. ;l �:..., J.:.°!l '-°� a...b..a.lo 

·. �to ._;.b..a.l l•ot.30

--ota..LAJA� �ot ,".,. ·� 
l .. � Oot!

For there went forth a stream 

and became a river great and 

broad. 

All the thirsty upon earth were 
given to drink, 

and thirst was done away and 

quenched; 

for from the Most High the 
draught was given. 

Blessed then are the ministers 

of that draught, 

who have been entrusted with 

that water of His. 

For every one knew them in 
the Lord, 

and they lived by the water 
an eternal life. 

Harris & Mingana., The Odes and Psalms of Solomon, 

Ode VI: 8, 11-13, 18. 

It is worth observing that the cultic background, as Bernard 
contends, is proved b.v the Syriac term J aexi:uo, which in the 

Coptic version has its counterpart in the Greek loan-word 6tixow)t. 

We can agree with Bernard when he says that this word "may 
carry an allusion to the Christian deacone who administered 

baptism." 1

That the Water of Life in the Odes of Solomon is especially 
thought of as being the Water of Wisdom is generally admitted.2 

It is possible that, through the mediation of Israelitic-J ewish 

1 Bernard, The Odes of Solomon p. 59. 
1 8ee the commentary gi,·en by Harris and Mingana, Tfi,, Ude.� and 1'1Sal111s 

of Solomon p. 235 f., 3Gi f. 
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ideas, this conception ultimately goes back to ancient Mesopo
tamian mythical notions, although the historical evolution as yet 
remains rather obscure.1

The realistic understanding of the term and conception of 

Life found in the Syrian church is met. with in the Odes too, 
as bas been demonstrated long ago by Lindblom. From the Odes 
we may, above all, refer to the 18th Ode, v. 2 f. 

"""»!ot �Ll 
.�""'4# � ��AJ JI? �l 

-���;(lJot,a.o
-��J .. ��o

My members were strengthened 

that they might not fall from His power. 

Sickness removed from my body, 

and it stood for the Lord by His will. 

As Lindblom has shown, this notion of Life in the Odes 
represents the concrete meaning of health and freedom from 
sickness. "More explicitly, it cannot be said that the new life 
in the first place is understood in a physical meaning. It implies 
a liberation from bodily sickness and infirmity." 2 From the 
realistic idea of the import connected with ''Life" we are carried 
back to the meaning of "Life" in the Johannine writings.3 

1 We may hint nt the well-known fact that Ea who has the command of 
the water of life proceeding from Apsn by meQns of the use made in coDjura
tions of this water is the god both of magic, wisdom and healing, see e. g.

Dhorme, Les Religions de Babylonie et d' Assyrie, p. 33 f. The missing link is, 
however, not yet analyzed. 

2 Translated by me from Lindblom, Li/1,ets ide p. 43. 'fhe same very con
crete evaluntion of the benefits provided by the sacraments is found e.g. in 
the doctrines of the Gnostic Menander who had a very high opinion of the 
vivifying power of the baptism in his own name, for it is said in Irenneus I 
23: 6 t.bat by means of the baptism of him his disciples achieved a revival and 
were able to "perseverare non 11enescentes et immortales". Here again the idea 
of rejuvenation in eternity! Mny we in this connexion also recall the words 
of Didache X: 3 7Jµtv at txap!ow 1tvsu1.1a'ttx71v 'tpoq>ijv xat 1wtov xai. tw71v al<iJVtov 
atci 'tOt> 1tatao, ooo, where the association of the elements of the Euchnrist and 
eternal life would seem to point to the underlying idea that eternal life is 
given by means of the Holy communion'? It is true that the kind of life given 
is not explained in greater detail, and for that reason the passage bns not 
much to give except as an early testimony of the ideas connected with the 
distribution of commnnion. 

3 Cf. Lindblom op. cit. pp. liO ff. and Das eici_qe. Leben, p. 227 f., pp. 232 ff. 
See further especially Rultmann, Das Evan,qelium des Johamies, e. _q. pp. 174 ff., 
193 ff. 

10-46524 Geo Widengren
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In the Syrian church we have seen these realistic conceptions 
expressed in a nearly drastic manner. It is above all interesting 
to note that they here have a fixed cultic setting in life. The 
concrete estimation of the medicine of Life which is distributed 
in the Eucharist is aptly illustrated by a passage from the poetry 
by Isaac of .Antioch, which in addition we may quote here. He 
contrasts the medicine given by dh·ine Grace to earlier genera
tions, consisting of sacrifices and burnt-offerings - institutions 
of no value for the healing of the sick - and the true medicine 
given to the churches (the plural lJ.� is used!) for eternity, viz.

the Eucharist, .la.ta.o. He then goe; on: 

�?.l.m 
.ba,IJ ��� 

,l::.l.A» �l1.l JI 
\..OOI,.•� o�

� �ot-0 

lJ.� la.10..0 
l�;» l.ml»?

l� .l.M»o

·P� \..�o

She hath seen (as to) the healing that she 
hath bestowed, 

the medicine (consisting) of calves, 
for the forgiveness of debts; 
not were the suffering healed 
in their sins (through it), 
and she gave (therefore) the medicine 
at last, the Eucharist, 
which healeth the sick 
and vivifieth the deatl 
and closeth the wounds. 

Bickell, Jsaaci A ntiocheui . . . opera omnia II 
p. 30: 120-129.

Even if ta.king into consideration the fact that the symbolical 
interpretation of these expressions presents itself, we are bound 
to say that the language used by the poet is astonishingly con
crete. Moreover, it gets its exegesis by the homily already quoted 
where Qurilyona speaks of the rejuvenation afforded by this 
medicine of Life. 

Many of the topics concentrated around the Tree and Water 
of Life and found in Syrian Christian literature recur in Man
daean writings. In the following we give some specia.lly illu
minating passages where this conception of the Tree of Life is 
met with. The first is an interesting "auto-laudation". 
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�lli) N�li!t "'�-,"'� 
U,NiE> cill ,, 0"'"'�=i N�N,, 

N"':lNM �N;,-, N"'tMNU, 
N"'�)-,� N!l't:l.M Fi�'T0i 

Ni"'T N�lli)=i filli� 
li!ti?N"' NiiMj Tin�i1,L-ti 

li!t��N,,:i li!ti"1 MM"'i 

N"'�:lN 1in:,i!)!l :l"'TNi 
ili!t"'l't, N"'iti"'� �.,,:,-,� 

!l "'r,' llC�N:i,::i Ni"'C 
NjN:i,::i :l"'r,' N-,"'0 

1iM"'Nj"'? ;i,p"'j 1"'"'N!l-i 
N"'!l�"'N!)li.ot:ii fii�::i +llot"'C"'� 

Miryai I am, a grapevine, 
a tree that standeth at the mouth 

of Frash. 
The leaves of the tree are gems, 

and the fruits of the tree pearls. 
The shoots of the vine are brightness, 

its vines precious light. 
Its fragrance is diffused among the 

trees, 
and it goeth out into all worlds. 

The birds of the air smelt it, 
a visiting party sat down in the tree. 

A visiting party sat down in the tree 
who wish to build their nest. 

They flutter around it and do not fix 
themselves on it. 

From its shoots they eat the falling 
leaves, 

and from its inner part they drink 
wine. 

Lidzbarski, Das Johannesbu,ch p. 131: 14-132: 6 (text), 
p. 129: 19-130: 4 transl.).1

Note here that the description of the fruits, branches and 
leaves of this tree agrees with the words in the poem by Isaac 
of .Antioch inasmuch as the fruit of Light is hanging on the 
Tree of Life.2

1 For the translation see the notes by Lidzbnrski, OJ>. fit. p. 80 n. 8 and 
p. 129. However, I think that tc•�1t:-: can be retnined in this place and compared
with the 8yriac word �' "sand", "gravel" - by Thompson, Dictionary of

Assyrian Chemistry p.177, tentatively put to the Accad. aba" [!alfo, "al unite stone".
In that, case it would in Mandaic have acquired the genernl meaning of "pre
cious stone" and later ''pearl". As to the difficult word M"' .. ::, I put it with
some hesitation to the Syriac l�, "visitation"; the vocal shift a> i has 
its counterpart in l;ot-m to tc··::, sec Noldeke, Mandii-ische Gra111111afik §89 p.101. 
For a similar description of the tree and the birds see Drower, 'l'hc Jfandaeans 

of Iraq &: Iran p. 386 where a passage from nn obvionsly late legend is 
related. 

1 See above p. 140. Of course, in this t>xpression there is also an allusion 
to Christ as a Being of Light, descendPd from the realms of Light. 
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The tree described above is the Tree of Life for it is said of it: 

N.,.,n N,N,, ,.,llNlt' �:, How beautiful is the living tree, 
.ri:,.r,:,1 N"!ill.,% N.,,.,llNlt'i and beautiful the birds that are on it! 

Lidzbarski, Das Johannesbuch p. 133: 2 f. (text}, 
p. 131: 2 f. (transl.).

There is an old formula in the liturgical prayers recurring 
constantly in Mandaean writings.1

N,,n ri,i:,-i N,lli!I 
.Nr1NiCN ri,i:,=i N:li N:,:,i 

The vine, that is entirely life, 
and the great tree, that is entirely 

healings. 
Lidzbarski, Mandiiische Liturgien p. 141: 3 f. 

That this vine, whose healing power is also addressed, is a 
Saviour-deity carrying the individual soul with him up to its 
heavenly home, would seem to be perfectly clear from the 
following quotation. 

N,l!t:lNlt'�i l!t:l:lNMNlt' N:li,!INC 
iNiltl iNn, 

N"IN�i!!tp l!t.,CN:, N:li N�Eli!I 
fi:,.,:,.:, ,.,,NM :J,1,:it :,,,N, 

. ,N.,,_,, fi,,,p, 
1N.,,.,,, n,,,p 1:1,ri 

1N.,CN:i ,r,,:) in-i 
j�.,::itp,:i jN.,,�,.,,, 

11!t%,.,ri,,, 
Niin:lN:::l. .,N:l.,N :it.,,::itNiri.,,i 

NiN"'1lt:::l. "'Ni!l.,,i 
Nn�i:,ir,:,. .,N�iEli 

. Nrii,:,:,. .,l!t:l '11,i 

I worship, I glorify and I praise this 
Shrar, 

the great, hidden, first vine, 
whose fruits are thousand times 

thousand, 
and whose shoots are ten thousand 

times ten thousand . 
I called him and he heard me. 

Again I will call him and he will 
hear me, 

so that he will come and heal me, 
and lift me up, and establish me, 

and erect me, 
and erect my eyes in light, 

and my feet in firmnesiil, 
and my mouth in wisdom, 

and my heart in enlightenment. 

Lidzbarski, Jlfand1.hsche Litur_qien p. 180: 13-181: 4. 

1 See Lidzbarski, Ginzii p. 191 n. 1. 
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We are reminded of the description by Theodore bar Konay 
how Jesus came to Adam and made him erect.1

The Saviour thought of as a grape-vine with healing powers, 
but, nevertheless, at the same time a person speaking enlightening 
words, this is an idea which can be attested, e. g. in a passage 
in Ginza. 

�.,.,:-, 1Nl)il �N N�llil 
fi:i,r,.,, �:i.,�-i N��,, 

l!tri'i1"1�'1J,,r,-j t-t�t-t�, 
ri:l�MiN=f 1N� ,i::"J=i 

�.,:-, 

A vine I am, the vine of Life, 
a tree whereupon there is no lie. 

A tree of glory, 
from whose odour everyone is living. 

fir,i-u, �NTD-i ,� ,,::i Everyone who listeneth to its discourse, 
.�"l,Y.lt'1-' �,i1:::i. fi::.,� his eyes fill with light. 

Petermann: R. Ginzli p. 65: 21-23 (text)= 
Lidzbarski, Ginza p. 69: 39-60: 4.2 

The Saviour will also bring the soul up to the heavenly vine 
outside the worlds. 

N�l)il ,�,�:,, "nt?ON.,, I will bring thee upward and show thee 
the vine, 

.�,N ri,.,.,.,:i., C.,.,�=i that is standing outside the worlds. 

Petermann, L. Ginzli p. 121: 24 f. (text)= 
Lidzbarski, Ginzii p. 573: 19 f. 

This extra-mundane vine is spoken of in another passage, 
where it is given the names of Sam and Shar. The soul is said 
to be saved from the planets, and then the text goes on: 

M"t:1.'Wi N"t"tM, ,,::.,TM.,� i'�.,:: 
1iriN::"l:,-a,::1 

1 See above p. 123. 

Everyone who freeth himself from 
them, 

will ascend and behold the mighty 
Life in its skina. 

1 With this text ought to be compared Lidzbarski, Ginzii p. 69: 16 ff., 
where the Apostle of Life, K-':-:"i K:i+v, is called "tlte tree of glory" from whose 
odoar everyone gets life exactly as in the text quoted. From this passage we 
conclude that the Vine of Life is also the Apostle of Life, i.e. tbe Messenger 
sent out by Life. For the term A postl� of Life, cf. above p. 21, 77. For the iden
tity between the Saviour and the savetl sonls in Ginzii, p. 69: 16 ff., cf. the 

remarks by Strom, Religion och gemenskap, p. 167. For tbe text see Lidzbarski, 
op. cit. p. 69 n. 3, who acc•epts the reading K:K in l'et-erma on, p. 65: 21. 
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�.,�N-, tt:�i!I Ctt0, N"''l'"'M"': 
NiM rt��, N�N',:, 1N'i�0N',i 

He will behold Sam, the pure vine, 
and the tree Astarwan, wherefrom 

he is gone out. 
He will behold Shar, the vine, 

he will find a place in its bran
ches, shoots and leaves. 

Petermann, R. G£nz{,. p. 377: 19 (text) =
Lidzbarski, Ginza p. 406: 20-25.

The soul who is rescued from the world dominated by the 
sway of the planets is accordingly to find its place between the 
twigs of this cosmical vine. 

Another text provides us with further particulars about this 
tree. The description in this case too bears on the ascending soul. 

Ii.Qi N:Elil, l!t.,'l'.,M.,� 
N.,,'t ttr,.,r,,:, ,NiN.,� tt.,,.,� ,,,

fi,.,., :iitt!l::l N"?:N.,9 NriN'r.l-a,.,�, 

,,::i�r,� 
,.,r,tt,, R::i.,::i, 'l'r.l ,.,ri�

jN.,,NEl NnN�m.,�, 
;ir,N�-a,.,: jN.,iNE:l 

. j��"N?M� Nii�:� N'r.l'N:l'i 

He will behold the great vine, 
that is lodging over the fruits of 

the predestined Ja.war. 
He will behold the great vine, 

in w horn the souls of the sucklings 
are brought up. 

They drink of its buds and exult, 
and their souls flourish. 

Their souls flourish 
and are established in the world 

of Light. 

Petermann, R. Giuza p. 322: 4-i (text) =-c 

Lidzbarski, (·h11za p. 327: 1-8.

The soul returna to the vine where it was once brought up 
and from whose buds it drank and got the strength of growing, 
so much can be inferred with some certaint.y from this passage. 
We are rewinded of the already quoted description in the Ora.she 
dMalke with its vivid picture of the birds taking refuge in the 
great vine from whose leaves and juice they livt!.1 That these 
birds must be understood to be human souls, seems to be obvious 

1 See ahove p. H7. 
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from a comparison between the two texts cited.1 The grape-vine 
that the soul is able to see at its mass,iqtli to heaven has its de
finite place in the world of Light. In a text relating the ascen
sion of the saviour Shitil it is said: 

,� ,.,r,.,m, fi,.,�oN, �.,P.,T N.,p.,r 
CN"'Tht 

n,.,.,�N� N"l'r.1�'1, N"l'r.lN-,i, 
Nn'i��N'r.l ;, N"''1'r.lpN p.,ON'1 

.,N'r.l,.,m� 

O"ll� N'1.,T-i N"':,.,o, N,�.,T,� ��Nl 
fi,,� 

Winds, winds took away Shitil, 
the son of Adam, 

storms, storms led him away, 
made him ascend and placed him 

near the watch-house of 
Shilmai, 

the man, the treasurer, who is 
holding the pins of splen
dour by his hand 

and the keys of Kushta on (his) 
two arms. 

They opened for him the gate 
of the treasure house, 

lifted up for him the great cur
tain of Truth, 

brought him in and showed 
him that vine 

whose inner part is splendour, 
whose sides are light, 

whose heels are water, and 
whose branches Uthras, 

1 The bird as a symbol of the soul is a widespread conception. For As
syrian-Babylonian religion see such passnges as the Epic of Gil_qnniesh, ed. 
Thompson VII eol. IV 38, and the Descent of Ishtar, Obv. 10. In the Syrian 
church it is a common conception that souls are winged beings after death 
flying upwards to heaven. It m:iy suffice to refer to such passnges as the 
mEmrii. of the soul by Narsai, Mingana, Narsai Homiliae et Carmina II p . .L»; 
I. 17 and p. �; l.16 (t.bis homily is translated by Allgeier AR JV XXI pp. 364 ff.).
The poems by Aphrem and Balai also provide ample material in this regard.
The same conception snrvi ves in Isla111ic eschatology, see Eklund, Life /Jeticeen

Death and Resu,·ncfiun, p. 16 f., who on p. 17 renders a tradition from Ibn
Maga according to whom the spirits of the believers are green birds eating
from the trees of paradise, t,hus a perfect nnalogy of our Mand.aean text!
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i:tii:i:, �.,�'r.l.,01:tl:l firiziti,, whose leaves are the lanterns of 
light, 

and whose seed is the great 
root of souls. 

Petermann, L. Uinzii, p. 8: 7-14 (text) = 
Lidzbarski, Ginza p. 429: 3-11.1 

The vine is accordingly situated in the heavenly treasure 
house, watched by the treasurer Shilmai.2 The description of the 
heavenly vine recurs in the liturgies where we read: 

�:1:>il -nt:i, fir,�::,.�, r,.,-,l.,0 
1:t"NY.i,1:t? �.,�.,.,

Z!t.,ir,i}' nEii:t l:t.,'r.l iliZ!tl=t 

.Z!tn.,�iZ!tj' �,:,�=j l:t'IM::l� l:t��l:t::l 

Lidzbarski, Jfandiiische

I glorified and praised this glo
rious, first Vine, 

whose inner part is water, whose 
branches are Uthras, 

whose leaves a.re the lanterns of 
light. 

In its shadow the Uthras are 
sitting, 

in the great, first cloud of light. 

Liturgien p. 72 XL: 4-73: I. 

The words by Lidzbars ki seem very appropriate in this case: 
"Man sieht, wie sich die Grenzen zwischen Pflanze und Lebe
wesen verwischen''.3 Actually we have already seen how the 
Saviour in Mandaean literature is completely depicted as the 
grape-vine, and from the text last quoted it would appear that 
there is a very close and intimate connexion between the Saviour 

1 Lidzbarski takes this text ns a prose composition. It is anyhow a 
rythmicnl structure of the language, and this section has close aCfinities to the 
liturgical text quoted immediately hereafter. 

2 The word "treasurer", tc·:-,:ic;, is a priestly title in Mandaean religion, 
see Drower, The Mmulaeans of Imq & Iran, pp. 169-174. For the same title 
in l\fanicbaeism, S,vrinn Gnosticism, and Christianity see Widengren, The Great

Vohu .lfanrih, p. 76, 78, 86 and add that M 11 Hev. 21 the nu7nsiiriin'in of the 
Mother are called "treasurers", ganzrnnln, see 1llinl-f II p. 33 (324) n. 3. From 
the writings by A))hrem we may refer to Lamy, Hymni, et Se,·»wnes III, col. 
70:J: 4; where we find l;:.::.>, �.

3 Das J,1lu11111esb11ch p. 6 n. 2.
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and the heavenly beings, the Uthras.1 He is the grape-vine, and 
they are his branches. Or the souls are said to be fed upon his 
leaves and buds. From it they drink wine and exult. We are 
accordingly able to observe a definite relation between the vine, 
its branches, and the wine flowing from its grapes. This coherent 
association is of special value for our researches, as will be clear 
from the whole of this investigation. 

The Saviour in the Mandaean writings makes his appearance 
not only as the Tree of Life, but also as the gardener bringing 
water to the precious plants, and to Miryai, who - as we have 
seen above - is the very Tree of Life. The Saviour in this 
passage is described as the white eagle, an ancient symbol of 
the King and Saviour in the Near East.1 This Saviour says in 
a speech: 

.,l!t.,.,.,"O, l!t"lt:)'1'Q1, t,'lt,l!t 
l!t'l:iN'C l!t'l1,r,-,,z,1, �� l!t'l'lp'll:)�'1 

l!t.,.,.,?.,., 
1%)�� C'llj 1,, N.,'O.,�p9 l!t:,Jj'l!I 

,.,,� l!t.,llt.,"1:-t l!t,.,�.,:i 
.,N,n.,m, llt.,'r.l ,.,pm�.,

N:,�-,�"i'l N:,,.,::il!tC 
�.,,ri,, l!t'1.,T9 l!t.,.,l!t-,-, ,, 

�:,.,-pm�., N:,l!t'illt.,., l!t,,.,::i�c 
NM'IZ' .,l!t.,'r.l 1'r.l=i :i::i '10 

I am come to heal Miryai 
and bring water to the good, 

precious plants, 
the grape-vines standing at the 

mouth of Frash. 
In a w bite bucket I draw 

and bring water to my plants. 
I carry and take 

by my arms of splendour and bring 
water. 

I carry and take and bring water. 
Blessed be he who hath drunk from 

my water! 
He drinketh and is healed and 

made firm. 
Lidzbarski, Das Johannesbuch, p. 135: 2-8 (text), 
p. 132: 12-18 (transl.).

1 Concerning them see Lidzbarski, Uthm tmd Malakha in Orientalische 
Studien Theodor Noldeke ... gewitlmet pp. 537 ff.

1 For the eagle as a �ymbol of the deity see Cumont-, Eludes Syriennes, 
pp. 108 ff. As a symbol of the king of Babylonia the eagle is found in the 

Old Testament in Ezek. 17: 1-7. In Syriac literature the same symbolic expres

sion is used of Christ, e.g. Ephr. Op. Syr. II 469 D and Wright, Confrib. to 
the Apocr. Lit. p. 2·1 (transl.). Possibly the enigmatical M-bird in the- Ras

Shamra texts, see Syt·ia 22 (1941) p. 110, interpreted hy Virolleaud as the in

carnation of the king is the same figure? 
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We observe here that the task of the Saviour is to bring 
water to his plantation in order that the plants may be healed 
and made firm (ctot.,l!tprt.,tl). It should probab]y not be out of the 
way to associate the last expression with the Mandaean terms 
for being baptized, alluded to in the preceding cha.pter.1 Anyhow, 
we see that the plantation of Life2 cannot have existence without 
the Saviour giving it water to drink, just as we are able to 
state when quoting another Mandaean text, where the connexion 
between the plantation and the living water, the Water of Life, 
is perfectly clear. The Saviour says in this text that he has 
come into the world in order to plant the plantation of Life, 
aud then goes on saying that living water was brought 

[�.,t'lN., l!t.,,ri.,-a,) ,N�"a,'lt,', in order to plant [pompous plants] 
.li!t.,.,� �.,,:, ,,�.,'PTl:1�'1 and give them living water to drink. 

Lidzbarski, Das Joha11nesbuch p. 237: 16 (text.), 
p. 219: 10 f. (transl.).3

Summing up the Mandaean evidence, we may accordingly 
state that this literature contains the conception of the Tree of 
Life as no one but the Saviour himself. This Tree of Life 
has healing powers, and from it human souls eat and drink in 
order to get a share in its salubrious potency. The Tree of Life 
is mostly described as a grape-vine, but there are other descrip
tions showing a more enigmatical plant the appearance of which 
indicates an artificial origin with leaves that are gems and pearls 
as fruits. The Saviour bas not merely the more passive aspect 
of the Tree of Life, the grape-vine from which human souls eat 
and drink. He is also the gardener giving the Water of Life to 
this Tree of Life and the whole plantation of Life to drink. Be 
has thus also an active aspect. This active aspect of the Saviour 
is stressed through the conception that he has the power of 
healing, being the vine, "that is entirely healings". This reminds 
us of the fact that the medicine of Life, moreover thought of as 
the very Tree of Life, in the Syrian church was said to possess 
even healing powers. From the poem by Isaac of Antioch we 

1
· See above pp. 123 f.

1 See above pp. 18 ff.

� Tile snpplementary additions are those given by Lidzbarski, op. cit .. 

p. 2Hl.
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are able to conclude that the Eucharist is the true "healing'', 
lL.ml. The Odes were not so explicitly cultic in this regard, 
but the notion of healing from even bodily sickness was clearly 
brought to the fore in this poetry, as we had ample opportunity 
to ascertain. 

To return to the Manichaean material, which by now we have 
nearly lost sight of, we may in this connexion find place for a 
quotation from Fihrist, where Mani is praised in the following 
manner: 

Praised be thou, o shining, 
Mani, our_ guide,

root of enlightenment, branch 
of Life, 

.l..e,,.lS' ... � � �\ � I\ � .r.i...;;J I mighty tree that is entirely 
healings. 

Fltigel, JJfani p. 65 (text), p. 96 (transl.); 
Fihrist ed. Fliigel p. 333.1 

The expression met with here, "that is entirely healings", is 
the same that we found as an old liturgic formula in the Man
daean writings. Behind the isolated Manichaean phrase we may 
accordingly assume an old Mesopotamia.n cultic prayer-formula-. 
It is also of considerable interest for our investigation to note 
that also Manichaean religion has preserved the conception of 
the healing powers of the Tree of Life. 

That the Mandaean conceptions, which fit in very well with 
the corresponding Syrian Christian (as well as with the Johan
nine doctrines2), are to be traced back to a Mesopotamian origin, 

1 For the translation of the text cf. Fli.igel, op. cit. p. 307 n. 236, where 

he has corrected his translation given on p. 96. The agreement between the 

Manichaean and Mandaean formulas has been stated also by Schweizer, EG 0 

EIMI, p. 42 n. 238. I cannot share his opinion as to a supposed Iranian 

origin of this conception of the healing powers of the Tree of Life because 

there is a perfect continuity in Mesopotamia with reference to this idea. It 

bas survived also in Chinese Manichaean literature where, moreover, we find 

the Tree of Life also in the shape of a tree with gem�, see W. L. I p. 30! 
1 For the Johannine conceptions of the Saviour as the grape-vine, and the 

ideas of the plantation of God, I refer to the work of 8chweizer, EGO EJ.lII, 

and Bultmann, Das Emn_qelium d1•s .Johannes pp. 406 ff. 
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has been demonstrated in an earlier work.1 In Assyro-Babylonian 
literature and religion we find exactly the same ideas, and this 
time in a fixed ritual setting. 'fhe Mandaean description of the 
Tree of Life with its fruits and leaves consisting of gems and 
pearls has its perfect counterpart in the Epic of Gilgamesh (ed. 
Thompson p. 52 col. V 48-51). The healing powers of the plant 
of Life in Mesopotamian myth and ritual have already been 
alluded to.2 The Tree of Life represented in the cult by a con
ventionalized tree of a highly artificial character is the symbol 
of the "Tammuz" deity, and has the power of providing life and 
health to worshippers. In cultic ceremonies the king acts as the 

representative of this divinity, but at the same time he also 
appears as its active aspect, giving it the Water of Life to drink 
from a bucket which he carries in bis hand. In this function 
he fulfils his duty as the Gardener, the ritual representative of 
the mythical Gardener Tagtug, who is the Primal Man and Prim• 
ordial king living in the paradise of Dilmun. In this paradise, 
situated between the "Two Rivers", the Tree of Life grows; 
but this mythical aspect has its correspondi11g equivalent in the 
ceremonies of the temple-cult. Every sanctauy would seem to 
have had its sacred grove� the ritual counterpart of the paradise 
where the Tree of Life is growing at the mouth of the Water 
of Life, i. e. the Euphrates (and we have seen that this is the 
case also in Mandaean conceptions). Here the king, acting as 
the incarnate Saviour, gives the divine Tree of Life to drink of 
the Water of Life, thus revivifying its dead power. We must 
also emphasize the close connexion between the Tree of Life 
and the Water of Life. This n ssociation is found not only in 
the ritual, which is, of course, always nothing but a visible ex
pression of mythical notions, but also in these very mythical 
conceptions, according to which the Tree of Life is watered by 
the Water of Life streaming forth from the rivers of paradise. 
Hence, the Water of Life is especially the water of the Euphrates, 
a statement of value for the analysis of later baptismal sects in 
Mesopotamia.3 

1 8ee RoB II i_l 9-t3· p. oi.

2 8f'e abo\"e p. 138. 
3 Concerning this 11m·stion Sef', for the time being, my paper in RoB V

:)940 p. 31. 
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The Garden (of Life) understood metaphorically as the Mani
chaean community is found in M 36 V 19-20, see MirM II 
p. 35 (326) where Henning, n. 8 from M 11 R, quotes a phrase
showing that the bishops are called "the keepers of the well
cultivated garden". The connexion with the corresponding Man
daean and J ohanniue Christian ideas seems quite clear. It is the
ancient Mesopotamian conception of the Garden of Life as the
plantation of God with the king as itfl gardener which is still
surviving in Manichaean literature.

Concluding our remarks on the role played by the Tree of 
Life in Manichaean, Mandaean, and Syrian-Christian religions, 
we are thus able to state that there is one and the same com
plex of mythic-ritual ideas underlying their common conceptions 
in this respect,. This complex goes back to the ancient Mesopo
tamian myth and ritual pattern. But we cannot conceal our im
pression that this pattern seems to have attained the richest 
development in Christianity with its fully developed sacramental 
piety. As to the conceptions of the Tree of Life, we are there
fore more inclined to see in this idea of Manichaeism an in
fluence from Christian environment in Mesopotamia than from 
the survival of indigenous religious ideas in Mesopotamian bap
tismal sects. This is, of course, only a hypothesis, but might 
have some probability speaking in favour of it. 



CHAPTER X. 

The Epithets of the  Saviour. 

Among the many names given to the Saviour in Manichaean 
hymns we have already in the previous chapter treated that of 
the Tree of Life. In this concluding section we only wish to 
direct attention to some few more attributes where the Meso
potamian background is sufficiently clear. 

As we have just spoken in the preceding pages of the healing 
powers ascribed to the Saviour as the Tree of Life, we may 
appropriately say some words of the Saviour as the Physician.1 

We may quote the following passage where the situation seems 
to be that personified ·Matter (uA1) ) supplicates the Saviour for 
healing. 

I heard the cry of a physician, 
the cry of an exorcist coming to [me]. 

[I] heard the cry of a physician
healing his poor ones(?),

He standeth, he healeth his beloved ones(?), 
perfecting all his believers. 

0 Exorcist(?), heal me, loose my [bonds(?)]! 
Heal me(?), o charm-looser, for thy healing is not (of the earth]! 

Thy cures are not of this world. 
Thy healing is of the land of the Living ones. 

Psalm-Book II p. 220: 26-221: 3. 

The description of the Saviour as both a physician, c£i'n£, and 
an exorcist, properly a "charm-looser", A�'.\fm, agrees exactly 
with the scene of Jesus coming to the demon-possessed Adam 
and liberating him from the demons. In this case we assumed 
that Jesus was here depicted as an exorcist much after the 
p�tttern of Marduk, the healer-god of Mesopotamia. The prevalence 

1 Sec lV. L. I, p. 37 f.: ,Midf II p. 22 (313) with n. 5. 
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of the word "exorcist" in the Coptic psalms shows that our ana
lysis of the narrative by Theodore bar Konay was correct. It 
will also be clear from these psalms, as well as from the Iranian 
hymns, that the epithet of Physician was a very common one 
ascribed to the Saviour.1 That the term Physician is also the 
designation of the Mandaean Saviour, is only what could be 
expected since also in this religion his healing powers are glo
rified in his character of the Tree of Life.2

Early Syrian Christianity knows the name of Physician for 
the Saviour. In the sequel of the already cited saying concerning 
the bites of the mad dogs3 Ignatius says: 

There is one Physician, of flesh and of spirit. 
Ignatius ad Ephes. 7: 2. 

In the Syrian church we might style this epithet a standard 
designation of Christ.' From the poems by Narsai and Balai we 
may give some illustrations of this idea. 

Jlii uoo ,&...»·; l�.,:, 
'°�ot;� ,L..ml � 
•'-°otla ii»\ J.-a, �;..oo 

The sick, the fallen, and the weak. 
their disease handled the Physician 
and brought the medicine to their 

wounds. 
Feldmann, S;11rische JYechsellieder p. 28: 10 (text), 
p. 44: 10 (transl.).

The typical combination between sickness and sin, found in 
the Ancient Near East as early as in the Sumerian-Accadian and 
Israelitic psalms of lamentation 6 is met with also in the Syrian 
church as in this example: 

�;.» �./; The good Merciful one 
�;U -�lLl brought Himself down to earth 

1 See Piwlm-.Rook IT, Index s. r. C(ll1£. 
1 See the indexes of LidzLarski's publications, Mmuliiisl'he Litnrqi,·11 and 

Ginzii. 
3 See above p. 68 n. 3. 

' For this designation see e.g. Ott. Die Buefrl11wn_q Chri:;ti al:J btp,;;; 

Harnack, Mission ttnd Ausbreitun_q I pp. 139 ff. 
5 See e.g. Widengren, Psal11111 of Lamentation pp. 166 ff. 
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in order to save His creation 
from impure demons, 
and healed diseases 
and obliterated debts. 

Zettersteen, Beitr. z. relig. Dichtung Balai's p. � LVII (text), 
p. 33 LVII (transl.).

In this poem we also recognize the ancient Mesopotamian
Israelitic idea that sickness is caused by impure demons. 

In a compendious form the association of sin and disease is 
clearly expressed in a passage from the same collection. 

J� ;a:, Oot 1-�
.'-�Cl.OJ �? 

J»o;? J...ml �� 

.�O�;.,J) w.mlt 

Blessed be the Son of the Good 
who atoned our debts! 
Blessed be the Physician of the height 
who healed our disease. 

Zettersteen, Beitr. z. relig. Dichtung Balai's p. � V {text), 
p. 37 V (transl.).1 

In a perhaps more allegorical form the same similitude 1s

used in the alternative songs by Narsai when he says: 

�
.l 

-� .. � l;...� }...ml The skilful Physician in His mercy 
wanted 

loot �;.A>? �� J.a:,J.J? to heal our race which was sick, 

� o>o»? �;, 1♦ � ,, and to close our sores which were 
bad, 

.otU» � J.,mµo p� and to heal by means of His word. 
Feldmann, Syrische Wechsellieder p. 27: 1 (text), 
p. 43: 1 (transl.).

The Manichaean psalms contain the ,epithet of Physician 
coupled with the idea of the medicine of Life. As an illustra
tion, we may quote a prayer to the Saviour. 

1 "The Good"' is very common es a designation of God in t-be Syrian eburrh. 

Have we to do in this case with en inheritance from Gnostic circles such es 

the followers of Marcion? In Mandacan writings, too, this term is found tery 

frequently, see the indexes in Lidzbnrski"s publieations s. v. "Der Gute". 
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Be not far from me, o Physician, that hast the medicines of Life! 
do Thou heal me of the grievous wound of lawlessness! 

Psalm-Book II p. 23: 6-7. 

And accordingly Mani, the Paraclete, can be praised in the 
following words: 

Thou art the medicine of the healing of our wounds. 
Psalm-Book II p. 26: 21. 

In the Coptic psalms "the Son of the living God" is called 
"the Physician of souls", nct:i"nt: iiM.'1f--:-co.1t·E, (Psalm-Book II 
p. 193: 13). This designation is the very appellation given to
Christ by Aphrem, who says, "O Physician of our souls",
,�! ,L.ml (Lamy, Hymni et Sermones IV col. 615: 8). And
because the Apostle in his character of the Messenger is under
stood to be the Saviour, he too may be called "the Physician of
souls" (Bonnet, Acta Apost. Apocrypha p. 208: 19; James, The

.Apocryphal New Testament p. 406).1 

That the Manichaean conception and name of Physician as 
applied to the Saviour are borrowed from the Syrian church, seems 
beyond doubt in view of the undisputable fact that many of the 
epithets of Jesus common in Syriac literature as well as in the N. T. 
are found still in association with Jesus in Manichaean hymns.1

In Mandaean writings, however, this notion of the Saviour 
as the physician also plays a considerable part. We may especi
ally lay stress on the following prayer from a confession of sins. 

ti'Ctilt"'I N.,Cl!t'r.l9 t,t,Cl!t Physician, the healer of his friends! 
1l!t.,tit'Cl!tti j'C ,�.,01:!t Beal us from our sins and do not 

. jilt'' ,titTll!triN:ii condemn us! 
titMl!t'Ctt,.,� l!t.,Cl!t'r.l-i N.,Cl!t Physician, the healer of souls! 

.,N,:, ,NTlNMN,i 11:!t�.,Cl!t Beal us and do not condemn us! 
Petermann, R. Ginza p. 62: 15-16 (text)= 
Lidzbarski, Ginza p. 55: 33-35. 

The expression "the healer of souls", l!tMl!t'Ctt,.,�'1 l!t.,CN'C, meets 
us as early as in the incantations (Pognon, Inscriptions 1',fandai"tes

1 The Syriac text bas onJy "the Physician", see Wright, .Apoc,·yphal ActB

of the Apoatles p. �;. 
1 Cf. W. L., I pp. 34 ff., whel'e a great many such epithets are enumerated. 

11-46624 Gto 'Widenqren
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No. 15 and 16), and must for this reason be held to be one of 
the oldest in Mandaean literature as to external evidence of date. 
As the formula seems to have been of a certain importance and 
of general use in magic inscriptions we may give a quotation 
from its context. 

N"'CN l'iN;N 
+NriN,::nz,.,� N"'C�9

.N,N,�::l 
NtiN'C,; N"'CN 

"'1::l i"'TN"':l N"',tiN,9 
.rc:,"'oa, 

Thou art the Physician 
who healest the souls by means of the 

word. 
Heal the maledictions 

wherewith they have cursed Y a.zid, son of 
Shishinl 

Pognon, Inscriptions Manda'ites p. 44: 8-10

(using the parallel ib. p. 51: 19). 

With this formula of prayer we ought to combine a predica
tion ip the Liturgies. 

�� :i�NC9 N"'CN 
;i:,"li:, i:m:iN"'I', NMN 

.N"'CN 

0 Physician, whose medicine is the water, 
come, be a physician to thy friends! 

Lidzbarski, Mandiiische Liturgien p. 108: 5-6.

From these two passages we may accordingly conclude that 
among the Mandaeans the Saviour was thought of as a physician 
who healed such sick persons as were cursed by their enemies, 
by means of the water and his word, and wa-s in this way able 
to render inefficacious the maledictions pronounced by their ad
versaries owing to which they bad been possessed with the de
mons causing them sicknesa and other evils on account of their 
sins.1 

These conceptions have their equivalents in ancient Meso• 
potamian culture and religion. The incantation priest who per
sonified the healer-god Marduk 2 _used together with his incanta
tion formulas purification. ceremonies in which he made use of 
water from apsu, "the House of Wisdom"; and by this pure 
water, the Water of Life3

, he was able to heal the sick and 
1 Cf. the incantation formulas in the works by Pognon, op. cit., Lidzbarski, 

Ein mandiiisclies Amulett, Montgomery, Aramru'.c Incantation Texts. 
1 See e.g. Dhorme, LeB religions de Babylonie et d' ABByrie p. 33. 
3 See above p. 140. 
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chase away demons.1 In an incantation formula of the series of 
Ma�u-,,, it is said against the sorceress: 

Dnaru ellu lib-ba-sa li-i!J-pi 

memes elliitimes lip-.fo-ra kis-
pi-sa 

May the pure flood break her 
heart, 

may the pure waters loosen 
her sorcery ! 

Meier, Die assyrische Beschworungssammlung 

Ma�lu III 86-87.

And .from another text we may give the following citation: 

me-e el-lu-ti sa ul-la-lu mimma Pure water that purifieth every-
sum-su 

mu-ni-ilj mur-�i 

thing, 
canseth the sick to be calm. 

Craig, RT II 11 Rev. 10 f. = 
Martin, Textes Religieux II p. 62. 

The holy water, being the Water of Life, thus restores peace 
and health to the sufferer.2 This water is the symbol of Wisdom, 
and "he who knows the water", A. Z U in Sumerian is the phy
sician healing by the use of water and conjuration against the 
demons, two different actions only on the surface. In fact, the 
incantation priest, q.cting also as a d!octor, has need of one as 
well as the other, because they supplement each other, the for
mula of incantation and the water of purification being bound 
together as one holy element. The Accadian term for a physician, 
asft, is also an inheritance from Sumerian times, for asft is of 
course a Sumerian loan-word.3 It goes without saying that in 
Mesopotamian religion Marduk is the Physician par excellence.4 

The same epithet is however also given to the god of the 
"Tammuz" type, for it is said that the Physician is kept in 
custody in darkness (Witzel, Tammuz-Liturgi'en p. 343: 56). 

We need not especially emphasize the phenomenological co
incidence between Accadia.n and Mandaean texts. In both we 

1 Cf. Jean, Le peche chez les babyloniens pp. 164 ff.; Hehn, Hymntn 1tnd

Gebete an Marduk p. 286. 
1 Cf. what was said above, p. 71, about the "apeasement" of Adam in the 

text given by Theodore bar Konay. 
a See Zimmern, Akkadische J?remdwifrfer p. 49.

' See Tallquist, Akkadisclte Gotfe1'epitheta r- 28. 
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find the notion of the Saviour god as a physician healing the 
sufferer by the use of water and efficacious formulas. 

Accordingly, v-ia the Mandaean religious and magical literary 
documents we are again brought back to Mesopotamian religion, 
and for this reason we have to face the problem: What remains 
to be said about Syriac Christian texts as witnesses of the 
Christian conception of the Saviour as the Physician healing 
sinners and sufferers from the possession by evil demons who 
cause them various diseases and hold them fettered in their sins? 

Presumably this problem cannot be solved in any other way 
than by assuming a strong Mesopotamian influence on Syrian 
Christianity, an influence preserving the idea that the Saviour 
is the Physician. The Old Test., early Judaism, and the New 
Test. could, of course, be adduced to furnish us with evidence 
of the propagation of the idea that sickness is caused by the 
possession by demons who are exorcised. In this case, however, 
where the very Mesopotamian background is evident from the 
association of exorcism with purification ceremonies in order to 
save sinners from the possession by demons, it may nevertheless 
be convenient to leave this material aside. Only in Mesopotamian 
culture do we get the obvious explanation of the Saviour's being 
called the Physician of Souls. 

Intimately bound up with this appellation is another epithet, 
"the Raiser from the dead".1 From one of the Manichaean hymns 
in Middle Iranian language we may quote a typical passage. 

dryst 'wr bwxt'r ';11 wrdg'n 

w bsyljk 'y xst'n. 
dryst 'wr wyg1·'t?g 'y xnft'n 

Hither for health, o Saviour of the 
fettered, 

and Physician of the wounded! 
Hither for health, o A wakener of 

sleepers 
[u; /!]gzyn'g '.11 xwmryu'n and Shaker of the drowsy 
['-..r}yzynyd'r •y mwrd'n. who art the Raiser of the dead! 

M 28 R I 26-31 = MirlJf II p. 22 f. (313 f.). 

And we know that a Manichaean fragment in the Parsik dialect, 
M 371, speaks of "the Lifegiver of the dead'', zindakka1· ey murdan.2

1 For this epithet in Manicbaean hymns in the Middle Iranian language 

see W. L. I p. 21 f. and p. 3o. 

t See lV. L. I p. 22. 
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This notion of the Saviour as the Lifegiver is, of course, well 
attested in Syriac literature from which we will only give a few 
quotations. Thus e.g., it is said in the poems of Balai: 

lL.» loot �l He vivified the dead, 

.J.,.-; uo, �lo and healed the paralytic. 

Zettersteen, Beitr. z. relig. Dichtung Balai's p. LX.1

And in Syriac poems we also find the exact equivalent of 
the Manichaean expression "Lifegiver of the dead", for there we 
meet with the designation of the Saviour as l� � (Feld
mann, Syrische Wechselliede1· p. 20: 33). We may also briefly 
refer to the fact that the term for "Saviour" in Syriac is actu
ally Lifegiver, J •, .. ._.

2
, the same name as that used in Mandaean, 

��.,:,�.3 
The strong emphasis laid on the Saviour's character of Life

giver reminds us of the corresponding conception in Mesopota
mian religion. There the name of muballifu, Lifegiver, is exceed
ingly common as an epithet of the divinity.' We have especially 
to note that the Manichaean and Syrian-Christian phrase "the 
Lifegiver of the dead" has its perfect counterpart in the well
known Accadian muballif miti. 5

Another name of the Saviour's which is very common in 
Manichaean texts is "Light". It is nothing but natural that the 
Saviour, who is the representative of the Good Principle, should 
be the incarnation of Life and Light. As to the designation of 
Jesus in Manichaean literature as the Light, or the Shining One, 
the Bright One, the Splendent One, etc., the material collected 
by Waldschmidt and Lentz may be referred to.6 In this place, 
however, we want to point to a more special epithet of the 

1 
er. also ib. p. ot-- XXX. 

2 See Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum s. v.
3 See Noldeke, Mandiiische Grammatik, § 116 p. 138. In the Syriac ver• 

sion of the Acts of Thomas published Horm Semiticm 3, the Apostle is said to be 
l�? ,I 1, ♦♦ » (p. 19 V col. b l. 14 f.). In the ordinary version it is God who
is proclaimed the "Life-giver of the Souls·· (ed. Wright p. J .. ;)!

' See Tallqvist, Akkadische G·ottere.pithe.fa p. 67 f. 
5 See Tallqvist op. cit. p. 67. 
• See W. L. I p. 36.
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Manichaean Saviour. In the text of M 28 just quoted we also 
read the following praise of Jesus. 

[d}ryst 'tl'r syum {w}'bryg'n Hither for health, true Logos, 
'spyg {w}zrg w rwfo pr"!J.yd. great Lamp and much Light! 

M 28 II RI 34-36 = MirM II p. 23 (314).1 

The name of "great Lamp" is found in Mandaean writings 
too. From the liturgies we give a passage . 

.,N.,tt, M:)'iTl"1.,ri 1ipc.,r, Ye shall ascend and behold the outer 
��llt::l ether, 

.,,:,:) :i,i::i, �::i, N::l�.,Cttrl,i and the great Lamp that is altogether 
light. 

Lidzbarski, Mandiiische Litu1·gien p. 137: 5-6. 

Another passage, this time from Ginza, is more illustrative of 
the use made of this term. 

N::l'-, N.,ctt, fi:)i:,.,,rl.,, 
N::l-, N::)�.,c�:, fi:)i:,.,,rl.,,i 

,i:-t:) f;:,i::)-j 
N.,.,:,9 llt-,:)�:, M:)i:,.,,rl.,, 
,.,MN� ji::),.,,:-t i,:, c,p.,,:; 

. N"i, 

They shall worship the great Physician, 
and they shall worship the great Lamp 

that is altogether light, 
they shall worship Manda dHayye, 

that he might stand by and be for 
them (?) a helper . 

Petermann, L. Ginza p. 128: 24-129: 2 =
Lidzbarski, Ginzii p. 583: 24-27. 

It is rather significant that we meet here with the two 
epithets, Physician and Lamp, associated with the Saviour par 
excellence Manda d Hayye, just as we found both of them as
sociated with Jesus in Manichaean hymns. 

The title of "great Lamp" is rather curious, but as to its 
origin it points in quite a special direction. In Mesopotamia the 
name of "Lamp" is the very epithet of the moongod Sin (but 
other deities, too, bear this name 2). Sin is above all "the Lamp 

of the gods", nannar ilani, "the Lamp of the pure heaven(s}", 
nannar fome ellfdi 3, etc. In this case, too, the Mesopotamian

1 For the expression drist £'ivar see Nyberg in Symbolae Danielsson 

pp. 237 ff.

2 See Tallq vist, A kkadische Giitterepi'.theta p. 141. 
3 See Tallqvist, ib., and Weir, Lexicon of Accadian Prayers s. v. nannaru. 
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ongm of the epithet given to the Manichaean Saviour is per
fectly evident. 

We come now to the most interesting, and perhaps also the 
most important of the titles given to the Manichaean Saviour, 
viz. the "Messenger". It is well known that Mani gave that 
name to the third emanation, evoked ultimately from the Father 
of Greatness. Mani apparently called that figure "the third Mes
senger" 1, which by implication indicates that both the First Man 

and the Living Spirit are also regarded as Messengers. The word 

used in Syriac is l�l. for which an older form, l�l. is
found in other Syriac texts.2 The cyclic revelation of the true 
religion is entrusted to such Messengers as are sent out every 
one to his own people and to his own generation.3 In this way 
Mani counted three Messengers before him, in toto accordingly 
four. But all these Messengers are but incarnations of one and 
the same being. the heavenly Messenger who is the Saviour de

preference.' 
The Manichaean term and conception of the Messenger have 

their counterpart in the Mandaean word (a)sganda, actually the 

same word as 'izga(n)dii.6 We have alread.v seen that in Man
daean writings the Saviour is given the title of Apostle,8 a. title 
very frequent in Manicha.ean literature too. 7 Both in Mani
chaean and Mandaean religion Apostle and Messenger are syno-

1 See Cumont, Recherches, I p. 34. For the fignre of the Messenger see 
also Widen�ren, The Great Vohu Manah, Topical Index ,. v. Messenger. For 
the ordinal number "third" cf. a]so the passage in the Baruch-book by Justinus: 
"The father Elohim ... sent forth his third angel Baruch to the help of the 
Spirit which is in all men", Hippolytos, Rrfulatio V 26, 21. Also in this Cll8e

the active Saviour who brings about definite salvation is the third Messenger. 
The Greek term a.yys1,.o; used here presumably goes back to the Aramaic word 
ic:::ac1::� (Syriac .loJJ»), which means both "messenger" and "angel". 

1 See Widengren, op. cit. p. 21 n. 2. 
1 See, above all, al-Birllni, Clwonologie, ed. Sacbau p. 207 (text), Sachan, 

Chronology, p. 190 (transl.); also •1uoted by Fhigel, Mani p. 317. 
' See e.g. Widengren, op. cit. pp. 33, 64 ff. where the Iranian back· 

gronnd is emphasized; Burkitt, The Religion ()f the Manichees, p. 30, and 
Schaeder, Urform und Fodbildun_qen, p. 102 f., both of whom are quoted Widen• 
gren, op. cit. p. 24. 

1 See Widengren, op. cit. p. 21 n. 2, and cf. p. 80. 
• See above pp. 21, 77.
1 See Widengren, op. cit. Topical Index s. v. Apostle. 
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nymous terms.1 These two designations are the technical terms 
applied to the Saviour sent down to the material world in order 
to save creation. The word Apostle as well as that of Me8senger 
.has, from the outset, this very meaning. 

In Syriac Christian literature the conditions are in reality 
nearly the same as in Manichaean and Mandaean religions. To 
begin with the term Messenger, we find, of course, this word 
used of the Saviour in the Gnostic Acts of Thomas in an in
vocation of Christ. 

l�l LO�? Oot �l

.� ,L»o, � u,�lo

Thou art the Messenger, 
and thou wast sent from the supernal 

heights. 
Wright, Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles I p. JLo (text), 
II p. 154 (transl.); Bedjan AMS 3 p. 12 (text); James, 1'he

Apocryphal New Testament p. 369 (transl.). 
In this case we have to do with the earthly Messenger in 

whom the heavenly Nous is incarnate. In another passage we 
find the Divine Spirit invoked by the Apostle Thomas himself 
to come down upon the neophytes in baptism. 

J ♦+ , e»r ,l.-!"'° ,J.».a. l.1. Come, holy name of Christ, 
.J,»o; �! �! JL,.w ll come, power of grace, which art from 

on high, 
.J.no\uo �; ol come, perfect mercy, 

.lb..;.» lb.� ... 1. come, exalted gift, 
Jb..o;o.::at ll.�1.a.e.. ... 1. come, sharer of the blessing, 
.,L..au l,l, � ... J. come revealer of hidden mysteries, 
-�� �! .l»l ... 1. come, Mother of the seven houses,

: ., n ♦1., l�ot .l..J»Lt lb..,..,,,? whose rest was in the eighth house, 
.ll.cu.JLt lt"Vl ... 1 come, Messenger of reconciliation, 

�Jl. � Jal.o�lo and communicate with the minds of 
-�� �ot! these youths, 

:J.a.to.o? J...,o; .... L come, Spirit of holiness, 
.'-°otL�o \.oot�� w..:,to and purify their reins and their hearts! 

Wright, Apocryphal Acts qf the AJJOstles I p. ,J"° {text), 
I[ p. 166 f. (transl.); Bedjan A11IS 3 p. 27. 
1 Cf. Wideugren, op. cit. p. 80, and Rt'li,qioncns viirld p. Si9 f.
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That in this Epiclesis the Divinity invoked is the maternal 
Spirit of God bas long been understood.1 What we are especially 
concerned with in this prayer is the fact that, while in the pre
vious passage it was Christ who was given the title of Messenger, 
in this section it is the Divine Mother conceived as the Spirit that 
receives the same epithet. In the same Epiclesis in its Greek 
version it is again apparently another divine person that is called 
Messenger. This passage runs as follows: 

D..&a () 1tpecr�W"t'Y)� "tWY 1tEYi:£ 
µ.eAWY, 

yoo; eyyolc:t; !f POY�CJEW� lY&u
µ.�oew; A'J1tcrµ.ou, 

xowwYlJO�Y µ.e't� 
YE<J>'tt f)WY.

, -"tOUi:CJ>Y 'tWY 

Come, Messenger2 of the five 
members, 

mind, thought, reflection, con
sideration, reason, 

communicate with these young 
men. 

Bonnet, Acta Apostolorwn Apocrypha II 2 p. 142 f. (text), 
James, The Apocryphal New Testament p. 376. 

The Greek terms, as Burkitt says, "are clearly the equi
valents"3 of hauna, madde'a, re'jana, maMabta, tar'itii.3 We are 
now also in the position to see how the Syriac version in its 
present form has been changed from its original shape.4 The 
Greek text shows that from the outset the Messenger in this 
case is the Nous, the Mind including the five faculties of reasoning 
as aspects of the Mind. .As has been stated, nothing forbjds the 
Mind's being conceived of as feminine gender.6

In the cases hitherto adduced we have met with both a purely 
Divine being, the Mother, and a Divine as well as Earthly being, 
Jesus Christ. But we find also that a purely earthly being (from 

1 I refer to tbe commentary given by Bornkamm, Mythos ttnd Legende,

pp. 89 ff., who explains the various names used in this prayer. 
1 The emendation of 1tpso�utepo; into 1tpeo�sutij� was first suggested by 

Rousset, Hauptprobleme der Gno.'lis, p. 235, and accepted by Cumont, Recherches I, 
p. 58 n. 3, and Burkitt in James, TJ,e Apocryphal N,•w Testament, p. 3i8.

a Burkitt in James, op. cit. p. 3i8.
' The first four "members" baH been blotted out, aud {�;J. bas been 

changed into ll.�;J., 

• Burkitt in James, op. cit. p. 3i8, and Bornkamm, op. cit. p. 100, who
says of the .Mother: "sie selbst kann als der Bote cler fiinf Verstandesglieder 
angerufen werden." 
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our wiewpoint seen) is called Messenger. As a typical example, 
we may refer to a situation depicted in the Doctrine of Addai 
when the Apostle Adda.i ca.me to Edessa. The people were (are) 
then reporting bis arrival with these words: "Behold, the Mes
senger has come and dwells here", ,u,fot {;...o l�J,.l lJ;l lot 
(Phillips, The Doctrine of .Addai p. ot (text), p. 6 (transl.). This 
saying shows that the preacher of the gospel who is the Sent 
one, i.e. the Apostle, can consistently be styled Messenger, be
cause, as we already mentioned, Apostle and Messenger are 
alternative terms for the Saviour who has "come" into the world,1 
or is "sent" down into material existence. Jesus in a long, very 
interesting speech containing some of the topics treated in this 
investigation is addressed in the following words: 

lr�l J,»e\ �•l �?

• b..il �
Who wast made the Messenger be

tween earth and heaven . 

Bedjan A:JIS 2 p. 71: 4. 

In the sequel it is, typically enough, spoken of His descent 
and His ascension, His showing help to those who descend with 
Him and His revealing the crown of victory to those who ascend 
with Him. 

In other words, there are above all two technical terms for 
the Saviour indicating his "being sent", viz. Apostle and Mes
senger. These names can, therefore, without any discrimination 
be given to the Divine being sent down from on high, or to the 
earthly representative of this Saviour, and this both in Mani
chaeism and Mandaeism, on one side, and Christianity in its 
more Gnostic colouring, on the other. 

And now to the Mesopotamian background of the term Mes
senger. As has been pointed out in another connexion2 the words 
'izga(n}da and (a)sgandii are merely loan-words from the Accad. 
asgandie, in itself a Sumerian loan in Accadian. As to the con
ception of the sending out of a Saviour to mankind, it can in 
Mesopotamia be traced back to the royal ideology with its demo-

1 Concerning the term "coming" see Widengren, The Great Vohu Manah, 

Topical Index, s. v. "coming" of the Apostle, and add a reference to Bultmann, 
Das Evangdium des Johannes p. 30 n. 3. 

2 See Widengren, op. cit. p. 21 n. 2. 
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cratized offshoots in priestly circles. We may, for instance, quote 
a passage from the Shamash texts. 

-rniir sip-ri sa DE-a a-na-ku
a-na bul-lut a-me-lu mut-tal-li-ki

I am the Messenger of Ea. 
In order to give life to straying 

mankind 
ia-a-ti i�-pur-ra-an-ni he hath sent me. 
• DE .• . , !; sa -a ts-pur-ra-an-nz u- ·a- What Ea hath sent me to, he 

ma-na-m hath announced to me. 
Schollmeyer, Sumerisch-babylonische Hymnen und Gebete
p. 31 II 2 ff. (text), p. 38 II 1 ff. (transl.).

As has already been stated in another work, the words spoken 
by the priest in this case are legitimate. only in the mouth of 
the king .1 On his enthronization the king is sent out to his 
people in order to carry out the commission entrusted t-0 him 
by the High God, his father.2

With the "a.elf-predication" in the Shamash text we may com
pare a typical address in the Acts of Thomas.3 Here the predi
cation is directed to the Apostle himself in the following words: 

ot ++ ·'•o J ♦1, •»? ( ... ) ,boolJ. 0 Twin of Christ, and Apostle
.bA...»! of the Most High, 

,I, , u»! lb. , mo ot� ;.::.o and sharer in the hidden word 
of the Life-giver, 

:l�h ot;.=.! � -..oto,t; "" o»o and receiver of the secret mys
teries of the Son of God ... 

(. .. )l�,boota-l,+! +��;., Thou Kinsman of the great 
race 

+ �jo .b.=--� ,,., \ + .:........»!
. +ot-',....! 

l� �? l� +Loot!

�! J.a.Jl � lu ( ... ) lll?

(. .. ) 000, 

that condemneth the enemy 
and redeemeth his own, 

that hast become the cause of 
life for many ... 

who didst come to the straying 
men, 

1 See Widengren, Reli'gionens viirld p. 418. 
1 The demonstration is given in my works King and Saviour, and Konun_q 

och friilaare. 
1 This compari:eon bas been made already in Widengren, Religionens vifrld, 

p. 418 f.
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and, lo, by Thy epiphany and 
by Thy divine words 

• +H;.a.1 +��Jt +�•a'•', �b they are now turning unto the
true God who sent Thee. 

Acts of Thomas ch. 39 (reconstructed text). 1

1 I cannot discuss in so many details as would be desirable the reasons 
for my reconstruction of the text, but can only briefly indicate the viewpoints 
that have been decisive for my opinion of the text. 

The Greek version gives the following text: 

·o a(auµo;; 'tOO XptO'tOO, o a1tOO'tOAO;; 'tOll Oq>tO'tOll,
xat ouµµuO't1j;; 'tOll ;>..oyou 'tOll XptO'tOU 'tOU <in:oxpu:pou,
6 aaxciµavo;; cxihou ,a. d1t6xpucpa 1,,oyta •..
6 ourravi);; 'tOll µsyciAou revou;;,
'tOO 'tOY ex&pov XCXtlXatxciocxvto;; xal 'tou;; ta(ou;; AU'tpwoaµevo·),
0 1tp6cpaot;; 't'f,\; ,wr,;; 1t0Uot;; rsv�µsvo;; £Y 't'i) xwpq: 'tWV ·Ivamv·
l)A&a,;; ycip 1tpo;; 'tou;; 7tACXvwµevou;; dv&p<i>n:ou;;,
xcxl &tci 'tij;; oij;; emcpcxve!cx;; xcxl 'tWV ).6ywv oou 'tffiv &e·(xffiv
vuv !1tto,pecpoV't(Xt 1tpo;; 'tOV d1tOO'tiA<lVtci 06 &eov tij;; a1,,1j&e(cx;;.

Bonnet, Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha II 2 p. 166 ch. 39. 

0 Twin of Christ, Apostle of the Most High, 
and initiate in the hidden word of Christ, 
who receivest his secret oracles ... 
Thon Kinsman of t.he great race, 
that hast condemned the enemy and redeemed His own, 
that hast become an occasion of life unto many ... 
for thou hast come to the straying men, 
and by thy epiphany and thy divine words 
they are now turning unto the true God who sent thee. 

It is eas_y to follow the work of the redactor. In the same manner as that 
which we have observed before be has watered down this epiclese by altering 
one word here and by glossing a. few words there, or leaving out some other 
in another place, thus creating a totally new impression of the text. I give 
below a translation of the Syriac version in order to show the method used. 

0 Twin of Christ, and Apostle of the Most High, 
and sharer in the hidden word of the Life-giver, 
and receiver of the secret mysteries of the Son of God ... 
son of a great generation, who hecame bereaved, 
that by the power of thy Lord thou mightest deprive the enemy of many, 
so that thou mightest become the cause of life to the country of the Indians, 
thou who didst come against thy will to men who were straying from God, 
and, lo, by thy epiphany and by thy divine words they are turned unto life. 

Wright, Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles II p. 180 (transl.), I p. _; (text) .. 
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The chief ideas: the Messenger being sent out by God with 
a special message that has been p1·oclaimed to the Messenger, in 
order to save the straying men, are the same in both the Shamash 
text and the Epiclesis in the Acts of Thomas. Accordingly, it is 
not difficult to establish a Mesopotamian background here, but 
at the same time we must keep in mind that corresponding 
Iranian ideas can easily be found, which however would carry 
us too far to work out in detail. 

A few words must also be said of the synonymous term Mes
senger viz. the Apostle. It has already been remarked that in a 
technical sense the word Apostle denotes the heavenly Saviour,1

who has "come" into the world, being "sent" by the true God. 
It is unnecessary to adduce Manichaean material illustrative of 
the use of the term Apostle to indicate the Saviour since this 
question has been treated in another work. There the Iranian 

In the phrase l,L. ,,.,, l»ota./,! ot»ota./, � the words ! ot»ota./, have 
been left out by the redactor, thus completely spoiling the meaning here. The 
words �! \>o \ ��! have been changed into ••• 'ft-»! a.\,♦,-,!
l�'» � }�� which spoils the original sense. For the expression
��>o \ ,o,, ;,,o cf. above, p. 60, a text showing that both expres�ion 
and thought are to be found in Syriac literature (cf. also p. 60). For the phrase 
"to redeem one's own'", cf. John 1: 11 in the retroversion of Burney. 

IC!"IIC r.l�-.-, M�� 

l'!!:���p rc1, r.i�-.,,
Unto His own He came, 
And His own received Him not. 

Burney, The Aramaic O,·i,qin, p. 41 f. 

In the Acts of Thomas we find the common Gnostic idea that the Saviour 
redeems his own. We may also compare Iren. I 21, 6: "I return to my own 
from where I have come." The Saviour descends in order to free bis own, and 
then returns to bis own. The word-play is possible only in Aramaic, cf. Bult
mann, Das Ei-angelium des Johannes, p. 35 n. 7, who gives many other illu
strations of this expression. Both the Greek and the Syriac version have added 
the words "to (in) the country of the Indians" by adding which they have nar
rowed down the sense of the address to only local relevance. The original 
wording is preserved in ch. 48 where we read in an address to .Jesus: "thou 
bast become the cause of life to all mankind." The addition of "against thy 
will"' associates the epiclese with the novelistic introduction to the acts. The 
last line in the Syriac version could have been the original one if we did not 
miss a reference to the true God who bas "sent" the Apostle, a topic very 
common in all Gnostic and early Christian literature, cf. Bultmann, op. cit.

p. 30 n. 2.
1 See above, p. 21 n. 
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background of this use of the language has been brought to the 
fore.1 In this place something ought to be said also of the 
eventual Mesopotamian contribution to the history of this re
ligious term. That, for instance, the term Apostle in Mandaean 
writings fills the same function as in Manichaean literature 
bas already been stated.2 But the same holds true also of Gnostic 
literature in the Syriac language. Thus, e.g., it can on one hand, 
be said, that the Saviour actually is God, or the Son of God. 
Hence we read in The Doctrine of Addai that Abgar wrote to 
Jesus saying: "Either Thou art God, who hast come down from 
heaven and doest these things, or Thou art the Son of God, who 
doest all these things", p. 4 (transl.), p. , f. (text). But in the 
Acts of Thomas we find the alternative put in quite another 
way, for there it is said of the Apostle: "This man is either 
God or the Apostle of God," Wright, Apocryphal Acts of the

Apostles, p. 153 (transl) p. � {text). Accordingly, we get the 
impression that the alternative of being God is being Bis Son, 
or His Apostle, the Son of God hence being the equivalent of 
the Apostle of God. The addresses to the Apostle Thomas in these 
Acts bearing his name constantly reveal the Apostle's being treated 
as the Saviour. It may suffice to refer to the Acts of Thomas

,.

ch. 31, where the Apostle is called the Twin of Christ (and we 
stress the import of the term Twin3), ch. 42, 44, 49 etc.4 Further
we note that Thomas is sent immediately from "the true God" 
(ch. 39), or "the new God" {ch. 42). He is therefore "the Sent 
one", i.e. the Apostle.0

Now it is a hitherto rather neglected fact that the term 
"apostle", i.e. the Sent one, is an old name of the Mesopotamian 
ruler who is the Sent one of the High God and for that reason 
called nasparu.6 Both Messenger and Apostle· thus have their 

1 See Widengren, The Great Volm 1lfanah.
2 See a-bove, p. 21 n. 
3 See Widengren, op. cit. pp. 26 ff. 
4 Cf. also Widen�ren, Religiomns viirld p. 382 f. 

' The "true" God and the "new" God are Gnostic conceptions, being op
posed to the god of this world, cf. Jonas, Gnosis und spiitantiker Geist, pp. 

243 ff., and Schweizer, EGO EIMI p. 133 f. 
6 See Widengren, RoB II (1943) p. 69 f. 
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Mesopotamian counterparts, and can be said to belong to the 

sphere of royal ideology. 
Many other terms could here be taken up for an examination. 

We only refer to such appellations as the Tree of Life, the 

Gate of Life, etc. But such words have already been treated 
sufficiently in the foregoing. We think that enough has already 
been said also of the titles of the Saviour to prove t.hat there 

i's really a definite Mesopotamian colour in many of these names 
with which the Manichaean Saviour is praised by his wor

shippers. 



Conclusions. 

The preceding investigation has furnished us with a positive 
answer as to the question of Mesopotamian elements in Mani
chaeism. There is in reality a clear Mesopotamian background 
to the religion preached by Mani. We have found that these 

Mesopotamian elements have presumably reached Mani in a two
fold manner, directly and indirectly. As we have stated in the 
Introduction, the old indigenous religion of Mesopotamia was 
still alive in the time of Mani, and some of its leading ideas 

must have exercised an influence which cannot have been entirely 
insignificant, although the real vigour of Mesopotamian religion 
cannot have been too great. By far the most important part 

must have been played by the Gnostic movements in Mesopotamia, 
and by Syrian Christianity. But no absolutely strict line of de
ma.rcation can be drawn between these two entities as far as 
Mesopotamian conditions are concerned. 

From the starting point of the interpretation of the Gnostic 
movements we noted the many coincidences between Manichaeism, 
Mandaeism, and Syrian Gnosis. As far as they have been treated 
here to a very large extent these resemblances refer to poetical 
language and technical expressions in what has been called by 
Reitzenstein the Kunstsprache of the Gnostics. But at the same 
time it is necessary to keep in mind that these terms and phrases 
have nearly always been used with the same intention in the 
literary remains of Manichaeism, Mandaeism, and Syrian Gnostic 
religion. And having stated this we have just touched upon our 
main problem. What is it that can be said to be the central 
topic, common to all these religious movements which we have 
tried to compare in this investigation? The answer is at hand 
immediately. We always find that, being religions of salvation, 
they are chiefly interested in the ancient Mesopotamian myths of 

salvation and influenced by them, because they are illustrative 
of the work of the Saviour, His summons to the Soul, and the 
effort made by the Soul to answer this call, and to ascend to 
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its original home. The agreement between Manichaean, Mandaean, 
and Syrian Gnostic religions would seem to point to a fixed re
ligious language in which these ideas of salvation current in 
Mesopotamia were expressed in the period long before Mani. 
Otherwise it would be difficult to explain the fact that docu
ments of early Christian Gnosis contain so much of the same 
expressions and ideas as Manichaean religion. The possible hypo
thesis of Manichaean influence on both Christian Gnosis and 
Mandaeism is nullified by the fact that these elements could be 
traced back to ancient Mesopotamian religion. Behind the three 
religions treated here we detect a common religious language, 
belonging to movements that could perhaps be called Pre-Gnostic, 
or early Gnostic. Mani found a Gnostic language already existing .. 
in Mesopotamia with many technical expressions, a "language of 
art", developed in the centuries before our era and perhaps in 
the first century A. D. too. 

The main theme of this religious language is the drama of 
salvation. This dramatical action goes back on the Mesopotamian 
pattern. It is a play acted in several acts, each of which having 
its exact counterpart in Mesopotamian religion, and moreover in 

a. special type of religion, viz. the so-called Tammuz-religion.
The Mesopotamian pattern of this kind furnishes Mani with a
real drama filled with pathetical feelings. In Manichaean religion
we are able to ascertain what sort of Mesopotamian religion it
was that disposed of most vigour and power of surviving. That
was the Tammuz-religion as it is crystallized in the royal ideo
logy, with the king as the earthly representative of the young
god. In Manichaeism we are able to follow the initial disintegra
tion of the old pattern which is nevertheless kept intact in a
degree that must be said to be astonishingly high. In ancient
Mesopotamia it was the king who represented the divine Saviour,
in the religion of Mani as well as in Mandaean and Syrian
Gnostic religion it is the Apostle, or Messenger, that is this re
presentative. The development has gone from the royal ruler to
the divine Being incarnate in his earthly representative. From
Kin2' to Saviour, we might say, if we only keep in mind that
at the outset the King is also Saviour, and that in the course
of the history of these ideas the Saviour still retains much of
the position of the king.

12-46524 Geo Widengren
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But the significant thing in Mani's taking over this Mesopo

tamian mythologoumenon is the use he has made of it. These 

mythical ideas have already been stated as possible to interpret 

as elements of style, because they are understood in the light of 
the Iranian theologoumena. We are confronted with an Iranian 

interpretation of a Mesopotamian myth. The Saviour whose 

descent, combat, defeat, captivity, and liberation are depicted 
according to the Mesopotamian pattern is not more Tammuz, 

but the Great Soul, in Iranian language the Great V ohu Manah, 
the divine, cosmic manah comprising all human manah-s. But 

the concrete colours in the Manichaean myth are still there and 

clearly discernible as an old inheritance from Mesopotamia. 

Next we have to ask: What conception of Tammuz has pro
vided Mani with the tertium cornpamtionis between Tammuz and 

the Great Vohu Manah, The Iranian conception of the Saviour? 

How could Tammuz be interpreted both as an individual and as 

a collective entity? This question is easily answered by a reference 

to a [ate Babylonian commentary text, according to which Tam
muz is the ameliUu, "mankind". 1 We must assume that the de

cisive step in fusing Mesopotamian and Iranian religions of sal

vation had been taken many centuries before Mani when the 
figure of the "Great Man" as the outstanding figure of Saviour 

had begun to be worshipped in the country between the two 
rivers. In this process of fusion the god Tammuz whose traits 

we are in some degree still able to discern behind the deity 
"Primal Man", has played a prominent role. 2

It would seem that Manichaean religion could afford us with 

ail illustration of the process enacted when a s:rncretistic religion 

is born. All the essential indigenous features of the myth are 

interpreted through the medium of the new religious belief, in 
this case the Iranian popular religion breaking into Mesopotamia 

with evidently great vigour and power of expansion. 

The originality of Mani, as in most cases of founders of new 

religions, ·does not lie so much in -what he says as in how he 

says it. He seems to have inherited most of his leading religious 

ideas, if not all, as well as his fixed literary expressions, from 

his Mesopotamian surroundings with their three religious com-

1 8Pe Ebeling T11L J>. 48. 

� Cf. similar views in Kraeling, Antltropos and Son of Man pp. 100 ff. 
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ponents, the indigenous religion, Christianity, and Iranian religion. 
The Manichaean religion as preached by Mani shows us his 
double descent. Born of Iranian parents in a Mesopotamian 
country and having grown up in a South Babylonian sect of bap
tizers he has been influenced both by Mesopotamia and Iran. 1

The religious-political purpose of Mani's appearance now seems 
rather evident if only seen against the background of the reli
gious policy adopted by the Sa.ssanian rulers. s By propagating 
a syncretistic religion Mani is able to offer the Sassanian King 
of Kings a religion well suited to be acceptable both to his 
Iranian and Mesopotamian subjects. The basic thoughts in his 
religious system are Iranian, but the language is that of the 
Mesopotamian Gnostic with Christian sympathies. For in this 
religious language of Mani's the Christian element too is con
spicuous. Let it however be understood that it is the language 
of the Syrian church with its inherent, predominant Gnostic 
element. The question of the Mesopotamian elements in Mani
chaeism carries us in this way over to the problems of the role 
played by Gnosis in Syrian Christianity and of the relations be
tween Manichaeism and Mandaeism. That no definite answer can 
be given in this investigation to these difficult problems goes 
without saying. It is nevertheless to be hoped that the preceding 
researches might have contributed to the understanding of the 
ideas common to these three religions of Mesopotamia. 

1 The mingling of Iranian and Mesopotamian elements often goes so fnr 

that it is difficult to draw a sharp border line. We remind the reader of the 

fact that Rcitzenstein found a 1>roof of the Iranian origin of the traits treated 

in this investigation in their being carried back to India, sec ·vorcliristliche. 
Erlosungslehnn in KA 22 (1922) p. 118 f. 

1 For the interpretation of Mani's political aims see Wikander, Ji'euerpriesfer 
pp. 206 ff., with whose views I agree in all essentials. 



Additional Note. 

We may quote from the poems by Aphrem two passages be
longing to two texts which are coherent as to their contents and 
style. The first relates the awakening of Adam by the Saviour 
who has descended into his sepulchre. From a formal point of 
view the poet himself is the speaker but the matter a.nd form 
might just as well belong to the "cry" called out by the Saviour 
in the Gnostic systems. 

;p2l � � tpOJ;>

l;..:ii.o � -r.'o

y� �., y..»?

Arise, arise, Adam, 
and be glad in the tomb

1

for thy Lord hath descended visiting 
thee, 

and His light is shed over all. 

Lamy, Ephraemi Sy1·i Hymni et Sermones IV col. 757: 4. 

The other passage relates how the Saviour brings Adam back 
again to his original home in the heavenly realms. 

.... ota..;.AJ? .:.ol �,{o 
,boo;, lia a\»\ 

.... ;�l? -p?l �? ..,.o, 

��o l..» 1

l�J» '-� 
.otl�? lµocu..

And when his Lord found 
Adam in the tomb, 
He gave him the document 
that his Lord had payed for him; 
and He went also to call him 
to the kingdom on high, 
that one, on account of which Adam had 

been deposed, 
that he might enter with {the sounds of) 

harps, 
song and {the sounds of) flutes 

into Eden the spotless, 
the habitation of his youth. 

Lamy, Ephraemi Syri l[ym11i et Sennones IV col. 759: 2. 
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The return of the fallen Primal Man into paradise to the 
sounds of song and music from the inhabitants of the blessed 
dwellings who pay homage to him recalls the Manichaean scene 
in the Paradise of Light when the First Man is blessed by the 
heavenly beings who are singing and playing tambourines, harps 
and flutes. This description is given in one of the hymns in 
Middle Iranian language (M 10 in Henning, Geburt und Ent

sendiing des manichiiischen Urmenschen, text p. 318, translation 
p. 312).

That the end must be in conformity with the origin is one
of the leading ideas of not only Manichaean but all Gnostic 
systems. No wonder, then, that the returning First Man must 
be greeted in the same way as he was when he made his first 
appearance in the region of Light. In Psalm-Book II we probably 
have this situation before us when in an unfortunately broken pas
sage it is said: 

The assembly, the progeny of the [Light-Nous(?) sing to thee(?)] 
[the maidens and virgins(?)] on high make music to thee. 

Psalm-Book II p. 99: 1-2.1

This heavenly choir presumably has its earthly counterpart 
in the assembly of the righteous, of whom the following exhorta
tion is made: 

0 virtuous assembly of the righteous, sweet and pleasant singers, 
the lamps that are gathered, that are full of hymns, light them 

quickly in your joy! 
Psalm-Book II p. 94: 31-33. 

In an Iranian poem we read of the death of Mani: 

'wd pd wzrg s'dyft 'd bg'n t·wsn'n And in great joy together with 
gods of Light 

'fiy 'c dsn 'wd hwy swynd pd snng who advance to the right and to the 
left of him, at the sound of harps 

'wd s1·wd cy !lclyft frwst pd wrc and joyous song - he flew in di-
bg'nyg vine power. 

T II D 79 R 8-12 MirM III p. 16 (861). 

1 The supplementary restorations by me are based on the comparison with 

the Iranian hymn M 10. They remain, of course, highly uncertain. 
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